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ABSTRACT 

European rural laiidsc^)es are current^ going through a process of degradation. 

In some regions, degradation arises via the intensification and industrialization of 

agricultural practices. On others, it results from the extensi&ation of fiirming or even 

from its abandonment. This process, which leads to environmental and cultural loss, has 

been raising concerns about the preservation of European rural landscapes. But, while 

some conservation measures have already been enacted, the preservation of European 

rural landsc£q)es fiices several problems. One of the main difficulties results from the 

lack of knowledge about the process of landscape change, as this knowledge is 

fundamental to control landsci^ evolution. 

\^thin this context, this work brings some knowledge about the evolution of rural 

landsci^s in Interior Alentejo, a regran located in southern Portugal Interior Alentejo is 

currentty going through a process of landscape degradation via the extensification and 

abandonment of Arming practices. The main rural landscapes identi&d in the region 

are: forest, montado, permanent crop landscapes, and open fields. Under permanent crop 

landscapes are classified orchards, olive groves, vineyards, mixed &rming areas and tree 

coplanted fields. 

This dissertation describes the historic evolution of Interior Alentejo rural 

landscape from pre-history to present times. This study reveals the emergence of each 

landsc^ type and their main changes throughout history. At the same time, it allows 

the identification of the main anthropogenic &ctors of landscape change, and 
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corresponding rules of action. To evaluate the effect of the interaction between 

anthropogenic Victors and the main ecological &ctor varying in the region (soil fertility), 

the landscape evolution in counties with low and high sofl fertility has been studkd 

separate^. 

Cultural heritage, political stability, the market, policies, social structure, 

population density, and technology have been the main anthropogenic fectors of 

landscape change in Interior Alentejo. Knowledge about their rules of action, Le., about 

their efifect on the landscape, might be used to predict landscape changes and to control 

the process of landscape evolution. 
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I-INTRODUCTION 

LI — Context for the study 

European rural landscs^s went through major transformations in the second half 

of the twentieth century. These transformations arose essentially from the great social 

and economic changes following the Second World War, and resulted almost always in 

landscape simplification. According to the literature, the sin^lification affecting 

European rural landsci^s arises from two opposite but quite complementary processes. 

On one hand, it is a consequence of intensification and industrialization of agricultural 

practices fostered by the need to feed an increasing urban population. On the other, it 

arises from the abandonment of agriculture caused by the rural exodus. The first process 

occurred in regions with high agricultural productivity and/or located in the proximity of 

urban centers. The second affected the so-called marginal areas, areas offering lower 

agricultural yields and areas of difScute access. 

Landscape sin^lification, either caused intensification or extensification' 

processes, carries a number of negative consequences both at the environmental and 

cultural level Among others, the loss of landscape heterogeneity reduces ecological 

resilience, decreases biodiversity, increases propagation of disturbances like erosion and 

fire, diminishes visual quality, and results in cultural loss (Ales et al, 1992; CEC, 1988; 

' Extensification, as opposed to intensification, is a diminution of the production per unit of area. 
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Meeus et al, 1990; Meeus, 1995). Increasing awareness about the deterioration process 

affecting European rural landsc^)es has fostered concerns about their preservation. 

Within the European Union (EU), the problem was objectivety first raised in the 1985 

green p^)er of the Commission of the European Community (CEC) titled "Perspectives 

for the Common Agriculture PoIicy'\ In this paper, together with the need to maintain 

the social &bric in rural regions and to conserve the natural environment, the CEC 

asserted the necessity to preserve the lands«^ created during 2000 years of agriculture 

(CEC, 1985). 

Concerns about the fiiture of the European rural landscapes were addressed in the 

1988 seminal paper of the CEC titled "The future of the rural society". Taking the 

discussion a step forward, this paper identified the three problem types affecting the 

European rural world and proposed strategies to deal with each of them. The first 

problem, the pressure of modem evolution on the rural world, affects landscapes where 

agriculture went through a process of intensification and industrialization. The other two 

problems, rural decline and marginal areas, affect landscapes suffering from diverse 

degrees of Arming extensification and abandonment. 

The Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) reform of 1992 integrated measures to 

fight the environmental and landscape negative inq>acts of its predecessor. Apart fix>m 

incentives to reduce production, which might have an indirect positive impact on some 

landscapes, the new CAP introduced schemes designed to deal directfy with some 
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problems affecting the rural landscapes. The agri-environment measures grant aid to 

fiirmers for the introduction and maintenance of production techniques compatible with 

the protection of the environment, the landscape and the natural resources. These 

measures aim at encouraging dinners to view their roles not only as producers of food but 

also as guardians of the coimtryside. 

Despite its announced good intentions, the new CAP was the object of several 

criticisms. Incentives to reduce production were designed to contain surpluses and put 

the budget back in balance without any concern about their environmental and landscape 

effects. While these measures can have a positive effect in stopping and even reverting 

the intensification process in some agricultural landscapes, th^ have a negative impact 

on those where degradation arrives through fiuming extensification or land abandonment. 

The same criticism applies to afforestation measures. While incentives to 

substitute forest for agricultural land uses might have a positive effect in curtailing 

intensification, the expansion of forest in areas affected by extensification might have 

serious negative environmental and lands«q)e impacts. For instance, in the 

Mediterranean regions, M^iere forests are integrated in agro-silvo-pastoral systems, 

measures &voring the expansion of forest monocultures of &st growing species resuh in 

the loss of valuable landscs^)es, stimulate rural depopulation, and increase forest fires 

(Perez, 1990). 

As for the agri-environmental program, the group of measures that could have a 

more generalized positive effect on landscape preservation, it had little e3q)ression. 
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The recent CAP reform within the context of Agenda 2000, that ended up being a 

mere reworking of the 1992 reform, does not innovate much in terms of landsc^}e 

preservation. The subdivision of CAP into two pillars — market support policies as the 

first pillar and rural development policies as the second pillar - fonnalizes the EU 

commitment to the mukiiunctionality of agriculture. The second pillar includes policies 

concerning all agricultural functions other than food production, namety the protection of 

the environment and the preservation of ]aiKlsc^)es. The reunion of all rural development 

policies under a single regulation and the decentralization of their in:q)lementation is a 

positive aspect of the Agenda 2000 CAP reform, as it allows a more efiBcient and locally 

adapted use of these policies. Cross compliance is another innovation that might have a 

positive intact on landsc^qie preservation. It invites Member States to integrate 

environmental conq>liance within the market support schemes, even allowing the 

penalization of transgressors with reductions on direct payments. Funds made available 

fit>m aid reduction might be used to support agri-environment measures. However, the 

allocation of only 10% of the CAP budget to the second pillar clearly demonstrates that 

the multifiinctionality of agriculture is not yet a main priority in the EU agenda. (Costa, 

2001). 

Given the deficiencies of the current CAP in dealing with rural development 

issues, many are calUng for a restructuring of this policy. Buckwell et al (1997), in a 

report to the European Commission, have proposed to replace CARPE (Common 

Agriculture and Rural Policy for Europe) for CAP. According to the authors, the 
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objective of CARPE is *^0 ensure an economical^ efBcient and environmental^ 

sustainable agrwulture and to stimulate the integrated development of the Union's rural 

areas". Environmental and cultural landscape payments, one of the three conqwnents of 

this policy, reward the provision of environmental and cultural landsc^)es services both 

at the individual and territorial level (Costa, 2001). The expansion of agri-environment 

payments to the landscape level aims at obtaining a more efBcient landscape protection. 

(Bramsnaes, 1992). 

The degradation alGfecting European rural landscapes is matter of concern not only 

for the ofScial institutions of the European Union. It has inspired concern and action at 

the level of individual governments and non-govenmiental organizations. The Lake 

District Declaration of the International Symposium on Protected Landscapes recognized 

the urgent need to preserve the not yet irreversibfy despoiled landsc^)es and their natural 

and cultural diversity (Naveh, 1993). This objective requires a shift of conservation 

efforts fiom the species and ecosystem level to the landscape level Based on this 

concept, Naveh proposed the elaboration of "Red Books for Threatened Landscapes", 

analogous to the lUCN Data Books for endangered species but differing from these in 

scope and content. Red books should tell us what the landscape is con^sed of and its 

static as well as dynamk aspects, Le., the forces that are changing it, ^^t should be 

preserved and how to do it (Naveh, 1993). Not surprising^, the process was initiated 

with the elaboration of Red Books for Threatened Mediterranean Landsc2q)es. 
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L2-Rcasoiis for the study 

One of the main problems concerning rural landscape conservation is that valued 

landscs^pes are often shaped totally or in part by anthropogenic &ctors no longer present. 

In such cases, conservation of the present landscape status is inq[)ossible, and evolution to 

a different stage inevitable. To avoid undesirable evolutions, evolutions with high 

environmental and cultural costs, one should control the process of change. But control 

requires knowledge, and, unfortunatety, the processes of landscape change in time and 

^>ace are not well known. (Meeus, 1995; Naveh, 1993). 

The objective of this work is to bring some knowledge about the evolution of rural 

landscsq)es in Interior Alentejo, a region in southern Portugal Interior Alentejo, as many 

other Mediterranean regions, is current^ going through a process of &rming 

extensification and land abandonment. This process has been raising many concerns 

about the future of the region's landscapes, among the most valued in the country for 

their high environmental, visual, and recreational qualities. As most of these landscapes 

have been shaped by social and economic patterns no longer present, changes are 

inevitable. But if chaises are inevitable, they don't need to be necessarily bad. Interior 

Alentejo rural landscapes can evolve to a less intensive stage without incurring 

irreversible environmental and cultural losses. They can regress to a former stage, a stage 

shaped by land uses less intensive than those of the recent past. But this requires control 

of the change process. And control of the change process, as already stated, requires 

knowledge about the genesis and evohition of landsci^ features. This knowledge can 
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onfy be acquired by studying the historical evolution of ]andsc^)es (Comms et al, 1993; 

Ihse, 1995; Naveh, 1993; Pungetti, 1995). The investigation should go as &r back as 

possible, as many features of present rural landsc^)es have their origins very earfy in 

human history. According to Naveh (1993), the shaping of Mediterranean landscapes by 

anthropogenic forces began in the Middle Pleistocene with the Paleolithic food gatherer-

hunters. Thus, this work has studied the evolution of the Interior Alentejo rural 

landsc^)e from pre-history to present times. This has aUowed the identification of the 

main anthropogenic fiictors of change, and the evaluation of their effect on landscape 

pattern. 

Landscape patterns result from the interaction of anthropogenic and ecological 

frictors. The same anthropogenic &ctor acting upon different ecological conditions can 

result in different Iandsc£q)e patterns and different landscape evolutions. An exanq)le of 

the latter is the effect of the CAP in agricultural landscs^ies with different ferming 

capabilities. As mentioned before, CAP has promoted landsc£q)e intensification in areas 

with high Arming capability and extensification in areas less C£^>able. Given the quite 

homogeneous macroclimate conditions of Interior Alentejo, soil fertility is the main 

ecological landscape shaping &ctor showing a significant variation in the region. 

Descr^tions and ana^is about the region invariabfy distinguish what happens in poor 

and fertile soils. Thus, the author has decided in this work to study separate^ the 

landscape evolution in areas dominated by poor and fertile soils. To do this she has 

assessed the landscape response to determinant anthropogenic fectors both in rich and 

poor counties. 
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13 - Study stractnre 

The study is organized in five chapters. 

Chapter I first sets the context and the reasons for the study - the degradation 

problem current^ affecting European rural landscapes, and the difiSculties &ced 

current conservation efiforts. There follows a summary of the dissertation structure, and a 

characterization and choice justification of the study region — the Interior Alentejo. 

Chapter II characterizes the landscape status of the study region. The main 

agricultural landsc^)es types existing in Interior Alentejo are identified, and their current 

geographic distribution is determined using data of the 1999 Agricultural Census. 

Chapter m describes the evolution of Interior Alentejo landscapes since pre-

Roman times, as the human shaping of the current agriculturai landscapes of the region is 

believed to have begun around the 8th century BC, with the introduction of the 

Mediterranean food trilogy. Until the 19th century, the description is merety qualitative 

given the lack of quantitative data. The evolution fi^om the I9th century untfl nowadays 

is described both in qualitative and quantitative terms. 

Chapter IV identifies the determinant anthropogenic fiictors in the evolution of 

Interior Alentejo landscapes, and describes how they have affected landscape change 

throughout history. The result of the interaction between each anthropogenic &ctor and 

soil fertility is assessed by comparing laiKiscape responses to the anthropogenic &ctor in 

both rich and poor counties. 
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Chapter V summarizes the main findings of this study, discusses their potential 

application to the design of policks aimed at preserving the rural landscapes of Interior 

Alentejo, and suggests areas of further investigation. 
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L4 - Dcfinhion of the study area 

1.4.1 - The Akntejo region 

From a geographic perspective, Alentejo is the southern Portuguese region located 

between the Tejo river and the Serra Algarvia - a chain of mountains separating it from 

the southernmost Portuguese region, the Algarve. This region comprises to 

approximate^ one third of the Portuguese territory, (see Figure 1) 

Figare 1: Tkc tcognpliic Akntejo rcgioa 
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The political limits of this geogr^hic area have changed throughout history. In 

Ancient times, Alentejo was part of the Roman Lusitania (1st century BC - 411 AD), and 

was integrated in several political units during the Muslim domain (713 AD - 1238 AD). 

It was annexed to Portuguese territoiy in 1238, following its conquest to the Muslims 

during the Christian Reconquest wars. Under Portuguese rule, Alentejo^s first name was 

Antre Tejo e Odiana when the country was first divided into administrative units in the 

first half of the 14th century. Its current political limits were set onfy in the 19th century, 

when the three districts actually conq[>rising the region - Portalegre, Evora, and Beja -

were established. 

The present Alentejo administrative region is smaller than its geographic 

counterpart described above. It corresponds to a territory of 26,932 km^, 29.3% of the 

country area (91,831 kn^)^- It enconq)asses 3 districts, 46 counties, and 289 parishes 

(freguesiasy- (see Figure 2). 

^This area includes the Azofcs and Madeira Islands. 
^The smallest administrative inut. 
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Figwc 2: The admiaistrativc Alentejo regioo 

Alentejo is &r from being a homogeneous region where the landscqie is 

concerned. It can be subdivided into three subregions: High Alentejo (Aho Alentejo), 

Littoral Alentejo (Alentejo LitoraQ, and Interior Alentejo (Alentejo Interior), (see Figure 

3). Landscape differences among subregions arise from different ecological conditions 

and different anthropogenic frictors. 



High AJenl^ oounties Littoral Alentgo counties Interior Alentejo counties 

I -Nisa 1 -PomedeSdr I-AherdoCliio 
2 -Cnito 2-Avis 2-Fraateiia 
3 -CastdodeVide 3-Man 3-MoaSMie 
4 — Miwio 4—Montennr o Novo 4-AiTooches 
5 - Poialcgre 5-VendasNovas S-CampoMaior 

6 - Alcicer do Sol 6-Sousel 
7-GrtndoU 7-Airaioios 
8 - Fetiein do Alenteio S-Esnemoz 
9 - Santiago do Cac^ 9-Botfaa 
10-Sines 10-ViIaVicosn 
II •Odemin ll-EKas 

12—£van 
13-Redondo 
14-Alandioal 
15 - Viina do Alentejo 
l6-Poiiel 
17 - Reguengos de Moosanz 
I8-Mourto 
19-Atvilo 
20-Caba 
21 - Vidignen 
22-Moara 
23-BaiTincm 
24 — Aljuflrd 
25-B^ 
26-ScnM 
27-Oiiriiiiie 
28-Castro Verde 
29-M<nola 
30> Abnod&var 

Figure 3: The three Alentejo anbrcgioiM 
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L4J, - High Akntcjo (Alto Alentejo): 

The High Alentejo subregion is located on the northeast of the Alentejo region. It 

includes the counties of Castelo de Vide, Crato, MarvSo, Nisa, and Portalegre. (see 

Figure 3). 

The High Alentejo constitutes a quite distinct landsc^ within the region, mainly 

due to its higher elevation. The S. Mamede mountains (Serra de S. Mamede) rise to 1025 

meters of height, "creating an island of northern climate within the Mediterranean climate 

of the southern plateaus" (Birot, 1950). The colder and wetter climate results in some 

substitution of the evergreen oaks (jQuercus suber and Quercus rotimdifolia) typical of 

the Alentejo region a deciduous oak species (Quercus robur) found only in more 

northern regions. High Alentejo is also characterized its chestnut groves* and orchards 

of northern fruits. 

The wetter climate together with a predominance of poor soils caused rye and 

millet to substitute for wheat and barley, the typical Mediterranean grain crop 

association. While today the area of wheat approaches that of lye, lye is still the main 

grain crop in High Alentejo as opposed to its almost null inqwrtance in the other Alentejo 

subregions. 

*The number of chestnut trees {Castanea sativd) was greatly reduced in the beginning of this oentuiy when this tree 
was aflFecrcd by a fiital disease. Despite this &isA, and aooording.to the agricuiturai and forestry statistics, a 
considerable area of chestnut groves can still be fixjnd in High Alentejo today. 
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According to the literature, the evolution of High Alentejo rural landscape was 

largety determined by the openfield system, a form of agrarian collectivism mstituted in 

this subregion during the Middle Ages. 

Prior to this date. High Alentejo counties were, like those of the other two 

subregions, organized according to an infield-outfield structure. Settlements were 

surrounded by an area of &trly mtensive mixed fiuming (the infield), with the remaining 

territory (the outfield) being used solely for animal grazing, shifting cultivation, and 

gathering. Apart from the infield, all the territory was submitted to the regime of 

common grazing^- The need to increase landscape productivity led to the creation, 

between the two primitive areas, of large collective fields submitted to a conq)ulsory 

rotation (with regular cultivation substituting for shifting cultivation), and a periodic 

distribution of the cultivation field among small fermers, in addition to common grazing. 

According to SQbert (1966), the institution of the openfield in High Alentejo 

emerged firom the necessity to find a conq>romise between two conflicting needs: the 

need to produce larger quantities of grain in the &ce of a demographic increase, and the 

need to supply quality pastures for the increasing number of local and transhumant sheep. 

However, major adoption of the 4-year rotation (with a two year fellow period) led this 

author to believe that this system was set up mainly to meet the needs of the large 

livestock producers, as fidlow land offers a better quality pasture than scrub land^. In 

 ̂Common grazing was imposed all over the oountiy in the 13th oentuiy (Gama Barros, 1886-1922; MagalhSes, 1993; 
Silbert, 1966). 
^According to the literature, the 2-year and the 3-ycar rotations result in a better equilibrium between pastures and 
crops, and arise mainly in response to increased grain needs. 
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&ct, livestock production played a major role in the ancient econon^ of this subregion, 

as k>cal eds^ho-climatic conditions do not fiivor grain production. 

The openfield endured in High Alentejo until the second half of the 19th century, 

when it was abolished by the Civil Code. In the other two subregions, most collective 

rights yielded earlier to agrarian individualism. The longer survival of the openfield in 

Alentejo has been justified by the &ct that ths collective system, unlike common 

grazing, served the interests of both the class of large landless livestock producers (>^o 

benefited fi-om the pastures) and that of small fermers (who benefited from the cultivation 

field). 

1.4  ̂- Littoral Alentejo (Alentejo Litoral): 

Littoral Alentejo consists of the counties located along the region's Atlantic coast 

— Odemira, Sines, Santiago do Cacem, Grandola, and Alc^er do Sal - and the interior 

comties of Ferreira do Alentejo, Vendas Novas, Montemor-o-Novo, Mora, Avis, and 

Ponte de Sor. Whfle Ferreira do Alentejo, Montemor-o-Novo, Mora and Avis make the 

transition to the Interior Alentejo, for purposes of this study the author has decided to 

place them in the Littoral Alentejo subregion. (see Figure 3). 
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From an ecological perspective. Littoral Alentejo is characterized by a 

Mediterranean cinnate with an Atlantic flavor^, and poor sandy soils. These ed^ho-

climatic conditions make this subregion the best habitat for the cork oak {Quercus 

subef), that dominates the landscape together with pine forests. The world's largest 

expanse of cork oak forest is located in Littoral Alentejo. 

Littoral Alentejo has had an historical evolution quite different fixim that of the 

other Alentejo subregions. Due to the low fertility of its soils, this vast territory was the 

least densefy populated of the country until the 19th century. It was described by several 

authors as a wfld and desert place covered by an immense and monotonous maquis. 

Littoral Alentejo's ancient economy was based upon a very extensive livestock 

production combined with a bum and slash agriculture. The low population density, and 

the absence of transhumant flocks led to an earfy^ extinction of common grazing in the 

large scrub covered estates (herdades de matd) dominating the subregion. As pastures 

were the best resource o£fered by Littoral Alentejo's poor soils, fiumers soon reserved for 

themselves their exclusive use. To peasants was left the necessary cultivation to maintain 

pastures (usually in regime of sharecropping), and the possibility to graze some livestock 

in common lands. (Silbert, 1966). 

In the late 18th - early 19th centuries, a boomii^ cork-stopper industry conferred 

sudden advantages to the cork oak. Seen as the great opportunity for the poor soils of 

Littoral Alentejo, \«^iere this tree finds its optimal conditions and grows spontaneously 

^fai Littoral Alentejo the Atlantic breezes moderate the aridity of Mediterranean climate. The annual thermic amplitude 
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almost everywhere, large cork oak montados were selected and planted all over the 

region. (Balabanian, 1980). 

In order to attract the labor force necessary to the creation of cork oak montados, 

actions to promote the colonization of the region took place. Small &rms were created 

amidst the large estates to receive settlers. This led Littoral Alentejo to be today 

characterized by a dispersed settlement pattern, as opposed to the concentrated pattern of 

the remaining Alentejo regioa (Caldas, 1991; Ribeiro, 19S5). 

Settlers brought with them crops fix>m other regions of the country, namety fruits 

and vegetables grown in small kitchen gardens and orchards adjacent to the houses. This 

resulted in a landscape where small patches of intensive irrigated mixed fiirming dot vast 

areas of cork oak montados and pine forests. (Caldas, 1991; Ribeiro, 1955). 

1.4.4 - Interior Alentejo (Alentejo Interior) 

Interior Alentejo is the region located south of High Alentejo and east of Littoral 

Alentejo (see Figure 3). It includes the counties of Arronches, Campo Maior, Elvas, 

Fronteira, Monforte, Alandroal, Arraiolos, Borba, Estremoz, Evora, Mour3o, Portel, 

Redondo, Reguengos de Monsaraz, Sousel, Viana do Alentejo, Vila Vifosa, Aljustrel, 

Almodovar, Alvito, Barrancos, Beja, Castro Verde, Cuba, M^ola, Moura, Ourique, 

Serpa, and Vkligueira. 

is smaller, as summers are not so hot and winters not so cold. 
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Interior Alentejo is characterized a continental Mediterranean climate. 

Precipitation and humidity are lower than in High and Littoral Alent^. The anniwl 

thermic an^litude is higher (IT'C) than in Littoral Alentejo (12°C). 

Such climatic conditions influence native flora to be dominated by the holm oak 

(Quercus rotundifolia) as this species is more adapted to drought and high summer 

tenq)eratures than the cork oak (Querctds suber). This does not mean, however, an 

absolute absence of cork oaks in Interior Alentejo. While not dominant in this subregion, 

the cork oak appears often associated with the holm oak. 

Interior Alentejo is con^Msed of areas of different soil fertility. The more fertile 

areas are located on clay soils. The less fertile areas correspond to schist soils. Clay 

soils are deep, storing during the winter large quantities of water available to plants when 

the dry season arrives suddenfy at the end of sprii^. While unbalanced and poor in 

nutrients, they achieve a great productivity if properly cultivated and fertilized. As 

opposed, schist soils are thin, poor and stony. Their productivity is small. (Feio, 1949). 

Table 1 shows the percentage of soils c^)able for agriculture in the 30 Interior 

Alentejo counties. These numbers, published in Rosa (1999), were obtained from the 

land use capability m^s* for the region. Land use c^bility maps classify soils in 5 

capability classes: A, B, C, D, and E. Class A soils present no limitatk>ns to agricultural 

use. Class B soOs offer some moderate limitations. Soils in classes C, D, and E present 

severe restrictions for agriculture. Soils capable for agriculture, presented in Table 1, are 

those bek>nging to classes A and B. While this classification continues to be wkiefy used 

' Cartas de Capacidade de Uso do Solo. 
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as an indkator of soil fertility, it has often been contested soil specialists. The main 

criticism points to the &ct that land use c^>ability maps represent the soil capability for 

the wheat culture. Thus, their evaluation of soil capability for agriculture is quite 

restricted. 

Given the inq)ortance of wheat in Interior Alentejo, and in the absence of other 

soil fertility indicator available by county, the author has decided to use the percentile of 

soils with c^)ability for wheat as an indicator of soil fertility. An SPSS fC-means cluster 

analysis was used to classify Interior Alentejo counties in 3 classes of soil fertility: high, 

medium, and low. Results are presented in Figure 4. 



Cooaty 
Soils soitabic for agriciiltare 

Cooaty 
(% of total couaty area) 

AJandroal 6,00 
Aljustrel 25,20 
AJmodovar 0,60 
Alter do Chao 15,30 
Alvito 26,70 
Arraiolos 16,30 
Arronches 12,70 
Barrancos 0,50 

49,10 
Borba 17,70 
Campo Maior 30,20 
Castro Verde 2,00 
Cuba 44,20 
Etvas 32,60 
Estremoz 11,40 
Evora 18,30 
Fronten  ̂ 30,70 
Mertola 0,60 
Monforte 18,70 
Moura 19,90 
Mourao 11,40 
Ourique 7,80 
Portel 7,70 
Redondo 14,10 
Reguengos 15,90 
Serpa 26,60 
Sousel 49,00 
Viana 20,00 
Vidigueira 24,20 
Vila Vicosa 11.10 

Tabic I: Soils soitablc for agricaltarc ia laterior Alcatejo coutics 
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Fignre 4: Soil Fertility in Interior Akntejo 

Onfy 3 counties are classified as high fertility; Beja, Cuba, and Sousel. The first 

two overlay partially the most fertile soils of Alentejo, the so-called Beja clays. 

11 counties were classified under bw soil fertility; Ourique, Castro Verde, 

Almodovar, M^ola, Portel, Barrancos, MourSo, Alandroal, Redondo, Estremoz, Vila 

Vi9osa, and Arronches. In this group, the percentage of soils capable for agriculture 

ranges fix>m 0.5 (Barrancos) to 14.1 (Redondo). The less fertile area of the subregion is 

the southern area con^msed of the counties of Ourique, Castro Verde, Almodovar, and 

Mdrtola. Except for Ourique with 7.8%, in this group the percentage of soils capable for 

agriculture does exceed 2%. 
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The other 16 counties are classified under medium fertility. In this group the 

percentage of soils capable fi>r agriculture ranges fix>m 15.3 to 32.6. 

Interior Alentejo landscape evolution was largefy determined by soil fertility. 

Counties located on fertile soils evolved earlier fix)m the infield-outfield structure 

characterizing the post Christian Reconquest landsc^)e. A landscape of open fields of 

grain emerged during the Middle Ages in between the two primitive areas, substituting 

for a large percentage of the outfield. 

In order to foster cereal production, ferms located on this dry grain ferming area 

were gradually exenq)ted fix)m the regime of common grazu^ after the Middle Ages. 

This earlier inq)lementation of agrarian individualism was made possible by the small 

inqmrtance of livestock production in the area. 

The wheat campaigns of the late 19th century - early 20th century led to the 

substitution of the remaining scrub area by fields of wheat. Today, the agricultural 

landsc£q)e of rich Interior Alentejo counties is largely dominated by open fields. 

In contrast, counties located on Interior Alentejo's poor soils maintained until the 

19th century the primitive dual landscfq)e structure. .^Kirt from the areas of intensive 

mixed &rming surrounding settlements (the infield), they were mostfy covered by scrub. 

A low population density led their ancient econon^^ to be based upon an extensive 

livestock production combined with a bum and slash ^riculture. 

Along with an inqmrtant local livestock production. Interior Alentejo's poor 

counties were main winter destinations of transhumant flocks. This resulted in the 
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survival of common grazing until the 18th century. In &ct, the decline of transhumance 

has been indicated by the literature as the main cause leading to the abolitk)n of common 

grazing. 

Following the great land clearances of the late 19th century - early 20th century, 

the landscape of poor Interior Alentejo counties evolved either to a tree covered 

landscape where pastures and grain crops occur under the canopy of the native oaks 

(montado), or to a treeless landscape dominated by pastures and Mow fields. 

1.4.5 - JnstificatioD of the study area 

As previously stated, the main objectives of this dissertation are the identification 

of anthropogenic &ctors resulting in important landscape changes, and the comparative 

study of their landscape ef^t in areas of different soil fertility (high fertility versus low 

fertility). 

In order to find out how soil fertility has influenced landscape responses to 

anthropogenic pressures, it is necessary to control for other ecological Actors likety to 

affect landscape evolution. At a macroscale, besides soils, climate is the other ecological 

fiictor shaping the Alentejo landscape. Therefore, to control for the climate &ctor, the 

author had to focus this stu(fy in an area under homogeneous climate conditions. While 

climate conditions vary across the Alentejo region, they are fiiirty homogeneous within 
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each of its three sulvegions. Given this feet, this study is going to be done at the 

subregion level 

Iirterior Alentejo was the chosen subregion. Several reasons justify this option: 

1. High Alentejo and Littoral Alentejo are fiiirty homogeneous as regards soils, with a 

predominance of poor soils. In contrast. Interior Alentejo is conqx>sed of areas of 

quite different soil fertility. Therefore, Interior Alentejo is the onfy subregion 

affording the possibility of doing the conq>arative landscape evolution study in areas 

of contrasting soil fertility. 

2. High Alentejo and Littoral Alentejo rural landscapes have been influenced by rather 

particular anthropogenic &ctors. High Alentejo landscape was largefy determined by 

the openfield system, a form of agrarian collectivism also instituted in the region of 

Beira Baixa at north, but not shared the other two Alentejo subregions. This, 

among other fectors, leads High Alentejo to resemble more the region of Beira Baixa 

than the remaining Alentejo. As for Littoral Alentejo, its present landscape has been 

nwstly sluq)ed the cork industry and a late colonization. 

3. Due to its climatic conditions. Interior Alentejo is the more Mediterranean Alentejo 

subregion. It is here that the problems affecting Northern Mediterranean' landscapes 

reach their maximum eiqiression within the region. 

' Mediterranean Europe 
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n - CnDRIOR ALENTEJO'S RURAL LANDSCAPES 

II.1 — Identificjition of the main Interior Alentejo's rural landscapes 

Most authors proposing a classification for the Mediterranean or Alentejo 

landscapes use the "presence of trees" as a main discriminantii^ &ctor among landscape 

types. Depending on the presence of trees, Mediterranean landscapes can be subdivided 

into open (treeless) landsc^ies, and enclosed (tree covered) landsc^)es. According^, 

Meeus et al. (1990), in their typology for the European agricultural landscapes, distinguish 

between Open Mediterranean Hills and Valleys and Enclosed Mediterranean Hill Country. 

While forest monocultures are rare in the Mediterranean, trees are a chief element 

in its rural landscape (Ribeiro, 1968). Better adapted to the predominant ecological 

conditions (arid climate, poor and stony soils, and steep relief, trees and shrubs provide a 

source of food and income alternative to grain crops. Accordingly, tree density is higher 

in the poorer soils and steeper slopes. In contrast, they are absent fi-om the most fertile 

areas, usually allocated to monocultures of grain crops. 

Trees can appear alone (in forests, olive groves, or orchards), but more commonly 

they appear in association with cultivated fields and/or pastures. This association 

constitutes one of the most distinctive features of traditional Mediterranean landsc^s 

(Ribeiro, 1968). 
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In Interior Alentejo, Enclosed Mediterranean Landscapes are: 0 Forests; iQ 

Montcuhs; and iiQ Permanent Crop Landscapes. Under Permanent Crop Landscapes are 

included olive groves, orchards, vineyards, tree coplanted fields, and mixed Arming. 

The only Open Mediterranean Landscape existing in the subregion is the Open 

Field. Meeus et aL (1990) classify under this designation also the Huertas. Huertas are 

intensive irrigated landscapes allocated to the production of fiiiits and vegetables. This 

landscape does not exist in Interior Alentejo. Huertas are chieffy located in the 

Mediterranean coastal areas of France and Spain. 

n.1.1 - Forest 

Forest monocultures are not common in the Mediterranean. Mediterranean 

woodland is usually part of complex production systems integrating forestry, animal 

grazing, and agriculture. Exceptions to this ancient rule are the pine and eucalyptus 

monocultures recently introduced in the area. 

Following Portuguese land use nomenclature, the author is here classifying as a 

forest a tree covered area where forestry is the single activity, (see Figure S). When 

pastures or cultivation fields occur under the canopy of forest trees, the area is classified 

as a montado. 
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FigareS: Forest 

ILl̂  - Montado 

The montado is an agro-silvo-pastoral landscape where agricultural and/or pastoral 

areas occur under the canopy of forest or fruit trees, (see Figure 6). The coexistence of 

forestry and pastoral or agricultural land uses is necessary to classify an area as a 

montado, as Portuguese nomenclature does not include in this category a tree covered 

area \^iere forestry is the single activity. According to Portuguese land use classification, 

the tree species is of no inqwrtance in defining the montado. However, in Alentejo this 
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landsc^ is chie^ associated with the two native oaks - the cork oak (cork oak 

montado) and the hohn oak (hofan oak montado). (Balabanian, 1980). 

F1gare6: MoBtado 

Better adapted to the continental Mediterranean climate, the holm oak largely 

outnumbers the cork oak in Interior Alentejo. Thus, most common in this subregk>n is the 

holm oak montado (where the hofan oak is the dominant tree species), followed by the 

mixed montado (^^lere the hofan oak ^>pears in association with other tree species, 

usualfy the cork oak). Cork oak montados are rare in Interior Alentejo. 
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The main use of the holm oak montado is for the raising of livestock, traditional^ 

the raising of the Iberian pig, an mdigenous Iveed well adapted to extensive grazing and 

the animal that takes better advantage of the two food sources offered by this landscape; 

acorns and grasses (Balabanian, 1980; Correia, 1993). Both forestry and cultivation are 

subsidiary activities, arising mainly from the need to maintain a good production of grass 

and acoms. 

The &ttening of pigs through what is called the montanheira system is what 

characterizes the traditional holm oak montado economy. Pigs are put to graze in the 

montado in the beginning of M to feed on acoms and grass for three months (the 

montanheira period). After this period they are sokl to make high quality delicatessen 

products'*). (Balabanian, 1980). As a consequence of the African Swine Fever'', sheep 

and cattle substituted for pigs in the montado after the 19S0's. As measures have been 

found recently to deal with this disease, the pig has been gradually regaining its place. 

(Balabanian, 1980; Correia, 1993). 

The number of pigs &.ttened depends ahnost entirely on the quantity of grass and 

acoms produced this landscape'̂ . In order to guarantee a good suppfy of both, trees 

and pastures are managed to mavimiye their combined productioiL This results in a tree 

acoms and the fact that die pig must walk to obtain fixid, are the factors giving the montemheira 
products their particular and appreciated characteristics (Balabanian, 1980). 
"African Swine Fever brokeout fix* the first time in the Iberian Peninsula in 1957. 
'̂ Since acoms are poor in protein, th  ̂cannot provide all. the nutritional needs of the pig. Grass is the 
traditional and indispensable food complement. 
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density of 40 to 50 trees per hectare'̂ . While a lower density would not provide for the 

necessary acorns, a higher density would reduce grass production. (Balabanian, 1980). 

To stimulate the production of acorns the holm oak needs to be pruned. While 

regular production requires pruning to be annual, this was never the case. In the past the 

holm oak was pruned every 5 to 6 years, in order to allow the wood to grow. 

Transformed into charcoal, wood production alone generated enough income to support 

the maintenance of the montado. A decrease in the demand for charcoal has led the 

expensive pruning operation to be done currentfy onfy every 10 to 15 years, with a 

consequent diminution in acorn production. (Balabanian, 1980). 

Montado pastures are primarily natural grasslands, selected from the original 

maquis through the elimination of shrub-type vegetation (Balabanian, 1980; Correia, 

1993). Traditionally, the maintenance of these grasslands consisted onty in keeping the 

shrubland under control This was achieved throi^ animal grazing, and soil cultivation 

every 6 to 8 years. More recently were introduced operations to enhance the natural 

pastures, such as chemical fertilizations (Balabanian, 1980). 

MorUados are chiefly associated with a large landownership and &rm structure. 

'̂ Cork oak montados present a tree density of 70 to 100 trws per hectare. Cork production, not 
livestock, is their main objective. 
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11.13 - Permanent crop landscapes 

Permanent crops create stable landscapes with a permanent tree or shrub cover, 

features that usualfy represent the mature elements of Mediterranean ecosystems. (Perez, 

1990). Typical Mediterranean permanent crops are orchards, olive groves, and vineyards. 

Olive groves and vineyards are the main permanent crops in Interior Alentejo. Orchards 

are not so common. 

Recent intensification processes have led to the creation of monocultures of 

permanent crops (intensive orchards, olive groves, and vineyards) in Interior Alentejo. 

(see Figures 7 and 8). That was not the case in the traditional landscape. Permanent crops 

usualfy occurred in association with other crops, either on the same patch (tree coplanted 

fields) or on adjacent patches (mixed Arming areas). 

Tree coplanted fields are areas where olive trees and other fiuit trees coexist with 

grain crops (or other arable crops) on the same patch.(see Figure 9). Olive tree 

coplanted fields occur chie^ in chalky soilsi^ (Birot, 19S0). Given the &irly high fertility 

of these soils, rotations tend to be short and trees sparsely distributed across the area to 

allow the necessary insolation to grain crops. Stubble and &llow land are grazed by 

sheep. 

^^According to Portuguese land use nomenclature, any tree covered field should be designated as 
montado. However, most authors (following the local nomenclature) prefer to make a distinction between 
oak tree covered fields (montados) and olive tree coplanted fields. 
i^While olive trees can thrive in every soil, they prefer the.challQr soils of the interior lowlands (SUbert, 
1966). 
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Fifnrc 7: OHve srove 

FigBre 8: Vineyards 
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Figure 9: Tree coptoatcd fields 

Traditional Interior Alentejo mixed finning areas are the agricultural belts of large 

settlements. Here stfiall patches of otive groves, vineyards and orchards occur together 

with patches of kitchen gardens and intensive grain fiekls. (see Figure 10). Given the high 

labor demand of this fiuming system, {^cultural belts are associated with a small 

landownership and &rm structure. They have k>ng since been subdivided into a multitude 

of land plots owned and worked by the inhabitants of settlements. 

Mixed fiuming areas can occasional^ occur outside settlement belts, usuaify in 

association with chalky soils or foothill areas (Birot, 1950; Silbert, 1966). Also in these 

cases they are associated with a small landownership and form structure. In the 

traditional Alentejo landscape, mixed fiurming areas are never continuous. The multitude 
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of .small &nns dedicated to mixed firming coexists with a few large estates dominated 1^ 

monocultures (Birot, 19S0). 

Figare 10: MixfiinniBg area 

II.1.4 - Open fields 

Open fields are vast treeless landscapes that, according to local folklore, receive 

from the sl^ the only shadow. They occur either in fertile and deep soils allowing an 

intensive cultivation not fivored by the presence of trees, or in thin soils unable to store 
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the moisture necessary for a tree to thrive during the dry season'̂  (Birot, 1950). The 

author has decided to designate the first type as Rich Open Fields, and the second as Poor 

Open Fields. 

Poor open fields are allocated either to permanent pastures or to monocultures of 

grain ahemating with long Mow periods, (see Figure 11). Traditionally, rotations started 

with a year of preparatory ploughing {alqueive), followed by a year of wheat, a year of 

oats (or barley), and two to five years of fellow period. In recent years, the use of 

chemical fertilizers has allowed the fellow period to be reduced to one year. Stubble and 

fallow land are sheep grazed. Given the low sofl fertility, grain ferming is secondary to 

livestock production. (Birot, 1950; Costa et al, 1992). 

Rich open fields have long since been allocated to more intensive rotations, (see 

Figure 12). Until the late 19th century, depending on soil fertility, they were 

predominantly under a 3-year rotation {alqueive - wheat - Mow) or a 4-year rotation 

{alqueive - wheat - Mow - Mow). The introduction of chemical fertilizers allowed the 

elimination of the Mow period (alqueive - wheat) or its reduction to one year (alqueive -

wheat - Mow)'̂ . (Birot, 1950; Silbert, 1966). Recent intensification practices resulted in 

the elimination of the year of preparatory ploughing (alqueive), and in the introduction of 

other crops in the rotations. According to Costa et al (1992), common rotations in the 

'̂ The current incapability of these soils to support trees is consequence of an erosion process resulting 
largely from the elimination of trees. 
'"^In rich open fields, the field on preparatory ploughing was sown either with &va beans (at the &II, 
before the preparatory ploughing) or garbanzo beans (during the summer) (Birot, 1950; Silbert, 1966). 
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rich open fields of Interior Alentejo are: 0 sunflower - wheat - wheat; ii) sunflower -

wheat - barley; iii) sunflower - wheat; iv) sunflower - barley. 

Open fields are usualfy associated with a large landownership and &nn 

structure. 

flcare 11: Poor opca flchb 
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Figan 12: Rich opca fields 
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IL2 — Geographic distribation of landscape types in Interior Alentejo 

The lack of cartognqjhic data makes it inq)ossible to precisely locate landscape 

types in Interior Alentejo (proximal or dasymetric mapping). Alternatively, land use 

statistics are the best available data to determine their geogr^hic distribution. Land use 

statistics contain information that allows the determination of the landscape type 

conqxjsition of Interior Alentejo counties. Therefore, they allow one to classify Interior 

Alentejo counties according to the magnitude of occurrence of each landscape type 

(choropleth mapping). 

Statistic£il data used to determine the ciurent geographic distribution of rural 

landscape types in Interior Alentejo are that of the 1999 Agricultural Census'̂ . While the 

1999 Agricultural Census contains the most recent and complete land use data available by 

county, it does not give an exhaustive description of agricultural and forestry land uses. 

Basically, it covers &rms with at least one hectare of agricultural area. Farms with less 

than one hectare were covered provided they had between 5000m2 to S00m2 of some 

crops or a certain number of livestock'̂ . Farms not meeting these criteria and farms 

dedicated exclusively to forestry production were not included in the survey. 

Recenceamento Geral da Agricultura 1999. 
Livestock &rms can include fiinns without agricultural area. 
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Table 2 presents, for the 30 Interior Alentejo counties, the farm are^^^, the agro-

forestry aiea^i, and the used agricultural area (UAA)^ covered the 1999 Agricultural 

Census. In 25 counties, the census explains more than 75% of the total county area. 

Oddly, in Mour3o the area covered by the census exceeds 1% the total county area. 

The area not covered by the census includes urban area, roads, water sur&ces, and forest 

and scrub^ land located outside surveyed £imis. 

Cmmty T«ul Am* Pra Am** 

1
 

1 ni Art*** Ay ftiuu J Am** Am OTt wm.< 
(TA) CFA> (UAA) 4AFAI >mm 
4IM) <*TA) (*TA) i*m} <*ta> <*TA) 
1 2 J 4 S 6 7 8 9 

Atandroai S44S6 44604 81J6 42026 77.13 43737 80^7 9882 18.14 
Aljuaud 4SS66 41788 91.71 39141 8550 41164 9034 3778 839 
Almodovar 77517 47470 61.18 37860 48.80 45565 58,73 30117 3852 
AtoerdDChao 36163 31954 8836 29712 82.16 31360 86,72 4209 11.64 
Alviio 26093 16607 63j65 15615 59.84 16283 62.40 9486 3635 
Amialas 68401 60248 Uj07 54281 7935 58376 8534 8160 1153 
AfRIKto 3I4S2 27911 88,74 26212 8334 27583 87,70 3541 1136 
BtmDoas 16S43 14410 8555 13893 82.49 14370 8532 2433 14.45 

114021 97291 •533 90764 79;60 94397 12.79 16730 14.67 
Dofte 14512 9318 6421 8277 57.04 9110 62.78 5194 35.79 
CtmpoMtiar 24725 21589 8732 21087 85  ̂ 21293 86.12 3136 12.68 
Casiro Verde 56570 51305 90j69 47710 8434 49681 8752 5265 931 
Cuba 17132 14080 82.19 13428 7838 13797 8O33 3052 1751 
Qvu 63104 60054 95.17 57486 91.10 59074 93^61 3050 4.83 
EscraiKK S13S2 43315 8430 41271 8032 42799 8330 8067 15,70 
Ewn 130«24 1I773I 89  ̂ 108762 83.14 114598 87.60 13093 1051 
Froniaim 24520 19053 77.70 17798 7239 18508 75.48 5467 2230 
Monota [27940 93737 73J27 80865 63,21 92866 7239 34203 26.73 
Manlbite 41965 38818 92.50 37739 8953 37903 9032 3147 730 
Maun 95773 76973 8037 69118 72.17 76469 7954 18800 1953 
Maiino 27854 28119 10055 27484 98.67 27684 9939 .265 -05s 
Ouriqiie 66014 48675 73,73 43164 6539 47579 7257 17339 2637 
Ponri 60II4 48087 7959 38835 64j60 47180 78.48 12027 2051 
Rgdcndo 36975 30021 8t,19 27325 7350 29610 80.08 6954 1851 
Kfpwigoa 45960 40544 88.22 38165 83<04 39823 l6j6S 5416 11,78 
Svpa 110374 88619 80.29 83990 76.10 87421 79.20 21755 19,71 
Somd 27894 24979 8935 24056 86J4 24615 8824 2915 10.45 
Viasft 39392 36123 91,70 34182 86.77 35289 8938 3269 830 
Vidtpidim 31420 311S8 9947 28401 9039 30596 9738 262 0.83 
VUaVican 19462 14780 7554 13121 67.42 14405 7452 4682 2456 
lanrier Akoicio 1584526 1319363 83.27 1211772 76.48 I293I4I 81j61 265163 16.73 

Table 2: Area covered Iqf the 1999 Agricultiinii Ceasiis ia iBterior Aleotejo 
Smircc: (•) INE (1996); INE (1999) 

Area of surveyed &rms. 
The agro-forestry area corresponds to tbe used agricultural area plus tbe area of forest located in 

surveyed &nns. 
 ̂The used agricultural area includes arable land (open and under the canopy of forest), household 

kitchen gardens, permanent crops, and permanent pastures. 



County OMU FICMI Pcrminenl Cron Lind. Tree Conlinlcd Fleldi Ollvf Grovn* Orchirdi* Vlnevirdi Moniido Forcil 
(%TAI I.I. (hi) (%TA» (lii> (%TA| (hi) (%TA> (kil (y.TA» (hi) IVm TA) (hi) (%TAI (hi) (%TAI 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 I 9 ID II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 

Alaiidioal 19203 35.24 0.33 3357 6.16 739 1.36 2003 3.68 323 0,59 291 0.53 19466 35.73 1711 3 14 
Aljustrel 3SH9V 78.78 0.64 793 1.74 412 0.90 338 0.74 5 001 37 0.08 2450 5.38 2023 4 44 
Aliiwdovii II8IS 15.23 0.19 674 0.87 481 0.62 112 0.14 59 0,08 17 0.02 25371 32.70 7705 993 
Alter do Chao IS768 43.60 0.35 3283 908 2699 7.46 471 1.30 9 002 103 0.28 10661 29.48 1648 456 
Alvilo 10219 39.24 0.48 1610 6 17 209 0.80 1277 4,89 83 032 36 0.14 3766 14.43 668 2 56 
Amiolos 26139 38.21 0.45 1683 2 46 831 1.21 560 0.82 122 0 18 170 0.25 26999 39.47 4095 599 
AiTDilclies 18810 59.81 0.28 1979 6.29 585 1.86 1362 4,33 II 003 19 0.06 5423 17.24 1371 4 36 
Uanaitcus 621 3.69 0.34 914 543 442 2.62 470 2 79 1 0 01 0 000 12359 73.38 477 2 83 
Bc|a 77600 68.06 0,71 4311 3.78 1762 1.55 2110 1,85 178 0 16 253 0.22 8853 7.76 3633 3.19 
Doiba 3972 27.37 0.47 2750 18.95 519 3.58 759 5.23 144 0,99 1326 9.14 1555 lb.72 833 5.74 
Canfx) Maioi IS427 62.39 0.57 4786 1936 23 0.09 4568 18,48 141 0.57 54 0.22 874 3.53 206 083 
Castro Veidc 34147 60.36 0.35 792 1.40 488 0.86 61 0,11 20 0.04 222 0.39 12771 22.58 1971 3.48 
fulia 9701 56.63 0.68 1559 9.10 239 1.40 750 4,38 26 0 15 538 3.14 2168 12.65 369 2 15 
Elvas 42623 67.54 044 4939 7.83 539 0.85 4111 6,51 132 0,21 156 0.25 9925 15.73 1588 2 52 
Eitrcinaz 18566 36.13 0.51 6522 12 69 2661 5.18 2460 4,79 104 020 1297 2.52 16182 31.49 1528 2.97 
Eviin 66422 50.77 0.48 4559 3.48 2233 1.71 1015 0.78 94 007 1215 0.93 37781 28.88 5836 4.46 
Fiontcira I0I9S 41.58 0.53 3286 13.40 1868 7.62 1403 5.72 9 004 6 0.02 4317 17.61 710 2.90 
MeHola 690SI 53.97 0.21 1677 1.31 796 0.62 •114 •0.09 982 0.77 14 0.01 10137 7.92 12001 9,38 
Monfonc 22002 S2.43 0.34 1751 4.17 295 0.70 1391 3,31 4 0.01 60 0.14 1)986 33.33 164 039 
Moura 28210 29.46 0.56 17469 18.24 690 0.72 15234 15,91 677 0.71 869 0.91 23439 24.47 ^7351 7.68 
Mourao 17638 63.32 033 1986 7 13 90 0.32 1680 6,03 33 0.12 183 0.66 7861 28.22 ' 200 0 72 
Ouni|uc 11786 1785 0.36 731 I I I  514 0.78 165 0.25 27 004 23 003 30648 4643 4415 6 69 
Poriel I686S 28.06 0.42 4257 708 1598 2.66 2499 4.16 54 009 104 0.17 17713 29.47 8345 13.88 
Kedoiido 9123 24.67 0.55 4493 12.15 1620 4.38 993 2.69 35 009 1844 4.99 13710 37.08 2285 6 18 
Regueiigos 19264 41.91 0.45 5803 12.63 422 0.92 2245 4,88 139 0.30 2996 6.52 13098 28.50 1658 361 
Seipa 404IS 36.62 0.56 18194 16 48 2006 1.82 15624 14,16 248 0.22 316 0.29 25380 22.99 3431 3.11 
SOUMI 12041 43.17 0.62 5185 18.59 3055 10.95 1944 6,97 24 009 162 0.58 6830 24.49 559 200 
Viaiu 16791 42.63 0.39 1190 3.02 803 2.04 289 0.73 86 022 II 0.03 16202 41.13 1107 281 
Vidiijucin 14183 45.14 0.75 5461 17 38 861 2.74 2824 8.99 257 0.82 1517 4.83 8758 27.87 2195 6.99 
Vila Vitosa 8483 43.59 0.34 1358 6.98 195 1.00 1022 5.25 70 0.36 71 0.36 3280 16.85 1284 6.60 
Interior Alentejo 702999 44.37 047 117352 7.41 29675 1.871 69626 4,39 4097 0.26 13910 0.88 391963 24.74 81367 5 14 

TahIc 3 - Kuril lindicipc in Inlcrlor Alcnicjo (irci covcrcil by Ihc 1999 Atrlcullural Ccniui) 
Sourer; INEd-W) 

vyi Ui 
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Table 3 presents, for the 30 Interior Alentejo counties, the landscape con^sition 

of the area covered by the 1999 Agricultural Census. Landsc^)e areas were determined 

as follows: 

The area of Open Fields was determined adding the area of "open arable land"^^ 

with the area of "open permanent pastures"^. Except for the area of "open permanent 

pastures" classified under Poor Open Fields, one is not able to distinguish between Poor 

and Rich Open Fields within a county. However, the proportion of temporary crops in the 

total open fields area, the intensity index, allows one to determine if a coiinty is dominated 

by Poor or Rich Open Fields. 

The area of Permanent Crop Landscapes is given by the area of "total permanent 

crops"2®. 

Tree Coplanted Fields area corresponds to the area of "permanent crops with 

crops undemeath" '̂'. One should note that this land use item does not account for all the 

tree coplanted fields. The 1999 Agricultural Census only classifies under "permanent 

crops" areas with a minimum of 100 fiuit trees per hectare; or 45 olive trees, fig trees, 

and/or dried fiuit trees per hectare. Areas with an inferk>r tree density are classified under 

"open land". 

Terra aravel Umpa". 
2s '<Pastagens pennanentes limpas". 

Total de culturas permanentes". 
"Culturas pennanentes com culturas sob cobcrto". 
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The area of olive groves in monoculture was obtained &om subtracting the area of 

'̂ permanent crops with crops underneath" from the "olive grove* '̂ area. Given the lack of 

information about the canopy conqwsition of "permanent crops with crops underneath", 

the author is here assuming that the canopy of tree coplanted fields is totalfy composed of 

olive trees. While this is true in almost all the cases, there are some exceptions. Thus, the 

area of olive groves in monoculture presented in Table 3 is an estimate of the real value. 

The area of orchards in monoculture presented in Table 3 corresponds to the total 

area of "orchards" '̂. As for olive groves, these numbers are also an estimate of the real 

value, since one is here assumii^ that all orchards are monocultures. 

The area of vineyards was obtained fi'om the total area of'Vineyards", as this crop 

does not allow cultivation underneath. 

There is no information in the 1999 Agricultural Census allowing the 

determination of the Mixed Farming area. 

Montado area corresponds to the area of "forests with crops undemeath".^" 

Forest area corresponds to the area of "forests without crops underneath" '̂. This 

area does not correspond to the total forest area of each county. As ahready noted, it 

accounts only for forests located in surveyed &rms. The total forest area is inqwssible to 

"OUval". 
Tomar". 
"Matas e florestas com culturas sob coberto". 
'*Matas e florestas sem culturas sob coberto". 
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determine, as there are no reliable data about the remaining forest area (national forests 

and forests located in forestry &nns) at the same point in time. 

Since information is not available to determine the rural landscs  ̂con^sition of 

Interior Alentejo counties, the author has decided to characterize these counties in terms 

of their agricultural landscapes — open fields, permanent crop landsc )̂es, and montados. 

Table 4 presents the agricultural landscape con^sition of Interk>r Alentejo countks. 

Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the geographic distribution, in terms of percentage of 

occurrence in counties, of open fields, permanent crop landscapes, and montados. 

In 1999, open fields occupied more than 60% of the UAA in 12 Interior Alentejo 

counties. As one can see in Figure 13, these counties can be grouped in three major areas: 

0 a northeast area including the counties of Elvas, Arronches, Campo Maior, and Vila 

Vifosa; ii) a central area including Evora, and Mour3o; and iii) a southern area including 

Beja, Cuba, AKito, Aljustrel, Castro Verde and M^ola. The inqrartance of open fields in 

these areas is certainly not recent, as the regions of Elvas, Evora, and Beja are 

acknowledged in the literature as the main areas of cereal production in the Alentejo long 

since. 
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County Open Fields Permanent Crop Land. Montado County 
(ha) f % UAA) LL (ba) (•  ̂UAA) (ha) (% UAA) 

County 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Alandroal 19203 45,69 0,33 3357 7,99 19466 46,32 
Aljustrel 35899 91,72 0,64 793 2,03 2450 6,26 
Almodovar 11815 31,21 0,19 674 1,78 25371 67,01 
Alter do Chao 15768 53,07 0,35 3283 11,05 10661 35,88 
Alvho 10239 65,57 0,48 1610 10,31 3766 24,12 
Arraiolos 26139 48,15 0,45 1683 3,10 26999 49,74 
Arronches 18810 71,76 0,28 1979 7,55 5423 20,69 
Barrancos 621 4,47 0,34 914 6,58 12359 88,96 
Beja 77600 85,50 0,71 4311 4,75 8853 9,75 
Borba 3972 47,99 0,47 2750 33,22 1555 18,79 
Campo Maior 15427 73,16 0,57 4786 22,70 874 4,14 
Castro Verde 34147 71,57 0,35 792 1,66 12771 26,77 
Cuba 9701 72,24 0,68 1559 11,61 2168 16,15 
Elvas 42623 74,15 0,44 4939 8,59 9925 17,27 
Estremoz 18566 44,99 0,51 6522 15,80 16182 39,21 
Evora 66422 61,07 0,48 4559 4,19 37781 34,74 
Frontena 10195 57,28 0,53 3286 18,46 4317 24,26 
Mertola 69051 85,39 0,21 1677 2,07 10137 12,54 
Monforte 22002 58,30 0,34 1751 4,64 13986 37,06 
Moura 28210 40,81 0,56 17469 25,27 23439 33,91 
Mourao 17638 64,18 0,33 1986 7,23 7861 28,60 
Ourique 11786 27,31 0,36 731 1,69 30648 71,00 
Portel 16865 43,43 0,42 4257 10,96 17713 45,61 
Redondo 9123 33,39 0,55 4493 16,44 13710 50,17 

Reguengos 19264 50,48 0,45 5803 15,21 13098 34,32 
Serpa 40415 48,12 0,56 18194 21,66 25380 30,22 
Sousel 12041 50,05 0,62 5185 21,55 6830 28,39 
Viana 16791 49,12 0,39 1190 3,48 16202 47,40 

Vidigueba 14183 49,94 0,75 5461 19,23 8758 30,84 
Vila ViQosa 8483 64,65 0,34 1358 10,35 3280 25,00 
Interior Alentejo 702999 58,01 0,47 117352 9,68 391963 32,35 

Table 4: Agrkoltaral badscape ia bterior Afeatejo in 1999 
SiMrce:INE(I999) 

The southern area is con^sed of two areas of very different soil fertility. While 

Beja, Cuba, Aljustrel and AWito overlap partially the most fertile soils of Alentejo, Castro 

Verde and M^ola are located in the poorer soils of Interior Alentejo. This &ct, as shown 
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by the corresponding intensity index, results m a predominance of rich open fields in the 

first four counties, and a dominance of poor open fields in the latter two. 

Counties located in the other two regrons show an intensity index ranging fiom 

medium to low. This indicates a predominance or high percentage of poor open fields. 

The importance of poor open fields in countfes known in the past as great cereal 

producers might result firom the extensification process currentfy  ̂a£fecting the region. This 

situation will be evaluated in the next chapter. 

Figare 13: DistribiitiM of Open Fiehb in laterior Alcatejo in 1999 
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Permanent crops occupied in 1999 more than 15% of the UAA in 10 Interior 

Atentejo counties. As shown by Figure 14, apart from Campo Maior, these counties 

course a continuous strip oriented NE -S W. This strip includes important areas of clay 

soOs and areas of steep relief two ecological &ctors &voring the occurrence of permanent 

crops. While olive groves are in^rtant in all these counties, vineyards are significant 

only in Borfaa, Redondo, Reguengos, and Vidigueita. 

Permanent crops occupied in 1999 less than S% of the UAA in Monforte, 

Arraiolos, Evora, Vila Vi^osa, Beja, Aljustrel, Ourique, Castro Verde, Almoddvar, and 

Mdrtola. This group includes counties of low to high soil fertility. 

Figure 14: Distribatkm of P«niuiBcatCro|is in Interior Aicatejo in 1990 
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In 1999, montados occupied more than 60% of the UAA in onfy 3 Interior 

Alentejo counties: Barrancos, Almodovar, and Ourique. All these counties have a low 

soil fertility, and all include important sloping areas - two ecological &ctors &voring the 

occurrence of this landscape. Montados are also inqwrtant (more than 40% of the UAA) 

in Arraiolos, Redondo, Alandroal, Viana do Alentejo and PorteL (see Figure 15). 

UAA occuppad by Hantadoc 

H >30% 

•• 60  ̂
40  ̂

 ̂ 2(M(» 

I I <2K 

Figure IS: Distribatioa of Moatados in loterior Alentejo in 1999 

As one can see in Table 4, there are counties largefy dominated by a single 

landscsqje type and counties exhibiting a mixed character, Le., not presenting a 

predominant landscape type. To better assess the evohition of Interior Alentejo 

agricultural landsc^)es, the author has decided to classify counties according to their 
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predominant landscape type. Following the methodology presented in Figure 16, Interior 

Alentejo counties were grouped in four landsciq)e types; montado counties, rich open field 

counties, poor open field counties, and mixed landscape counties. Montado counties are 

those where montado occupies 60% or more of the UAA. Accordingly, open &lds 

coimties are those where open fields cover 60% or more of the UAA. The intensity index 

was used to distinguish poor open field counties fix>m rich open field counties. One has 

classified as poor open field coimties those with an intensity index equal or less than 0.50. 

As opposed, rich open field counties are those with an intensity index greater than O.SO. 

Counties not fitting in any of the previous categories are classified as mixed landscape 

counties. 

(CriMrii: % of opca iMd in (tae UAA) 

MCMStici 
|fo|>aifieldiMO<60HUAA) I i(op« gddi -> 60H UAA) 

(Criferw; Imurt> index) 

I I fmrOpmn 
(n>050) I I n*<o.3o 

Figarc 16: Methodology for the idcatiflcatkM of the prcdoaiiaaat agricaUaral laadscapc type ia 
latcrior Aleatcjo coaatics 
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Figure 17 shows the predominant landscape type of Interior Alentgo counties in 

1999. 

m -  ^ 
Monladocaun  ̂

Mited landscape county 

Rich open Rdd coun^ 

I I Poor open field county 

Figure 17: Classification of Interior Akntejo counties according with predominant agricuitaral 
landscape in 1999 

Montado counties are: Barrancos, Ahnoddvar, and Ourique. All these three 

counties have a low soil fertility. 

12 counties were classified as open field counties. Rich open field counties are: 

Aljustrel, Beja, Canqw Maior, and Cuba. All these counties have more than 25% of their 

total area suitable for agriculture. Poor open field counties are: Ahito, Arronches, Castro 

Verde, Elvas, Evora, M^ola, Mour3o, and Vila Vifosa. Except for Alvito and Elvas, all 

these counties have less than 20% of soils suitable for agrkuhure. 
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An the other counties were classified as mixed landsc^)e counties as they do not 

have a predominant landscsq)e type. 
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m - THE EVOLUTION OF INTERIOR ALENTEJO'S LANDSCAPES 

ULl - Introduction 

The rural landscapes described in chapter II are modem landscapes. They emerged 

with the intensification of agricultural practices fostered by the capitalization of 

agriculture. 

Capitalization of Interior Alentejo agriculture began in the 18th century. It was 

promoted by a bourgeoisie enriched by trade, to whom investment on the land was 

necessary to asceiKl in the social hierarchy. C^italization increased largety during the 

19th century, after the Liberal laws had changed the ancient concept of property and had 

allowed bourgeois the possibility to acquire land. Aided new technologies and 

subsidies, the new class of landowners began a major transformation of the Interior 

Alentejo rural landsc .̂ 

The evolution of modem landsc^jes until the present has been affected several 

fectors. This chapter describes this evolution, identifying &ctors of change and 

corre^wnding landscape changes. Landsc^qies changes are evaluated according to three 

parameters: i) increase/decrease of area; ii) intensification/extensification; and iii) 

substitution of one landsc£q}e by another. Changes are assessed based on literature review 

and land use statistics. 
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The structure and dynamic of Interior Alentejo landscapes cannot be fulfy 

understood based solefy on the anafysis of the evolution of modem landscapes. Modem 

landscapes emerged from ancestral landscapes, the so-called ancient landscapes. 

According to the literature, the shying of Interior Alentejo agricultural landscape by the 

classical Mediterranean fix>d trilogy - wheat, wine and olive oil - is believed to have begun 

around the 8th century BC, with the Phoenician migrations to the Iberian Peninsula. As 

for the tradition to graze pigs on acorns, in the origin of the montado landscape, it was 

probabty introduced by the Celts, arriving in this region around the 5th century BC. Thus, 

knowledge about the evolutionary process of Interior Alentejo ancient landscapes, with 

identification of evolutionary factors and corresponding changes, is fundamental not onfy 

to understanding the present landscape structure of the region, but also, and essential ,̂ to 

predicting about its future. As this chapter and the next will demonstrate, the same &ctor 

has caused similar effects on the landscape throughout history. 

The first part of this chapter describes the evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape 

since the Iron Age until the 19th century Liberal Revolution. Given the lack of 

quantitative data, this study is based solely on a review of the available literature. 
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- The territorial unit of study 

Anthropogenic landsc^>e structures are largefy determined by the territorial 

organization. In Interior Aientejo, a concentrated settlement pattern has existed since very 

earty in human history, probably resulting from the conjugation of edapho-climatic and 

defensive fectors. Harsh climatic conditioos, scarcity of water, lack of fertile soils, and an 

unstable political situation &vored the concentration of populations in high places, near 

fertile soils and water sources, with the outer territories remaining largely unpopulated. 

This settlement pattern &vored, until the transportation revolution, the development of 

concentric landscape structures, with land use intensit>' decreasing with distance from the 

central main settlement. 

Territorial organization changed throughout history. To the Metal Age city-state 

followed the Roman civitas, the Visigoth diocese, the Muslim Aura, and the Portuguese 

concelho (county). Given the influence of territorial organization on landscape structure, 

the author has attempted, whenever possible, to describe the Interior Alentejo landscape in 

the context of the territorial unit existing at the time. The territorial unit of study has 

been, since the Qiristian Reconquest, the county - the country's smallest administrative 

unit until 1878^ .̂ In order to evaluate the influence of soil fertility on landscape dynamics, 

the author has studied separately the landsc£q;)e evolution of poor and rich counties. 

In 1878, the freguesia (parish) became the smallest administrative unit. Prior to this iaXit,freguesias 
were ecclesiastical territorial units. (Ramos, 1994) But wliile it gained administrative identity in 1878, 
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IIL3 - Pre-Roman times 

Until the adoption of the productive systeno, which established the start of the 

Neolithic period, landscapes were largely determined by ecological &ctors. 

During geological times, the most inq)ortant evolutionary forces in Mediterranean 

landscapes were drought, wild &es, and grazing. The emergence of the Paleolithic 

hunter-gatherer economies in the Upper Pleistocene brought the first anthropogenic 

&ctors; burning and hunting-gathering. The landscape evolved to a seminatural landscape. 

Cultural landscapes speared only after the Neolithic revolution, when human &ctors 

(burning, clearing, cutting, coppicing, terracing, cultivating, grazing, browsing, 

constructing, etc. ) became the determinant landscape evolutionary forces. (Naveh and 

Lieberman, 1994). 

In Alentejo, the Neolithic period began in the Sth millenium BC. The productive 

system (agro-pastoral system) seems to have emerged first in the littoral areas, expanding 

gradually to the interior in the first colonization wave of the region. The "neolithization" 

{Kocess corresponded to a progressive sedentarization of the populations in association 

with the development of arable fiirming and stockbreeding. In a first phase, hunting, 

fishing, and gathering remained the basis of human survival (Aniaud,1981; Jorge, 1990). 

the freguesia was until 1976 dqMndeat on the county. It was the Constitution of 1976 that gave 
freguesias the status of independent political units. (Canotilho and Moreira, 1993). 
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Between 3800/3700 BC and 2700/2500 BC occurred the consolidation of the 

agro-pastoral system. The increasing dependence upon the productive system led to more 

con:q)lex social structures, as it required the commitment of the whole community. The 

need to develop social cohesion mechanisms is believed to be at the basis of the 

construction of the great megalithic tombs in the IV millenium BC. The tombs reinforced 

the cultural identity of a community by promoting its identification with their ancestors. 

The great stone monuments of the time (tombs, menirs and cromlechs) reflect also a closer 

relation between humans and territory. (Jorge, 1990). 

Soil fertility and the availability of conqilementary resources determined in 

Alentejo different levels of dependence upon the agro-pastoral system. In fertile soils 

developed highfy populated comnninities, exploiting rather conplex agricultural systems. 

These communities usualty settled in high places with good natural conditions for defense. 

The increasing dependence upon the productive system would require an intensification of 

the (natural and manmade) settlement defenses throughout prehistory. (Jorge, 1990). 

Between 2700/2500 BC and 1800/1700 BC began the metal age. The Calcolitic 

(Copper Age) brought in^rtant socio-economic transformations to Alentejo. SoQ 

fertility stopped being the sole &ctor determining the location of commimities. Trade was 

e:q>anded to a supra-regional leveL Local elites assumed the leadership and protection of 

communities, which resulted in the development of hierarchical societies. (Jorge, 1990). 

A second colonization wave h^pened in Alentejo during this period. The 

abundant copper resources of the region together with the innovations brought by the 
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Secondaiy Products Revohition^  ̂ allowed the occupation of new places. This resulted in 

the firagmentation of many overpopulated Neolithic communities. (Jorge, 1990). 

The colonization process led to the development of nets of settlements. A net was 

conq>rised of several specialized settlements. Most settlements were located in fertile soils 

and developed an agro-pastoral econouQ .̂ Others were established in the vicinity of 

copper mines. Some other small settlements seem to have had onty defensive fiinctions. 

(Jorge, 1990). 

Most settlements were located in high places with good natural defense 

characteristics. Some began to be fortified. This defense concern reflects an increasing 

need to protect resources (copper mines and agricultural fields) and trade routes. 

(Amaud, 1982; Jorge, 1990). 

During the Bronze Age (1800/1700 BC to 700 BC) the socio-economic 

processes initiated during the Calcolitic were intensified. The Alentejo, as a great 

producer of copper, was now part of a trading area ranging from the Atlantic coast to the 

Mediterranean basin and Central Europe. (Jorge, 1990). 

The expansion of trade led to the emergence of true socio-political units, Le., 

territories united by a strong cultural identity, and a quite centralized organization. 

Leadership was now in the hands of groups of individuals related blood, whose 

The Secondary Products Revolution consisted of the preferential use of livestock as a source of dairy 
products, wool and work (Sherratt, 1981). While some authors contend that the Secondary Products 
Revolution occurred in Alent  ̂during the NeoUdiic, in the Iberian Peninsula it has only been registered 
in direct archeological remains during the Calcolitic (Jorge, 1990). 
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power and privfleges were transmitted inheritance. These highly hierarchical societies 

are believed to have been inspired Mediterranean models. (FabiSo, 1993; Jorge, 1990). 

The Bronze Age political units should had covered vast territories. They were 

con:q)rised of a net of settlements specialized in the e}q>loitation of certain resources, and 

coordinated from a central place. The intensification of metal extraction and trade 

reinforced the need for defensive strategies. (Jorge, 1990). 

In 700 BC began the Iron Age. Most authors subdivide the Iron Age in southern 

Portugal into two periods: the first Iron Age (700 to 500 BC), marked Phoenician 

influences, and also known as the ''orientalizing period"; and the second Iron Age (500 to 

200 BC), marked by Celtic migrations to the region. 

The first Iron Age was characterized by the introduction of several innovations: 0 

iron technology; ii) the potter's wheel; iii) dyeing techniques; iv) the manufacture of fish 

preserves; v) the manufacture of wine and olive oil; and vi) writing. Such innovations 

integrated Alentejo within the Mediterranean culture. (FabiSo, 1993; Silva, 1990). 

The second Iron Age began with the first Celtic migrations to Alentejo and ended 

with the Roman conquest. During this period the Alentejo was inhabited 1  ̂three peoples: 

the Celtici, migrating to the region after the 5th century BC; the Turduli, Vfiio had come 

fix>m Baetica around the 6th century BC; and the Conii, the native people. 

There's no evidence that these three people had occupied three continuous and 

mutually exclusive areas. The most likely political model was that of the city-state. The 

Alentejo must have been occupied several city-states; some Celtic, some Turduli, and 
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some Conii according to the race of the dominant class. Nevertheless, in the city c£q>ital 

and its territory (including secondary urban settlements) the population was mixed. This 

mixture prevented the emergence in Alentejo of the typical Celtic social and territorial 

structures '̂*. The other "Mediterranized"  ̂ population worked as a powerfiil acculturation 

element. (Alarc2o, 1990; FabiSo, 1993; Gamito, 1986). 

There is almost no information in the literature about the Alentejo rural landsc^ie 

in pre-Roman times. This &ct results from the lack of written records^  ̂and archeological 

(paleobotanic) studies. 

The first agricultural fields, located in the vicinity of Neolithic settlements, must 

have been dedicated to a quite rudimentary mixed &rming. They were probably 

conqxtsed of small patches of cereal crops and vegetable crops. Stockbreeding most 

likety took place outside the cultivated area, but in close proximity. 

The innovations brought by the metal age, the Secondary Products Revolution and 

the introduction of the plough, should had aUowed the expansion and intensification of 

agricultural and grazing fields. 

Silbert (1966) places the emergence of the infield-outfield system in the 

Mediterranean at the begin of the 1st millenium BC. This dual landscape structure was 

composed of two concentric zones of contrasting land use intensity (see Figure 18): the 

In North and Central Portugal, Celtic communities were composed of individuals related by blood. 
These large fiunilies (clans) were organized in tribes, each tribe occupying a walled settlement in the 
mountains. (Alarc3o, 1990; Caldas, 1991). 
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infield, a zone of regular and intensive mixed Arming located in the vicinity of 

settlements; and the outfield, an outer area used for extensive animal grazing, shifting 

cultivation and gathering. The Mediterranean infield was composed of kitchen gardens, 

grain fields and a large area of permanent crops - orchards, olive groves, and vineyards^ .̂ 

Grain was cultivated Sallowing a 2-year rotation (Alqueive-Grdisi), a cultivation technique 

invented in Ancient Greece (Sereni, 1961). A common herd grazed on Mow land and 

stubble, thereby replenishing soil fertility. 

The introduction of the infield-outfield system in Alentejo most likely occurred 

during the First Iron Age, under Phoenician influence. During this period, Alentejo 

agricuhiue was focused on the triple base of the Mediterranean diet - wheat (bread), wine, 

and olive oil Cereal fields were e7q)anded, as vineyards and olive groves made their 

appearance in the landscape of the region. (FabiSo, 1993; Saramago, 1997). 

The first written records about the landscape of the region date back from the 1st century BC. The first 
texts written by the native population date back from the 7th century BC, but the used language remains 
indecipherable. 
 ̂In northernmost latitudes the infield would be composed basically of grain fields. (Silbert, 1966). 
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Settlement 

INFIELD (kitcfaco gardens, gnin crops, 
permanent crops) 

OUTFIELD (scrub, forot) 

Figure 18: Protohistoric Mcdhcmiican InfieM-Ontficid system 

The grapevine was native to the Alentejo, but it only started to be planted around 

the 7th century BC. Its plantation was driven by the production of wine, a technique 

introduced in the Iberian Peninsula the Phoenicians. 

The olive tree (Olea europea europea) is not native to Alentejo. However, the 

existence of a native wild olive tree {Olea europea sylvestris) makes difScuk the exact 

determination of its introduction to the region. Most authors believe that the olive tree 

was introduced by the Phoenicians, to whom is also ascribed the introduction of the olive 

oil technology. 
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The Medheiranean food trilogy established in ancient times an ideological 

borderline between civilization and barbarism. Bread, wine, and olive oil, all transformed 

products, symbolized the creative capabilities of the civilized man. On the other side were 

the populations consuming less sophisticated (raw) products: game, meat, animal £it, beer 

and ale. (Ribeiro, 1968; Saramago, 1997). 

The settlement in Alentejo of Celtic tribes didn't transforai the region's landscape 

to a "barbarian'̂  landscs .̂ The Mediterranean food trilogy and associated landscapes 

were maintained. Nevertheless, Cehs certainty increased pastoral land uses and probabty 

created in the region an ancestor of its most typical landscape - the montado. 

Montado landsc^)es may have their origins in the Cehk: tradition of grazing pigs in 

the forest. This grazing model, unknown to the Romans, had not likety been practiced 

before the Iron Age. Its introduction certainly cannot be ascribed to the Phoenicians, a 

Semitic people. The Celtic hypothesis is supported the Alentejo custom of measuring 

the montado productivity in the number of pigs it could feed, a measurement system 

ascribed to the Celtics. (Saramago, 1997). 

These ancwnt montados are a primitive form of the montado landscape described 

in chapter II. Basically, they can be defined as a tract of forest/scrub where the trees were 

protected so as to obtain acoms to graze pigs, and where patches were occasional  ̂

burned to allow a grain harvest and the regeneration of grasses. (Martinho da Silva, 

1996). 
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1IL4-The Roman period 

The Roman occiipation of the Iberian Peninsula started in 204 BC, and there is 

strong evidence that by 138 BC the Alentejo was already under Roman domain (Fabi3o, 

1993). 

In its first phase, Roman occupation of the Iberian Peninsula was not guided by 

any specific administrative policy. The governors of the two Roman provinces on Iberian 

soil (Hispania Citerior and Hispania Ulterior) ruled the area with a high degree of 

autononQT. 

In the second half of the 1st century BC was established an administrative and 

territorial policy for the provinces. Basicalty, this policy consisted of a decentralization of 

power, through the subdivision of provinces into smaller political and administrative units 

— the civitates. 

The civitates were vast territories, each with a city capital, several secondary urban 

settlements, and a dispersed rural populatioa Civitates could be of two types according 

to the status of its city-capital: coloniae or municipium.̂ '' A coloniae was a new city 

created to install an immigrant population, and ruled exclusive  ̂ Roman law. A 

municipitm was a native city ruled both Roman and local laws. While both types had a 

government efected by a local parliament, mtmicipia had a greater autonon  ̂from the 

government of the province. (Alarc3o, 1990; FabiSo, 1993). 

The typology of Roman civitates is mudi more complex than the one presented here fix* purposes of 
this study. (See AlarcSo, 1990). 
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^i^th the new policy, the Iberian Peninsula (Hispania) was divided into three 

provinces: Baetica, Lusitania, and Tarraconensis. Today's Interior Alentejo was located 

in the province of Lusitania, whose coital was Emerita Augusta (Merida). (see Figure 

19). While the civitates of Lusitania hadn't been completely identified, present 

knowledge points to the existence of five civitas capitals in today's Interior Alentejo: 

Afyrtilis (M^ola), Pax Julia (Beja), Ebora (£vora), Arandis or Colamum (around 

Ourique), and Concordia (around Alter do Chao). Pax Julia was a coloniae (founded 

between 31 and 27 BC), the other four cities were municipia. (Alarc3o, 1990). 

Figarc 19: Romaa Lasitania 
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^art from allowing a more efBcient administration of the provinces, the new 

polky created conditions, through the distribution of land, for the installation of war 

veterans and immigrants coming from overpopulated Italian cities. Colonia were usua% 

installed in areas of fertile soils. Thereupon the surrounding lands were divided in parcels 

and distributed by the new inhabitants, usually through a process known as centuriation. 

Centuriation consisted of the subdivision of land according to two directrices 

which crossed each other at right angles: the kardOy prevalently oriented N-S, and the 

decumanus oriented in a E-W direction. From the process resulted a grid of square plots 

that were consigned to the allotees in a number proportional to their census. In the first 

times of Rome, every &mify received one heredium of land (5046.68 m2) — as much as 

one yoke of oxen could pk)ugh hi two days. Later the size of the lots became 

proportional to the inqx>rtance of the settler. The land was granted to the first generation 

of settlers being transmissible to the foUowing generations. (AlarcSo, 1990; Caravello 

and Giacomin, 1993; FabiSo, 1993; Pregill and Volkman, 1993; Silbert, 1966). In Interior 

Alentejo, traces of centuriation have only been found in Beja (Alarcio, 1990; Saramago, 

1997). 

The rural landscape of Interior Alentejo in Roman times is not well known, due to 

the lack of conq)rehensive archeological studies and scarce written sources. Nevertheless, 

major landsc^)e changes are believed to have occiirred during this period. The region's 

integration in the enormous market that was the Roman Enq)ire, an increase of the k>cal 

population, the generalization of private property, and new cultivation technk)ues must 
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have resulted in a significant expansion of the cultivated area (A]arc3o, 1976), especially 

the area allocated to the production of the Mediterranean triad - wheat, wine, and olive oil 

(Saramago, 1997). In the case of wine, archeological data show that it stopped being 

inqmrted from other areas of the Enqyire after the 1st century AD, which suggests an 

increase of local production (Fabi3o, 1993; Saramago, 1997). An intensification, and 

increase in area and crop diversity of mixed ferming areas must have also occurred, due to 

new irrigation techniques and the more complex consumer demands of Romanized 

populations (AlarcSo, 1990; FabiSo, 1993). 

The livestock component of Romanized Interior Alentejo landscape is the least 

known. The &ct that Roman ideology &vored crops over livestock production 

(Saramago, 1997) suggests a decrease of the pastoral area. But if this had been the case in 

the earfy times of Rome, an expansion of grazing lands seems to have occurred all over the 

Roman Empire after the second half of the 1st century BC (Pregill and Voflcman, 1993; 

Sereni, 1961; Silbert, 1966). This change resulted from a shift from an agricultural 

structure based on small household farms to one dominated by large latifimdia. 

Agricultural production, the prime goal of the Roman small &rmer, gradual  ̂gave way to 

livestock, preferred by large landowners for its better return on their investment. The 

emergence of latifimdia coincided with an interest among wealthy urban dwellers in 

acquiring rural retreats, a sign of prestige at the time (Pregill and Volkman, 1993). 

In theory, romanized landsc^)es should follow the zonation model devised by 

Roman agronomists. This model organized the territory around a settlement in four 
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concentric zones of decreasing land use intensity; hortus, ager, saltus and sylva (Antrop, 

1993). (See Figure 20). While there's nothing in the literature about this subject, the 

landscape of Interior Alentejo must have followed a similar structure. (See Figure 21). 

M2/OT^(kitcfaen gmiois, ocdardi) 

<4GER Cpiin fidds. viieyvda. ofive groves) 

lands) 

STLVA (fm) 

Fianre 20: Roman dawiral aDoation modd 
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atyopdal 

Figure 21: Landscape structure in a Interior Alentejo civitas 

The hortus was an area of inteosive irrigated mixed Arming, mostly con^sed of 

kitchen gardens and orchards, located in the immediate vicinity of settlements. It emerged 

with the specialization of the pre-Roman infield in the production of vegetables and fiuits. 

In Interior Alentejo, a hortus was likely to exist in the vicinity of large settlements, v^iere 

its production supplied the local markets. Around smaller settlements the existence of 

such a specialized zone was not likefy, as production of the mixed &nning area was meant 

essentially for home consunq>tion. (Silbert, 1966). 
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The ager was an area allocated to diy crop finning, chiefly composed of open 

fields (grain fields alternating with fiUow land), vineyards and olive groves. Olive groves 

should have been in &ct olive tree coplanted fields, as Romans used to cultivate grain 

under the canopy of olive trees (Pregill and Volkman, 1993). Livestock production was 

secondary in this area. Pastures (fillow land and common grazing enclosures) were 

mainly reserved to feed the work animals (cattle). Small livestock were only allowed in 

the area during the stubble seasoa (Pregill and Volkman, 1993; Sereni, 1961; Silbert, 

1966). 

The above description of ager portrays essential  ̂the dry firming areas existing 

in the vicinity of settlements, centuriated or not '̂. But, according to the literature, in 

Interior Alentejo a large amount of regular dry farming took place in dispersed rural units 

- the villas and the casais. A villa was a large farm producing for the market, using slave 

and paid labor. A casal was a small household farm producing for home consumption. 

Quite often, a villa and several casais coexisted within the same large estate. This 

occurred when large landowners exploited directfy only a part of their lands, leasing the 

other to tenant farmers '̂ (Alarc2o, 1976; Alarc3o, 1990). While most of the literature is 

not explicit about the subject, Silbert (1966) suggests that latifimdia had emerged in the 

outer territories of a civitas (saltm and sylva), through a privatization of comnaon land. 

Centuriated areas occurred usually only in the vicinity of colonia. Around other settlements, plots of 
land rarely followed such grid system. 

The rented &nns were usually small household finms (casais), but they could also been villae 
(AlarcSo, 1990). 
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The •villas followed the classical zonation described above. Hortus, ager, saltus, 

and sytva were laid out concentrically around the villae headquarters - composed by the 

landlord's residence, the servants' dwellings, and several ferm buildings. But if the ideal 

of self-sufBciency, guiding any Roman ferm, led the villae to produce a wide array of 

goods, these units were usually specialized in the production of marketable products. 

Villae located in fertile soils produced essentially the Mediterranean triad (wheat, wine, 

and olive oil), which resulted in a landscape dominated by open fields, vineyards, and olive 

tree coplanted fields. In contrast, the main &rming activity of villas located in Interior 

Alentejo's poor soils should have been livestock production, leading to a rural landscape 

composed essentially of scrub (natural pastures) and montados. The major reason behind 

the installation of these large agricultural units in areas of poor soils, seems to have been 

the supply of food to the large number of people involved in the exploitation of the rich 

metal resources of the region*". (Alarc3o, 1988; Alarc3o, 1990). 

Grazing lands (sahus) and woodlands (sylva) composed the outer territories. As 

opposed to hortus and ager, composed of private ferms, they were common land. 

The sahus was used for extensive grazing of small livestock - sheep, goats and 

pigs. Basically it was an area of scrub where patches were burned periodically in order to 

create natural pastures. But, it must have also included patches of montado, as pigs were 

 ̂Interior Alentejo metal resources generally coincide with areas of poor soils. 
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the main source of meat*'. And if the practice of feeding pigs on acoms was unknown to 

the Romans, they seem to have eagerty adopted the technique as it resulted in a much 

more tasteful meat (Saramago, 1997). The saltus must have been essential to small 

&rmers, as pastures on their lands were surety not enough to support animal grazing. The 

area was probabty also used for tenqmrary cultivation by some archaic native populations 

(SiOsert, 1966). 

In the sierra areas of Interior Alentejo, several agro-pastoral communities 

escaped romanization and maintained an archaic way of life. These communities, 

conqjrising clan structures, occupied a group of small dispersed rural settlements that 

shared a fortified area where people and livestock sought refuge in case of danger. 

(Torres, 1993). 

The landscape surrounding these communities remained organized according to 

the proto-historic dual structure. In the vicini  ̂of settlements was located a small and 

quite incipient mixed firming area, worked mostty by the womea Scrub and forest 

con:q)rised the remaining territory. There the main economic activities of these 

populations took place: animal grazing, shifting cultivation and gathering. 

The exploitation of the abundant surfiice metal resources of the region seems to 

have been fiindamental to the survival of these communities. Not requiring an advanced 

technology, the small sur&ce mines could be easily exploited by a single community. 

Sheep, goats, and pigs were the main livestock species. Cattle were diiefly used as work animals. Pigs 
were the main source of meat Sheep and goats were reared essentially to produce wool and milk. 
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Extracted metal was then traded in the urban markets. The exhaustion of one mine led a 

community to move to the vicinity of another. This £ict, more than the itinerant agro-

pastoral activities, seems to have caused the precariousness of the sierra settlements. 

(Torres, 1993). 

Sierra populations remained marginal to successive colonization waves. Their 

archaic way of life survived until very late in the region's history. 

(Saramago, 1997). 
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IIL5 — The Vuigoth period 

In the 3rd centnry AD the decline of the Roman Eii:q)ire began. The literature 

points to four main causes for this decline: 0 the increasing power decentralization forced 

the enormous territorial dimension of the Enq>ire, namety the institution of the Inq)erial 

tetrarchy (government by four en4)erors); ii) the adoption of Christianity as the ofScial 

religion in 380 AD, transferring religious power from the enq)eror to the Church; iii) 

constant barbarian assaults on the Empire; and iv) the slow decline of cities and of their 

ability to control the coimtryside. (Fabiio, 1993; Mattoso, 1993) 

The fragmentation of power weakened the Entire cohesion and led to several 

local usurpations of power. It was in the sequence of power usurpation that Rome gave 

the territory of Lusitania to allied German tribes in 411 AD. This ended Roman domain 

over Alentejo, and initiated in the region a three-century period of Visigoth rule. 

(Mattoso, 1993). 

The Visigoth period was marked by the slow disintegration of the Roman world. 

Cities lost in^rtance with the substantial reduction of trade and the transference of 

economic activities to the countryside. A subsistence econon^r substituted for the Roman 

market econonQr. According to the German ideology, all the essential goods are produced 

in the countryside. The city onfy produces the superfluous. Even the otyects of prestige 

worn by warriors could be produced in their rural domains when they were not obtained 
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through pillage, a way that confers upon them a higher prestige. (Mattoso, 1993; 

Saramago, 1997). 

The transference of civil functions to warriors was another &ctor behind the 

decline of cities. The Roman perrod was characterized a segregation of military and 

civil functions, and the obedience of the army to civil authorities. In contrast, Germans 

saw power as an indivisible attribute, which led Visigoth warriors to call upon them 

administrative, juridical and fiscal fiinctions. Since warriors were constantly moving from 

place to place, power became more fluid and less dependent on fixed points in space, 

particularly cities. (Mattoso, 1993). 

The ruralization of society occurring during the Visigoth domain must have 

resuhed in several landscape changes. Urban agricultural belts must have decreased in 

area and in crop diversi^, due to the decline of cities. Also, the area of regular diy 

&rming must have been largely reduced, as most of the large &rms producing for the 

market were replaced a multitude of small household &rms producing essentially for 

home consunqition. In fiict, while land was concentrated in the hands of the Church and 

of the warrior aristocracy, this precluded the development of a large &rm structure. 

Landowners, warriors specialty*^, were not particular^ interested in agriculture, which 

decreased the area of fiums under direct exploitation. Instead, they preferred to subdivide 

their lands into snTall household fiums, and collect tributes finm the multitude of peasants 

under their protection. (Mattoso, 1993; Saramago, 1997). 
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Despite the division of large estates into small femis, a concentrated 

settlement pattern continued to be the rule in this period. Peasants lived in a central 

settlement (the village). Cultivation fields were located in its immediate vicinity, with 

pastures and woods in the outer area (see figure 22). To this spatial organization 

contributed the German cosmic concept. In the center is located the world of humans (the 

Midgard), the cultivated place of the cosmic space. The Utgard, the space of the enemies 

of humans, the world of monsters and giants, surrounds the Midgard. One should note 

that lords usualfy^ had under their protection several villages. (Mattoso, 1993). 

Flgirell: Predomiiuuit settknMBt patteni dnriag the Viaigodi period 

The diurch oontinijed to have large brms under direct exploitatioii, worked slaves. (Mattoso, 1993). 
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The dis£q)pearance of the small estate is another characteristic of this 

period. The social instability of the time forced everyone to seek the protection of a 

powerful lord. Exceptions to this rule seem to be the "village communities". These 

communities were probabty conqx>sed of groups of &milies working their own lands and 

sharing a number of common resources, namely pastures and woods. The origin of these 

communities, apparent^ not very abundant in Alentejo, is still unknown. They might have 

descended from communities that remained at the margin of the romanization, they might 

have evolved from abandoned Roman villas, or they might sinq)iy be new communitks 

formed in desert places. (Mattoso, 1993). 

The consecration of the Mediterranean food trilogy (Iwead, wine and olive oil) by 

the Christian church led to its adoption the christianized German cultures. 

Nevertheless, animal products continued to have a predominant in^rtance in the German 

diet, with meat being the food symbol of prestige and power. Thus, there must have been 

an inqmrtant increase of animal related landscapes during the Visigoth period. (Saramago, 

1997). 

The Visigoth Code regulated about pigs that graze in the forest, suggesting the 

existence of an important area of primitive montado. The code also suggests the 

existence of an in^rtant area of hunting enclosures. (AlarcSo, 1976; Saramago, 1997). 
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in.6 — The Muslim period 

In 711 the Arabs landed in the South of Spain, and seven years later (718) most of 

the Iberian Peninsula was under Muslim domain. Al-Andaluz was the name given to the 

Iberian territory under Arab occupation. As regards the wind, the rain, and the rivers this 

territory was divided in two: the Eastern Andaluz, and the Western Andaluz (Garb-al-

Andaluz). In the Garb-al-Andaluz rivers ran to the Atlantic and rains were commanded by 

the west winds. (Torres, 1993). Interior Alentejo was located in the Garb, (see Figure 

23). 

Figure 23: The Garb-AI-AadaIaz 
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Until the first half of the 11th century the Al-Andaluz was a caliphate with its 

capital in Cordoba. The caliphate of Cordoba was divided in several provinces - the 

kuwar — that followed sq^proximatety the territorial organization established during the 

Roman and Visigoth periods. A kura*^ included several cities, castles and towers 

(defensive settlements), and villages (qlcarias), related a hierarchy of powers still not 

fiiQy identified. (Maciias, 1993; Marques, 1993). A dense net of roads and trails, 

si^porting an intense local and regional trade connected all these settlements. (Torres, 

1993). 

The city was the basic political unit of the Al Andaluz. Each city was ruled by an 

alcaide (city mayor), and had under its jurisdiction a territory that included several 

villages. 

City mayors, although named by the central government, belonged usually to 

powerfiil local elites. This fiict resulted in several city revolts against the central 

government all through the cal^hate period, and ultimate^ led to its disintegration in 

several kingdoms after 1031. The fight for autonon^ was particularly intense in the 

Garb. This can be attributed to its marginal location within the caliphate, and to an 

individualized historical evolution in the Iberian context. It must be noted that while the 

Garb didn't correspond to any political entity during Muslim domain, its geogr^hic 

frontiers overlaid approximately those of Roman Lusitania (Torres, 1993). 

Kura IS the singular of kuwar. 
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Figure 24 shows the hypothetical landsct^ organization of a Muslim province. 

The territory around cities was divided in three concentrk land use areas: an inner 

irrigated mixed &rming area (the gardens), an intermediate dry &rming area, and an outer 

area covered by scrub and forest. 

City 

Gardens 

— Dry fanning area 

— Pisturcs / Forest 

Scrub / Forest / Moioaio 

Figure 24: Lawlscape stmctorc dnriag Moslim times 

The gardens were composed of small and medium household &rms owned and 

worked fiunilies living m the city (Torres, 1993). They included patches of kitchen 

gardens, orchards, olive groves, and vineyards. The introduction and generalization of 
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several irrigatioii techniques and the large inqmrtance of fruits and vegetables in the 

Muslim diet point to an increase of the mixed fitrming area during this period. This 

increase in area went together with an increase in crop diversity, as Muslims had been 

credited with the introduction of several fruit and vegetable species: eggplant, carrot, 

cucumber, watermelon, lettuce, cauliflower, spinach, lemon, and bitter orange, among 

others (Caldas, 1991; Oliveira Marques, 1993; Saramago, 1997). 

The dry fiirming area was chie^ allocated to the production of gram. This area 

was conqmsed of large estates, usualty bebnging to urban aristocrats or to the lord of a 

nearly tower or castle. Conomonly, the landlord exploited a part of the estate directty, 

the other being divided in several small and medium leased &rms. Tenant &rmers and 

journeymen lived in vilk^es (alccaias) usually located inside the estate. (Oliveira Marques, 

1993; Torres, 1993). 

The literature is not clear about the evolution of the cereal area during the Muslim 

domain. Nevertheless, the revitalization of urban life, the intensification of trade, and the 

introduction of several cereal species during that period point to an increase of cereal 

production. Chronicles of the time name Alentejo as region of good cereal production. 

(Oliveira Marques, 1993; Saranu^o, 1997; Torres, 1993). 

The literature is also unclear about the location of olive groves and vineyards in the 

Islamic landsc^)e. Probabfy they existed both in the gardens and in the large estates of the 

dry Arming area. What seems to be certain is an increase in the area of olive groves, as 

olive oQ was the main source of fiit at the time (Sturamago, 1997). On the other hand, the 
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evolution of the vineyard area is a subject of some controvert. While some authors claim 

a decrease of vineyards during all the Islamic perk>d based upon the Koran opposition to 

wine consumption, others believe that this interdiction was only seriously enforced during 

the fimdamentalist Magreb period (1086-1250). 

The outer area was used essential^ for extensive grazing and gathering of 

resources such as honey and wood. Several Actors point to an increase of grazing areas 

during the Muslim domain: the settlement in Alentejo of Arab and Berber pastoral 

communities (Oliveira Marques,1993; Ruiz and Ruiz, 1986); the ability to revert 

une}q>k>ited lands to publk use allowed Muslim law (Klein, 1920); the introduction of 

the merino sheep^^ arid the advantages offered by a mobile resource (grazing animals) in a 

period marked by frequent political upheavals (Ruiz, and Ruiz, 1986). The expansion of 

anhnal grazing went together with an increase of transhumance practices (Oliveira 

Marques, 1993; Ruiz and Ruiz, 1986). 

Sheep and goats were the main livestock species for Muslims '̂ (Saramago, 1997). 

Nevertheless, montado area probabty suffered little or no diminution during this period. 

Although pork was proscribed in the Muslim diet. Islamic tolerance allowed its 

consumption by Christians, as k>ng as the act didn't cany any provocatbn (Saramago, 

1997). While this resulted in fewer pigs being reared in the vicinity of urban centers, pig 

** The merino sheep was introduced in the Iberian Peninsula, in the 12th century, the Beni-Merinos, a 
transhumant people from the Atlas Motmtains. Adapted to periodic migrations, and producing high 
quality wool, this animal soon became the fiicus of transhimance practices. (Ruiz and Ruiz, 1986). 

Cattle was used essentially as a work animal (Saramago, 1997). 
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productran remained at the Roman-Visigoth levels in the rural areas (Benbassa, 1984), 

where montados were located. 

Outside the political and economic influence of cities remained vast territories 

mainity located in sierra areas and interksr valleys. These areas were controlled archaic 

agro-pastoral communities, whose subsistence econono^ was based upon a transhumant 

livestock production and shifting cultivatwn. (Torres, 1993; Torres and Macias, 1998). 

The landscape of these territories consisted of a matrix of forest and scrub with patches of 

natural pastures, grain fields and eventua% montados. 
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IIL7 — The Christuun Reconquest 

Christian assauhs fix)m the North and several internal conflicts led to the 

irreversible decline of Islam in Iberian soil after the late 11th century. The reconquest of 

Alentejo was initiated in 1166, with the entire region filing under Portuguese domain in 

1238. (Maci^, 1993). 

The county has been, since the first times of the Portuguese nation, the country's 

main territorial unit. Post Christian Reconquest countfes were con^nised of a main 

settlement, a few secondary settlements, and a vast territory^ (see Figure 25). 

Am of tand onrnsd by the oonHy nd/br Ae Crown 

Fipire 25: Territorial atnictare of aa Interior Aleotcjo county after tiie Reconquest Wars 

^ The first counties were very large. Their area decreased as new counties were created from parts of 
their territory. 
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The area around the main settlement -was usually subdivided into small &rms 

distributed among its inhabitants (Pery, 1883). These &rms were common^ exploited 

through the establishment of en^hyteusis contracts - an agreement between a landowner 

and a concessionaire (the enq)hyteuta) which the former transferred to the latter the 

usufruct of a parcel of land, against the payment of a tribute. En:q)hyteusis contracts could 

be transferred to a third party, and be object of a sub-enq)l^eusis or leasing contract, 

usually through the payment of a transmission right. In the first years of the Portuguese 

nation, the enq>hyteusis contract was perpetual, as the unstable social-economic situation 

was not fiivorable to short term contracts. Later speared the "contracts in lives", the 

most common being the contract for "three lives", Le., three generations. (Costa, 1964; 

Mattoso, 1993; SObert, 1966), 

The next area was conq>osed of large ferms donated to the religious Military 

Orders and aristocracy involved in the Reconquest. Secondary settlements were usually 

located in between these large ferms or inside them. Given this location, these villages had 

little or no land to distribute among their inhabitants. (Pery, 1883). Their econon^r was 

largely based upon the use of collective resources, namely the village commons - plots of 

land reserved for the collective use of populations existing in the vicinity of every 

settlement. (DGA, 1894). 

In the outennost areas remained vast expanses of land owned the county 

(common lands), or by the crown (crown lands or royal hunt enclosures). These areas 

constituted reserves of land. (Pery, 1883). 
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This triple territorial structure corresponded in the post Christian Reconquest to a 

dual landscape structure. Several authors agree that the political instability created the 

wars between Christians and Muslims led to the return of the ancient infield-outfield 

system, (see Figure 26). Defensive reasons led to the concentration of essential crops in 

the immediate vicinity of the county main settlement, under the protection of military 

forces. The zone of regular dry ferming dis^ipeared. Large ferms, common lands and 

Crown lands were now mostly covered by scrub and forest, con^rising an immense 

outfield. (Silbert, 1966). 

Fî ire 26: Landscape stractnre of an Interior AJcntejo county after the Reconqaest Wan 

While most of the irrigation channels had been destroyed during the Reconquest 

wars, the infield remained an area of &irly intensive mixed &rming. It included kitchen 
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gardens, orchards, vineyards, olive groves, and fields of intensive cereal production 

(ferregiais). The substitution of Catholicism for Islam led, nevertheless, to some changes 

in the composition of the infield. Fruits and vegetables lost in^rtance. Land uses 

associated with the consecrated Mediterranean food trilogy - ̂^iieat, wine, and olive oil -

gained preponderance. (Saramago, 1997). 

The dimension and crop diversity of the infield depended upon the dimension of 

the settlement. While an area of intensive mixed &nning was likely to exist in the vicinity 

of every settlement, the larger urban centers located in rich counties induced the 

development of larger and more diverse areas. In the latter, the infield came to play an 

important role in the local economy. (Ribeiro, 195S; Silbert, 1966). 

The outfield supported a subsistence econon^ based on an extensive use of scrub 

and forest resources. Small animal grazing and shifting cultivation were the main 

activities, con^lemented by the use of many other resources such as honey, wood, cork, 

tanning bark, and acorns. (Serr3o, 1993; Silbert, 1966). This resulted in a landscape 

dominated by scrub and forest, where patches were occasionally open to create natural 

pastures and grow cereal crops. 

Patches of montado should have been common in the post Christian Reconquest 

outfield. Without the Muslim constraint to the consunqption of pork meat, it became a 

main component of the local diet along with bread, wine, and olive oil. Pig production 

boomed, increasing to levels that could be considered a distinctive feature of the local 

econonQr after the 13th century. (Saramago, 1997). 
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Common grazing, an inqwrtant &ctor in the evohition of the Interior Alentejo 

landscape, was inqmsed all over the country in the 13th century (Gama Barros, 1886-

1922; Magalh3es, 1993; Silbert,1966). Common grazing granted livestock free access to 

every land, private or public, that was not cultivated. Its inq>act must have been quite 

small in the infield, where intensive cultivation severe^ limited animal grazing. Pastures 

in the infield were usualfy^ reserved to feed the work animals and the livestock of the meat 

supplier. In contrast, common grazing became the rule in the post-Christian Reconquest 

outfieki, where most small animal grazing took place. (Silbert, 1966). 
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IIL8 - From the Christian Reconqucst to the Liberal Revohition. 

In the period from the Christian Reconquest to the Liberal Revohition of the 19th 

century, landsc^ evohition in Interior Alentejo reflected the political and socio-economic 

conditions of the country. Anthropogenic &ctors didn't result, however, in a uniform 

landscape evolution throughout the subregion. Soil fertility was determinant. Coimties 

dominated low fertility soils went through a landscape evolution different from that 

occurring in counties located in fertile soils. 

ni.8.1 - Poor countics 

The counties located in the poor soils of eastern and southern Interior Alentejo 

maintained until the 18th and 19th centuries the dual territorial structure reestablished in 

the period following the Reconquest wars. Regular crops remained concentrated in the 

mixed ferming area surrounding settlements, with most of the territory being used solety 

for animal grazing, shifting cultivation, and gathering. 

The endurance of the infield-outfield structure in poor counties resulted from their 

low population density. While the higher population density of rich counties soon 

required a more complex and productive landsc^)e structure, the low poptilation density 

of poor counties allowed the maintenance of a somewhat anarchic use of the outfield. 
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the end of the Reconqiiest wars, occurred the expansion and intensification of the 

"scrub economy" '̂. (Silbert, 1966). 

The primitive econooQ^ of poor counties fevored the endurance of common 

grazing. It was onfy^ between 1739 and 1826 that common grazing was abolished in most 

poor Interior Alentejo counties. This abolition resulted &om the combined effect of two 

&ctors: the decline of transhumance, and the emergence of a local capitalist livestock 

production. In the ancient econon^, common grazing served the interests of both 

transhumant and local livestock producers. After the rise of agrarian capitalism, it 

remained advantageous only for traashumants as they used just the winter pastures. Local 

large livestock producers began to claim fiiU property rights over the land. With the 

decline of transhumance in the 18th century, common grazing was abolished in private 

lands^. This collective system remained only in the common lands. (Silbert, 1966). 

Barrancos constitutes a remarkable exan^le of a poor soils' county. Located in a 

rough relief country in the eastern fringe of Interior Alentejo, less than 1% of its territory 

is suitable for agriculture (see Table 1). 

After the Christian Reconquest, Barrancos was donated to the Military Order of 

Aviz, a situation that endured until 1834. Due to its marginal location and poor soil 

Silbert (1966) designates as "scrub economy" the subsistence economy based on the extensive use of the 
outfield resources. 
^*In order to protect small livestock producers, some counties maintained common grazing during the 
summer. This was the case of Campo de Ourique, the most important area of pastures of Interior 
Alentejo. 
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fertility, this county remained isolated for centuries. It had no road connecting it to 

ne^boriog counties until the late 19th century, maintaining onfy a limited trade with the 

Spanish village of Encinasola. A sign of this long isolation is the survival until the present 

of the Barranqttenho, a local dialect. 

At the end of the Ancient Regime^^ Barrancos territory was still organized 

according to an infield-outfield system, (see Table 5). 

Barrancos 17091* 100% 

Infield (intensive Arming area) 1132 6.62% 

Oitfield (remaining area): 15959 93.38% 

• Common lands 1470 8.60% 

• Campo de Gamos 9519 55.70% 

• Defezas 4970 29.08% 

Tabic 5: BarraiKOs territory at tlic ciul of the Ancient Regime 
Source: DGA(1892). 

(*)The total counQ^ area presented in the 1892 Agricultural Statistics is higher than the present area. This 
fiKt may arise from territorial readjustments or from a measurement errtH- at the time. 

Period running from 1698 to 1820. The Ancient Regime is usually associated with Absolutism, a 
political ^em in which one ruler holds an unlimited power. 
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The infield consisted of 1132 ha of intensive inning lands located in the vicinity 

of the two settlements (Bairancos and Nodar). The area was conqwsed of q™n &nns 

exploited by the county population, in the regime of en:q)hyteusis. (DGA, 1892). 

The outfield included two common lands (1470 ha), five large &nns totaling 4970 

ha, and a 9519 ba tract of land named Campo de Gamos. (DGA, 1892). Documents of 

the time describe the outfield as being con^sed mainly of holm oak montados and scrub 

(poor pastures). Only a small percentage of the area was cultivated. 

Livestock production was the main economic activity of the county. But, at the 

end of the Ancient Regime, common grazing remained only in the two common lands. 

While the population could graze their livestock and cultivate the lands of Campo de 

Gamos, this use required the payment of a tribute. In the five large fiirms mentioned 

above, tenant timers reserved fi>r themselves the exclusive use of pastures. The name 

given to these fiirms, defezas (enclosures), suggests that these were excluded from 

common grazing. As was common in the poor soils of the subregion, the population was 

allowed to cultivate the lands of these defezas against the payment of the tithe and I/IO of 

the production. (DGA, 1892). 

At the end of the Ancient Regime, Barrancos remained a remarkable example of 

the so-called "scrub econon^" (Silbert, 1966). 
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1IL8.2 - Rich coontics 

In rich counties, the infield-outfield system evolved during the Middle Ages to a 

more con^lex landsc^qie structure. The need to increase landscape productivity in &ce of 

a population increase led to the reappearance of the area of regular dry crop Arming - the 

ager'" - in between the two prnnitive zones, (see Figure 27). 

FigDre 27: Landscape strnctare of a rich Interior Akntejo county at the late Middk Ages 

The infield remained a mixed £irniing area. Due to the population increase and the 

development of markets it surely extended in area and crop diversity. The tomato, the bell 

pepper, and several American bean varieties assumed an important role in the Interior 

^°For simplicity, the author is going to adopt the term "ager" as ^onymous with regular dry crop 
fiuming area. 
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Alentejo khchen gardens after the 16th century. The sweet orange was the most 

inqmrtant acquisition of the regk>n's orchards, with orange groves becoming a distinctive 

feature of several settlements in the region. (Saramago, 1997). 

The ager was conqwsed of large fiinns (herdades) allocated to extensive grain 

production. As opposed to the intensive 2-year rotation (preparatory ploughing - wheat) 

practiced in the infield ferregiais, the 3-year rotatk)n (preparatory ploughing - wheat -

fidlow) and the 4-year rotation (preparatory ploughing - >^]eat - &Uow - fellow) were 

most commonfy^ adopted in this zone. The 6-year rotation established the boundary 

between the ager and the outfield. According to Silva Pic3o (1903), this rotation 

constituted the lower limit of temporary or shifting cultivation, with prescribed burning 

substituting for preparatory ploughing. 

The ager came to occiq>y a large percentage of rich counties territory. It offered a 

landscape of open fields, with fields of wheat alternating with fellow fields grazed by 

sheep. Olive trees were also common in the zone. Usualfy, they occurred in association 

with grain fields - olive tree co-planted fields. Vineyards were also common in the 

transition to the mfield. 

Policies to promote cereal production led to gradual abolition of common grazing 

in the ager after the Middle Ages. In the first phase (13th and Nth centuries), grain 

producers were allowed to settle a private grazing enclosure for the work animals near the 

cultivated field. Later, the enclosure privilege was extended to include the whole ferm. 
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This earty institution of agrarian individualism limited common grazing in rich counties to 

certain areas of the infield and to the outfield. (Silbert, 1966). 

The development of a more or less vast ager resulted in a diminution of the 

outfield area. Nevertheless, the decrease in outfield area must have hs^pened together 

with an intensification of the outfield landscape. The demographic increase must have 

fostered an e^qiansion of montados, as well as of the areas allocated to grazing and shifting 

cultivation. The existence of legislation regulating the practice of prescribed burning after 

the ISth century (Saramago, 1997) supports this hypothesis. 

The landsc^)e evolution described above was not a continuous and uniform 

process throi^hout this time span. Periods of expansion of cereal cultivation alternated 

with periods of contraction, with obvious consequences for the landscape. A contraction 

in cereal cultivation always resulted in an increase of the grazing areas, either through an 

extensification of rotations (increase of the gdlow period) or through a complete 

abandonment of the grain fiirming activity. A substitution of olive groves and vineyards 

for grain fields also took place. (Silbert, 1966; Saramago, 1997). 

Several causes were at the basis of these landscape changes. Population density 

was one of the most important. A population increase almost always resulted in an 

e}q>ansion of the cereal area. This was what happened in the period following the 

Christian Reconquest, when the need to feed an expanding population fostered an increase 

of the cereal area. The surge of the Great Plague in 1348 reversed the trend. 
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^proxiniatefy one third of the country population died in three months, and a large 

percentage of the rural survivors migrated to urljan areas. This population loss resulted in 

a large scale decrease of grain &rming — a quite labor-intensive activity. Many grain fields 

were converted into pastures, while others were simpty abandoned reverting to scrub. 

(Saramago, 1997). 

In an effort to control the situation, several laws were instituted to retain the 

necessary population in the countryside (interdiction of the emigration of rural population 

to the urban centers; compulsory work; and fixed salaries) and to con:q)el landowners to 

cultivate their lands (Sesmarias Law of 1375). (Mata and Valeric, 1993; Rau, 1946; 

Saraiva, 1993; Saramago, 1997; Sousa, 1993). The results of these measures were 

almost nil. It would take almost all of the 15th century to overcome the effects of the 

Great Plague (Mata and Valeric, 1993), with the use of slave labor (after the 15th century) 

being fiindamental to the recovery of the cereal area. 

Along with pastures, olive groves and vineyards were other land uses benefit^ 

firom the Great Plague after-efifects. The area of olive groves increased due to the 

relativefy^ small labor requirements of this crop. As for vineyards, while requiring a high 

amount of labor, they became an inqwrtant source of income. Their advant^es resulted 

fi'om wine not being subjected to the trade restrictions affecting other ^ricultural goods, 

such as wheat and livestock, during periods of food shortage. (Saramago, 1997). 

Economic &ctors were another main issue in the making of the Alentejo landscape. 

Silbert (1966) attributes a major role to the relation between the wheat price and the wool 
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price. Favorable wool prices resulted in extensificatioa of the landsc^)e through an 

increase of the grazing area. In contrast, £ivorable wiieat prices led to an expansion of the 

cultivated area, namely via the intensification of rotations. 

While having a smaller inqiact, olive groves and vineyards were the other land uses 

substituting for grain fields when the ecoix>mic conjimcture was not &vorable to wheat. 

Some of their economic advant^es have already been mentioned above; fewer trade 

restrictions for vineyards, and lower labor costs for olive groves. 

Another economic advantage of olive groves is the possibility of consociation with 

other crops, which reduces the risk per unit of area (Justino, 1981). This advantage was 

fiindamental in the expansion of olive tree coplanted fields. The same reasoning also 

fostered the development of montados. 

An increase of wine consunq>tion was another economic reason behind the 

expansion of vineyards. This was helped by the general practice of giving wine to 

agricultural workers as part of their payment in goods. (Saramago, 1997; SQbert, 1966). 

While wine was one of the region's main crops and vineyard area had increased 

throughout this period, Silbert (1966) claims that viticulture was not developed in Interior 

Alentejo to its fiiU potentiaL Facts hindering its progress were: 0 the predominance of 

large fivms, as viticulture was &vored a small &rm structure; iQ the labor deficit, as 

the crop was highly labor demanding; iiO the narrow local demand for wine, given the low 

population density of the region; iv) difficulties in exporting wine to other regrans, nsaaefy 

to Lisbon; and last but not least v) the high national demand for Alentqo wheat. In the 

national context, Alentejo was the most suitable region for wheat production. While 
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Alentejo wine &ced the conq)etition of wine produced in regions closer to Lisbon (the 

main consumption and exportation center), the same did not happen with wheat as the 

country was lacking in this commodity. 

While economic Actors had a major role in the making of the Alentejo ancient 

landscape, their effect was largety constrained social fiictors. The con^lex Alentejo 

social hierarchy has been considered by most authors one of the main causes for the 

underdevelopment of agriculture in the region prior to the Liberal revolution. 

On average the ancient Alentqo social structure had five elements, though it could 

be more complex: i) the landowner, ii) the financier; iii) the enqihyteuta; iv) the tenant 

fiumer; and v) the journeyman. 

The majority of Alentejo landowners were absentees. Usually they transferred 

large powers to financiers who advanced them their rents in cash gainst charging a part of 

it. Also, many enq>hyteutas didn't directly exploit the land^^ Apart from the infield areas, 

most &nns of Alentejo were often object of a subemphyteusis or leasing contract. (Costa, 

1964; Sflbert, 1966). 

The tenant fiirmer was, until the Liberal Revolution, the most common Alentejo 

fermer. This class was not homogeneous, though. Together with the small fitrmer 

e7q)loiting onfy one &rm, there were many large fiirmers exploiting several (Silbert, 

1966). The latter required the work of sharecroppers and journeyman. 
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This coiiq>lex social structure reduced tenant dinners' income, limiting their 

investment c^)ability. In addition to this, the short duration of leasing contracts (usualfy 

less than 9 years) was both a disincentive to invest in the &rm and an invitation to 

overexploit the land. This combination of &ctors limited not onty the expansion of 

cultivated lands, but also the adoption of land uses requiring high initial investment and/or 

having a long term return (such as vineyards and olive groves). On the contrary, it 

fostered livestock production, perceived as the easiest and quickest way of obtaining 

income from a land. 

The nature of rents was another obstacle to a market driven landscape evolution. 

Rents were quite often established in terms of specific goods, inqwsing on &miers severe 

limitations to any change in crop structure. These rents in goods have been considered as 

a main cause of the predominance of wheat over other crops in Interior Alentejo.(Santos, 

1997; Saramago, 1997). 

At the end of the Ancient Regime (late 18th century - early 19th century), the 

agricultural landscape of rich counties reflected the effects of a generalized devebpment 

of a capitalist livestock production. Despite the high fertility of soils, pastures (Mow 

fiekls) substituted kirgel^ for cultivated fiekls. According to several authors, two main 

causes were at the basis of this situation: high labor costs, and a market situation &voring 

livestock production over cereal Arming. 

In Ancient Alentejo it was often not possible to distinguish landowners from emphyteutas, since it was 
common to have persons being both, i.e., pa^^foros for some herdades and receiving^bros for others. 
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The chronic low population density of Alentejo, combined with the abolition of 

slavery in the second half of the 18th century, led to a labor deficit in the regk>n (Caldas, 

1991; Silbert, 1966). According to several documents of the time, this deficit resulted in 

wage inflation, mducing a shift fit>m cereal &rming to livestock production, a less labor 

intensive activity. 

A market situation characterized inqmrted cereal prices lower than domestic 

prices, and by high wool prices, &vored sheep production against cereal production. 

Being highly profitable, livestock production caused inflation in the leasing market. This 

led to termination of the tenancy contract of many larms allocated primarily to grain 

production. The new class of tenant &rmers now included many financiers enriched 

their intermediary role between landowners and fiirmers, merchants and artisans. To them 

investment in the land was seen not only as a source of income but also of social prestige. 

The Napoleonic invasions of 1807-1814 reduced even more the regular cultivation 

area (Menezes, 1819). As many times in the past, the war situation fostered a shift from 

grain fiurming to livestock production. 

While having a smaller and more localized in^Mict, vineyards were another land use 

substituting for cereal cultivatwn at the end of the Ancient Regime. In the 18th century, 

the area of vineyards increased primarify due to an increase in local wine consumption 

(Santos, 1997; Silbert, 1966). Many herdades, formerly allocated to grain production, 

were subdivided through en^hyteusis into small ftirms obliged to wine production. This 

(Silbert, 1966). 
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conversion was limited to the vicinity of towns, as: i) towns were the main wine 

consun^on centers; iQ wine e?qx>rtatk>n required the proximity of commercial routes; 

and iiO the crop was highly labor intensive. 

Cuba county provides a good exanq>le of a rich county. Located in the transition 

between the region of Beja and the region of ^vora, Cuba is composed of two areas of 

&irly high soQ fertility. The flat southern area belongs almost entirely to the most fertile 

region of Interior Alentejo - the Beja clays region^^, jije northern area, located between 

the two streams that cross the county east-west, continues the country of Vidigueira, a 

region feme us for its rich crops and long considered as an oasis in the traditional Alentejo 

landsc^ie. 

Present^, Cuba conqmses four parishes {/reguesias): Cuba and Faro do Alentejo 

in the south, Vila Alva and Vila Ruiva in the north. That, however, has not always been 

the case. Until 1837, each of these parishes, together with Albergaria dos Fusos (today 

part of Vila Ruiva) was an independent county^^. In 1839, Albergaria, Faro, and Vila 

Ruiva were annexed to Cuba county, and Vila Alva to Vila de Frades county (today part 

Regiao dos Barros de Beja. 
Cuba county was created in 1327 as a rural county. It became an urban county in 1782, when the 

village of Cuba was elevated to borough. (Pery, 1883). The county of Faro do Alentejo was created in 
1611 inside a large &nn (p Morgado de Faro). At the time, the village and its infield occupied only S6 
ha of the 1698 ha of the estate (Pery, 1883; Silbert, 1966). Vila Alva and Vila Ruiva existed as counties 
since the first days of the nation. Until the Liberal Revolution most oftheir territory belong to the Church 
and a donnee of the Crown (Casa do Cadaval). (Peiy, 1883). Albergaria dos Fusos was created from the 
territory of Vila Alva and Vila Ruiva, around a small village dedicated to the textile industry. (Pety, 
1883). 
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of Vidigueira). In 1854, Vila Alva was subsumed by Cuba county with the extinction of 

the Vila de Frades county. 

The ancient counties that are today part of Cuba county. Faro excluded, presented 

at the end of the Ancient Regime a three zone landscape structure. The main settlement 

was surrounded by an infield of variable extent, but in all cases including a mix of rich 

crops: kitchen gardens, orchards, intensive grain fields, vineyards, and olive groves. 

Initial^ the infield was quite small, as none of the settlements was an inqx>rtant urban 

center. After the Middle Ages its area began to increase, as several large &rms located m 

the vicinity of settlements started to be subdivided into small plots allocated to wine 

production. In Cuba, the infield came to reach a radius varying from 1 to 5 Km (Santos, 

1997). 

As mentioned before, the increase of the vineyard area resulted in part fi'om a 

market situation not &vorable to cereal production. In these counties, this shift was 

possible due to the high population density of the area^, and its high suitability for wine 

production^^. It should be noted that in the ancient rural landscape, vineyards were 

usually coplanted with olive trees (Pery, 1883). 

Next was the area of regular fiinning, the ager. In Cuba, due to the high fertility 

of the plains surrounding the settlement, this area was Ukety &irty large and dominated by 

^ In 1878, Cuba county had the highest population density of the Beja district. (Pery, 1883). 
A large area of today's Cuba county belongs to the wine country of Vidigueira. Wine is believed to 

have been produced in this region at least since Roman times (Peiy, 1883; Silbert, 1966). Documents of 
the 14th and 15th centuries mention the existence of many vinQ'ards in the area. Documents of the 16th 
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Open fields of grain earty on. By the end of the Ancient regime, the ager landscape must 

have suffered an extensification, when pastures (&llow land) substituted largely for grain 

fields as a result of the market situation &voring livestock production over cereal &rming. 

Supporting this hypothesis are documents of the time mentioning several large &rms in the 

area whose headquarters had been recentty abandoned. 

In Albergaria, Vila Alva, and Vila Ruiva, the ager seems to have been dominated 

olive tree coplanted fields. This predominance can be justified by the lower soil fertility 

and rougher relief of these northern counties. 

Outside the area of regular &rming was located the third zone, the outfield. 

Initially covering almost all the territory, the outfieki was reduced throughout history with 

the progress of regular crops. While there are no data allowing the determination of the 

outfield area by the end of the Ancient Regime, it was certainly very high. In 1883, afier a 

period of great expansion of the regular cultivation area, the outfield still occupied a major 

share of Cuba's ancient counties: 28% in Cuba; 55% in Vila Alva and Vila Ruiva; and 

75% in Albergaria. In the northern counties (Albergaria, Vila Alva, and Vila Ruiva), 

montados were the predominant landscape in this area. In Cuba, the outfield was 

essential^ covered scrub. 

century praised the fiimousM^ite wines of the r^ion.(Pery, 1883). Today, Yidigueira is one of the most 
important wine countries of Alentejo. 
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Faro, located in a region of poor soils went through a landscs^ evolution similar 

to the one described for poor counties. At the end of the Ancient Regime the primitive 

infield-outfield structure remained in place. The village and its infield occupied only 56 

ha, about 1% of the total county area. The other 99 % of the territory were a vast 

outfield, conq)osed of a few large &rms mostfy untilled. An extensive livestock 

production should have been the main economic activity. 
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III.9 - The Liberal period 

In 1820, the Liberal Revohitioii put an end to the Ancient Regime. Substituting a 

constitutional regime for absolutism, it brought about major legal, juridical, fiscal and 

administrative reforms. 

The Liberal reforms resulted m major changes in the rural landsc^)es of the 

country. The changes arose essential  ̂from a redistribution of land, a reduction in the 

fiscal charge, and the abolition of collective rights. 

On the eve of the Liberal Revolution, most of Interior Alentejo territory was 

owned by the Crown, the Military Orders, the Church, and the aristocracy. To make 

land available to those wishing to cultivate it, the Liberal Government abolished the 

indivisibility and inalienability of land, expropriated former landowners, and sold at 

auction confiscated lands. The Decree of the I3th of August of 1832, known as the 

Agrarian Revolution Law, revoked all the donations of Crown properties, establishing 

that: lands e}q}loited directty by the landowner or by its tenant &rmers or sharecroppers 

ought to become property of the landowiMr; lands under an emphyteusis contract ought to 

become property of the enqphyteuta; and lands under the direct administration of the 

Crown ought to become National lands. (Caldas, 1991; Vaquinhas and Neto, 1993). 

In 1834, all male Religious Orders were extinguished and their lands confiscated 

by the State and classified as National lands. (Caldas, 1991). 
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In 1835 it was decided to seQ National lands at auction. A major goal of this sale 

was to promote the development of agriculture by providing wider access to the land. 

While the sale resulted in the development of agriculture, it did not correct the 

asymmetries in land distribution. Though all social groups participated in the auction, 

the share obtained by each of them was much different, with one tenth of the buyers 

getting more than half of parcels sold .̂ The aristocracy bought the better parcels. The 

bourgeoisie, to whom possession of land was necessary to ascend in the social hierarchy, 

bought the largest share. (Caldas, 1991; Silva, 1993). 

Barrancos offers a remarkable exanq>le of this situation. In 1837, the 5 defezas 

mentioned above, wliich had belonged to the Military Order of Aviz, were sold at 

auction. These de&zas totaled 4970 ha - about 29% of the county area. Two of these 

estates (Russiana Alta and Riissiana Baixa), with an area of z^roximatety 3700 ha -

about 22 % of the county area - were put up for sale in 26 lots, all bought by a single 

person. (Silbert, 1966). 

The high tribute charge paid by &rmers was another &ctor blamed for the 

underdevelopment of agriculture, as it prevented accimiulation of the capital necessary to 

clear land and increase land productivity. To overcome this constraint, the Liberal 

government abolished several tributes. 

 ̂The sale at auction of National lands has been considered by many historians as one of the most 
scandalous processes in the implementation of the liberal regime. Many references lead some to believe 
that some auctions were set up to sell the lands to a predetermined buyer, i.e., when groups of peasants, 
feeing enormous financial difficulties, arranged to get the monQr necessary to bior parcels that were 
deliberately large, the auction was announced in one place, and suddenly carried out in another, in order to 
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In 1821 the Liberal govenuneiit abolished: 0 the labor due to the seignior; iO 

the conq)ulsoty paid use of seigniorial property such as olive and wine presses, the mill, 

and the oven; smd iiQ the tributes paid to live on seigniorial land, to marry, to use water 

from public fountains, to have or graze livestock, or to light fire. The abolition of these 

feudal tributes had little economic inq)act, but fueled the anti-seigniorial movement. 

(Caklas, 1991; Vaquinhas and Neto, 1993). 

In 1832 the Liberal government abolished the tithe (Decree of the 30th of Jufy of 

1832), and all tributes in lands donated the Crown (Decree of the 13th of August of 

1832). DifBculties in distinguishing between donated and patrimonial lands resulted in 

endless disputes in court. In the end, the abolition of the tithe, a tax of one tenth of all 

economic activities owned by the Church, was the main result of the fiscal reform. 

Liberal theorists were great defenders of individual rights. Agrarian collectivism, 

preventing &rmers from fiilly disposing of thev land, was accused of restraining the 

progress of agriculture. To foster the development of agriculture the Liberal government 

abolished most collective rights. 

The 1867 Civil Code abolished common grazing. This collective right was 

declared illegal for being incon:q>atible with the new notion of land ownersh  ̂ as an 

absolute, individual, and exclusive right in the land. (Caldas, 1991; Vaquinhas and Neto, 

1993). 

get the exclusive presence of the pre-diosen buyer who ended up buying the land at a moderate price. 
(Caldas. 1991). 
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The Civil Code promoted also the privatizatioa of most common lands. 

Exenq)ted were the lands necessary for the common use of counties and parishes, the 

commons, i^^se privatization was left to the local authoritks. In Interior Alentejo, 

however, most parish and county commons were soon sold at auction or divided in equal 

shares for all households '̂̂ . (Caldas, 1991; Vaquinhas and Neto, 1993). 

The sale at auction again &vored those with greater financial resources, common 

lands usually being bought by one of the local large landowners. The division among 

households also didn't result, in the long run, in an increase of small fiums. The lots were 

often too small to provide for a household income, especialty given the &ct that this 

could no longer be aided by common gracing or resources gathered in common lands. 

Located chie  ̂ in poor fertility soils, many of these parcels soon became eroded or 

unproductive after use beyond their capability. Their owners had no alternative but to 

sell them, for almost nothing, to the large landowners of the regioa (Baptista, 1978; 

Caldas, 1991; Caldas, 1998). 

Barrancos offers again a remarkable exan:Q)Ie of this situation. In the I870's, the 

coutada (1241 ha) and 6914 ha of Campo de Gamos^  ̂ were each divided into 578 lots. 

Every household received two lots, one of each common land. In 1887, the 578 lots of 

Campo de Gamos were held by onfy 62 landowners, with one holding 138 lots. 521 of 

these lots were included in large &nns. The same land coix:entration happened with the 

lots resulting from the division of the coutada. (DGA, 1892). 

A Decree of 1869 established that common lands should be distributed among households, provided this 
was required by the majoriQr of household heads. (Cutileiro, 1971). 

The coutada was one of the two common lands existing at the end of the Ancient Regime. As for the 
Campo de Gamos it became the property of the county following the confiscatioo of Military Order lands. 
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While the liberal reforms hadn't resulted in a wider access to the land, they 

substantially increased the area of regular  ̂cultivated land. In the 1870's the area of 

cultivated land had tr^led in the whole country. In Alentejo, untilled lands had been 

reduced to 50% of the region's area (Pery, 1875). This increase was pronwted by the 

new class of landowners • the bourgeoisie - who had the coital necessary to undertake 

large scale land clearances, and adopt new technologies. 

Landsc^ie intensification was &vored Q the market expansion allowed by the 

construction of roads and railways '̂; ii) new technologies; and iii) an increase of the 

labor offer. Overcoming the labor deficit resulted chiefty from demographic growth 

(see Table 6). Also, the abolition of common grazing and the privatization of common 

lands forced many peasants to the condition of journeymen. (Caldas, 1991; Vaquinhas 

andNeto, 1993). 

'̂The construction ofpublic works was a main issue ofthe Liberal agenda. Between 1853 and 1890, more 
than 2,000 km of railroads and 10,000 km of macadam roads were built, reducing to 13% the area of the 
country without ea  ̂access. 
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DISTRICT 

1527-1532 1864 1878 1890 1900 

DISTRICT Inhabitants/Kiii2' 

Portalegre 5-8 16.6 18.0 19.6 21.5 

Evora 5-8 13.8 15.4 16.5 17.4 

Beja 5-8 13.2 14.6 15.5 16.1 

Tabic 6: Denoeraphic growth ia the 3 Alcatcjo districts (1527/1534 —1900) 
Soorcc: Oaveau (1987); INE (1960) 

The Liberal Revolution broi^t major changes to the rural landsc  ̂of Interior 

Alentejo. On one hand, there was a substantial increase in the area of cultivated land, 

with agricultural landscapes substituting for scrub and forest. On the other hand, there 

was an intensification of the ancient agricultural landscapes. New technologies allowed 

shorter rotations. Regular maintenance led to more productive montados. (Caldas, 1991; 

Vaquinhas and Neto, 1993). 

In the early phase (until 1870), expansion of cultivated lands reflected mainly an 

increase in the area of grain crops. The area of vineyards also increased, due to a boom 

in the national and external demand for wine. 

A decline in the price of domestic wheat due to American conqjetition caused a 

shift in this evolution. Pastures and montados substituted largely for grain fields as the 

market situation was qiiite &vorable to livestock production. (Caldas, 1991; Vaquinhas 

and Neto, 1993). Vineyards continued to expand due to the increase of wine exports 

resulting firom the French viticulture crisis, and an increase in wine consunq)tk)n fostered 
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urban development. (Saramago, 1997; Silbert, 1966). Nevertheless, many cultivated 

lands reverted to scrub. (Feio, 1949). 

The milling industry, introduced in Portugal in the mid 19th century, has been 

considered the main responsible for this decrease in the area of cereal crops. In the past, 

^A^ieat was bought thousands of bakers who had it ground in the local wind or water 

mills. The milling industry n^idly took control of the national wheat market, by 

becoming the main supplier of fkiur. Taking advantage of the free trade policy ,̂ it soon 

substituted the cheaper American wheat for national wheat, causing a severe drop in 

national production. The milling industry was also responsible for the dis^pearance of 

thousands of wind and water mills fix>m the country's rural landscape. (Caldas, 1991; 

Cutileiro, 1971). 

In the last decade of the 19th century, things began to change again. The 

establishment of protectionist measures for domestic wheat, together with the 

mtroduction of chemical fertilizers after 1885 halted the decrease in the area of cereal 

crops. This situation was aided by a market unfiivorable to livestock production and 

viticulture. (Feio, 1949; Vaquinhas and Neto, 1993). 

The above described landscape evolution was not uniform in space. The 

ejqKinsion of cultivated lands occurred mainfy in rich counties, &vored fertile soils 

and a higher population density. The infield and the ager went through an expansion due 

 ̂Free trade of grain was established in 1857 (Cutileiro, 1971). 
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to increases in the area of cereal crops and rich crops. The subdivision of large estates 

into small household &niis contributed to this expansion. 

In the outfield, the so-called modem montados began to emerge. With the 

c^italization of agriculture, montado landsc^)es evolved from an ancient extensive form 

to a most intensive one - an enclosed oak forest with evenly spaced trees, regular cereal 

cultivation and regular maintenance. The first intensive montados emerged from gradual 

inq)rovement of the native maquis by: 0 elimination of the shrubby vegetation; ii) 

elimination of the worst trees to achieve the optimal tree density (an average of 45 trees 

per hectare); iii) shsqpe pruning of the selected trees to in^rove fructification; and iv) 

maintenance pruning to keep the maximiim fiuctification tree sh  ̂ (Balabanian, 1980). 

The large amount of labor necessary to create and maintain an intensive montado was, 

together with the lack of necessary capital, one of the main reasons why this landscape 

was not possible in the ancient Alentejo economy. Shifting cultivation and common 

grazing were other reasons earlier preventing the intensification of this landsc^ie, as 

prescribed burning and overgrazing resulted often in the destruction of trees. Most of 

today's montados were created during the great land clearances of the late I9th century -

earty 20th century, when these constraints had been overcome. 

In poor counties, before the use of chemical fertilizers, the expansion of grain 

crops and rich crops was limited by poor soil fertility. This constraint was aided by a 

small population density, and a location usually fer firom commercial routes. Regular 

cultivation remained limited to the vicinity of settlements. Apart from some intensive 
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montados starting to emerge in the outfield, scrub continued to cover the large majority 

of the territory. 

Table 7 shows land use in some Interior Alentejo counties in the last two decades 

of the 19th century. In counties with a high percentage of fertile soOs, the infield and the 

ager occupied about 50% of the territory. That was the case of Cuba, Beja, and 

Vidigueira. 

In contrast, extensive land uses {montado and scrub) continued to dominate the 

landscape of poor counties. Mertola and Mour3o were already at that time an exception 

to this rule, with more than 50% of their area occupied by openfields. One should note 

though, that onfy one third of the openfield area in Mertola, and one fifth in Mour3o, was 

occupied grain crops. 

Counties having large areas of both low and high fertility soils presented an 

intermediate situation. That was the case of Moura and Serpa, with approximate  ̂one 

third of the area occupied by openfields and permanent crops. 

Barrancos remained, at the end of the 19th century, a remarkable exan^>le of a 

poor soOs county. Following the sale of land and the division of common lands, there 

was an increase of the cultivation area. Soon after, though, the poor soil fertility and the 

roughness of the terrain put an end to this e3q)ansion. Cereal crops didn't pay the efifort. 

Land plots resulting fiom the division of common lands were then transferred to a few 

large fiirmers dedicated to livestock production. (DGA, 1892). 
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Holm oak montados came to occupy the large majority of the Barrancos territory 

- 70% the late I9th century. Apart from the infeld area, cereal crops were grown 

onty as part of the montado maintenance. In the whole county there was only one large 

&rm dedicated to cereal fiinning. In all the other, livestock production (pigs and sheep 

mainly) was the main economic activity. (DGA, 1892). 
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Table 8: Land uses in CbIm county and parishes in the 1880*s 
Souioe: (Pay. 1883) 

Table 8 presents the land uses in Cuba county and component parishes in the 

1880's. About 40% of the county area was occupied by open fields (grain fields and 

fellow land). For each parish, the proportion of fellow land provides an idea about the 

intensity of rotations. Apart firom Faro, &llow land corresponds to approximate  ̂one 

fourth of the openfields area. This suggests, on average, a 4-year rotation. According to 

Pery (1883), in the small cereal &rms of the infield {ferregiais), grain was produced on a 

3-year rotation (preparatory labors - wheat - wheat, barley, or oats). A 4-year rotation 

(preparatory labor - wheat - ̂ ^iieat, barley, or oats - fellow) was the rule in the large 

ferms of the ager, the fellow period increasing in soils of poorer fertility. In Faro 

parish, where poor soils are predominant, fellow land occupies three fourths of the open 

field area. 
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Rich crops (vineyards and olive groves) covered 12% of Cuba territory. These 

crops occurred mostly on small &mis created the subdivision of large &rms. In Vila 

Alva and Vila Ruiva this division was made possible the nationalization and 

subsequent sale of the vasaiy Church and Crown lands existing in these parishes. (Pery, 

1883). 

Most olive groves were in feet olive tree coplanted fields (739 of 837 ha), with 

grain and pastures occurring under the canopy. Only 98 ha of olive grove in the parish of 

Vila Ruiva was a monoculture. (Pery, 1883). 

The large majority of vineyards (1033 of 1237 ha) were coplanted with olive 

trees. This association, common in the ancient econonqr, led abnost always to uprooting 

the vineyards. This seems to have been the case in Cuba county. Apart fix>m those of 

Vila Ruiva, all the olive groves in the county substituted for old vineyards. The olive 

groves of Vila Ruiva arose mostfy from the grafting of wild olive trees, a common 

technique at the time. (Pery, 1883). 

Montados occupied 25% of the county area. This landscape occurred essential  ̂

in the northern parishes and in Faro. In the first, montados covered the sloping banks of 

Ribeira de Odivelas and Ribeira of MaOc Abraham. In Faro, they occupied essential  ̂the 

westem half of the parish. According to Pery (1883), the montados of Faro were not well 

kept. This situation resulted, probabty, from the location of many in the Morgado of 

Faro. While the Liberal laws abolished most morgadoS '̂, some were maintained in order 

not to hurt the aristocracy supporting the new regime (Vaquinhas and Neto, 1993). In 
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1883, onfy  ̂136 ha of the 1698 ha of the Morgado of Faro were cultivated (Silbert, 1966). 

This occurred in striking contrast to the adjacent eastern area. Formerfy  ̂shared a few 

large &mis, this area was, after the Liberal Revolution, subdivided into small plots 

planted with vineyards and olive groves. (Pery, 1883). 

Scrub remained in onfy 20% of the territory. It occurred essentially in Faro, in the 

poorer soils of Cuba, and in the steepest area of Vila Alva. (Pery, 1883). 

Morgados were lands under a r^ime establishing the tndivisibiliQr of the inheritance and which 
patrimony was transmitted to the olctest son. 
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nLlO - The 20th centuiy wheat campaigns 

The protecionist policy for wheat initiated in 1889 was the main &ctor 

determining the evolution of the Interior Alentejo landscape in the first half of the 20th 

century. 

In 1899 a fixed price for wheat was established representing a 25 to 30% increase 

over the former price. At the same time, any inqwrtation of this grain prior to the 

marketing of national production was prohibited. This group of measures became known 

as the Hunger Law, as it raised the consimier price of flour and bread. (Caldas, 1991; 

Daveau, 1987; Feio, 1949; Pereira, 1971; Vaqxiinhas e Neto, 1993). 

The Hunger Law resulted in a generalized e?q)ansk)n of the cultivated area in 

Interior Alentejo. Large areas of scrub were cleared, and substituted by open fields, 

montados, and olive tree coplanted fields. In soils capable of supporting a short rotation 

the tendency was to eliminate trees, as these offered an obstacle to wheat cultivation. 

But on soils requiring a longer &llow period, trees (oak trees or olive trees) were 

maintained to supplement the small grain productivity. In poor counties, tree covered 

landscapes came to have a predominant role in the local econonQ  ̂ (Ribeiro, 1955). 

In contrast, the area of vin^wds decreased substantial .̂ The &ct that vineyards 

cannot coexist with wheat on the same patch led olive tree coplanted fields to substitute 

largely for this crop. Other fiictors &voring olive trees over vineyards were: i) the end of 

the French viticulture crisis; ii) the destruction of many vineyards a plague 

(phyloxera)\ iii) the smaller labor requirements of olive groves; and iv) the higher 
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Utility of olive oil over wine. (Silbert, 1966). Olive oil was the main source of &t calories 

in the local dkt, an inqx>rtant fiiel for illumination, and a medication. (Saramago, 1997). 

In 1929 the wheat protectionist policy was resumed, attenuated since the First 

World War by the need to decrease the price of bread (Caldas, 1991). A Wheat Can^aign 

was established with the goal of increasing wheat production to meet national 

consunqjtion needs. Apart from establishing a fixed price for wheat, this policy offered 

intense technical support (selected seeds, chemical fertilizers, machinery, and technical 

advice to &rmers), public credit at a low interest rate, and a monetary incentive for land 

clearances. (Caldas, 1991; Cutileiro, 1971). 

The subsidy of 200 escudos per hectare of untilled land or vineyard cleared led to 

the destruction of the last tracts of scrub. Apart from rock outcrops, all the land was 

cultivated, even the steepest slopes and thinnest soils which erosion rapidfy carried away 

(Caldas, 1991; Cutileiro, 1949; Feio 1949; Gomes et al, 1945). 

Open fields of grain became the dominant landscape in areas of fertile 

soils. Here livestock production became a secondary activity, especial  ̂ after chemical 

fertilizers had allowed the elimination of the frillow period. Maximization of cereal 

production led to the elimination of most trees. (Feio, 1949; Ribeiro, 1955). 

In poor soils, there was an expansion of grain fiekis following land clearances. 

The nitrogen and organic matter accumulated during hundreds of years of shifting or no 
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cultivation, supplemented chemical fertilization, allowed the intensification of 

rotatk>ns. This resulted in a decrease of the grazii  ̂area, and in the destruction of some 

montados and olive groves. (Cutileiro, 1971; Feio, 1949; Ribeiro, 1955). 

The r^id exhaustion of soil reserves together with considerable losses of soil 

erosion soon returned cereal production to its irregular and usually low yield. Livestock 

production resumed as the main economic activity, with a consequent return to long 

rotations. Usually after one year of alqueive followed one year of wheat, one year of oats, 

and one to six years of fiiHow period. The duration of the Mow period depended on soil 

fertility. On the less fertile soils, cultivation was only done to control shrubland and 

maintain the quality of pastures. Sheep and pigs were the main livestock. The number of 

goats had decreased largely with the elimination of scrub. (Feio, 1949). 

If the wheat rush had caused the destruction of some tree covered landscapes, 

soon it became economical  ̂ and ecologically necessary to replant trees in poor soils 

(Cutileiro, 1971; Ribeiro, 1955). On one hand, trees offered an in^rtant income 

con:q)lement to livestock and cereal production. On the other, they were necessary to 

control soil erosion. The area of montados and olive tree coplanted fields (olive groves) 

increased substantially. According to Feio (1949), the increase of the montado area 

didnH reflect an expansion of holm oak montados. Attacked a plague (Fortrix 

viridiand) causing a severe reduction of acorn production, holm oak montados had been 

diminishing smce the First World War. Their destruction was especialfy intense during 

the two world wars, as a consequence of the high price of charcoal 
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The above described landscape structure resulted from a combination of economic 

and social &ctors. Together with the protectionist regime for wheat, che  ̂labor was key 

to the expansion of cereal crops. 

Cheap labor arose from the combination of three &ctors: a demographic increase, 

the abolition of common lands and other common resources, and the lack of job 

alternatives outside agriculture. This combination resulted not onty in low labor prices, 

but also in severe labor crises. Cereal &rming, the main employment activity, didn't 

require a constant amount of labor throughout the year. Weeding and the harvest 

corresponded to peaks of labor, the latter even requiring migrant help. But 

unen^loyment was the rule for most woricers in the summer, after the harvest, and during 

the winter when soaked soils prevented weeding. At these times, workers &ced serious 

difiBculties as they no longer had access to any kind of common resource. (Baptista, 

1977; Feio, 1949; Rosas, 1994). 

Governments proposed several measures to overcome the labor crisis in the 

region: 0 increase of the irr^ted area, as irrigated &rming is more labor intensive than 

dry Arming; iO division and redistribution of dry &nning lands; and iii) installation of 

industry in the region^ .̂ These policies were fiercely opposed by large &rmers, as they 

were benefiting fix)m the situation of precarious en^loyment. (Rosas, 1994). 

 ̂Less than 10% of Interior Alentejo active population worked in industry. (Feio, 1949). 
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Table 9 shows land uses in 14 Interior Alentejo countfes in the 19S0*s. Except for 

Barrancos, Moura and Portel, more than half of these countks' total area was occiq>ied 

open fields. Available data for this period do not allow the determination of the 

Intensity Index. Nevertheless, fields of grain must have been dominant in rich countks, 

while pastures (follow fields) should have been the predominant land use in counties like 

M^rtola, Mour3o, and Almodovar. 

The montado area was higher in Barrancos (70.5%), Portel (58.15%), Almodovar 

(44.04), and Moura (40.19%), all counties with a large area of poor soils. Nevertheless, 

Beja, Cuba, and Vidigueira, all rich counties, had approximately one third of the area 

covered with noontados. Curiously, the lowest noontado area occurred in Mertola, one of 

the poorest Alentejo counties. 

Permanent crops were quite important in Serpa (20.35%), Moura (18.51%), 

Vidigueira (12.31%), Cuba (10.12%), and Alvito (9.38%). In all cases, the area of olive 

groves was clearly superior to that of vineyards. The available data do not allow the 

distinction between olive tree coplanted fields and monocultures. 

Scrub had practically disappeared from all the counties. 
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Cwnly 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 1 9 10 II 12 11 14 IS 16 17 18 19 10 II II 

Aljiutrtl 46)17 34400 74.27 na 2773 5.99 2460 5.11 4 0.01 244 0.53 65 0.14 8559 18.48 35 008 118 0.25 4)2 0.9) 
AlmiNlavir 77911 44869 57.59 •a 680 0.87 SI6 066 13 0.02 27 0.03 124 0.16 34311 44.04 9 001 2286 2.93 85 Oil 
Alvlio 26S99 IS45S 57.47 na 2524 9.38 1256 8)9 0 000 121 0.45 147 055 8648 32.15 44 0.16 17 0.06 209 0.78 
HarraiicM I687S 2280 13.51 Di 579 3.4) SS4 1.28 2 0.01 0 0.00 23 0.14 11897 70.50 12 0.07 2032 1204 76 045 
Btja 114679 74534 64.99 na 8021 6.99 7257 6.13 9 0.01 327 0.29 428 0.37 30118 26.26 63 0.05 1024 089 901 0.79 
Caba 17060 10)01 60.38 •a 1727 10.12 1200 7.01 1 0.01 451 2.64 75 0.44 4718 27.66 4 0.02 117 069 m I.I) 
(van ItOjOO 6722) 61.06 ni 6550 5.95 SSS6 S.US 6 0.01 668 0.61 }30 029 34618 )l.44 697 0.6) 118 0.11 867 0.79 
MirloU 129304 115852 89 60 na 686 0.53 409 0.J2 171 0.13 6 0.00 100 0.08 9669 7.48 104 0.08 1592 1.23 1386 107 
MfMra 95250 332)0 )4.89 na 17628 IB.5I 14820 15.56 1817 1.91 84) 0.89 148 0.16 38281 40.19 36 0.04 5271 5.53 804 0.84 
Moiirlu 278IB 17449 62.7) na 2332 8.)8 1979 7.11 240 0.86 66 0.24 47 0.17 5835 20.98 26 0.09 1746 6.28 430 1.55 
forUi 603)9 I9S87 32.46 na 4489 7.44 4JI5 7.15 42 0.07 39 0.06 93 0.15 35085 58.15 191 0.32 603 1.00 39J 065 
Scrpa III34) S7650 51.78 na 22656 20.35 20870 18.74 1292 1.16 223 0.20 271 024 29096 26.13 11 0.03 866 078 988 089 
VUM )889( 23269 59.83 na 1789 4.60 1600 4 11 0 0.00 46 0.12 143 0.37 13043 33.54 176 0.45 407 1.05 207 0.5) 
VMIgwJra 31577 16599 52.57 na 388H 12.31 2584 8.18 49 0.16 1113 3.52 142 0.45 10299 3262 12 0.10 281 089 479 1.52 

Table 9{ taaii him in 14 Inltrior Altnltja confttitc In Iht l9S0*i 
SMfM FciodMli 
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Table 10 shows the land use evolution between the 1880*s-1890's and the 1950% 

for the same 14 counties. The area of open fields increased significant  ̂(fix>m 46% to 

319%) in almost all the counties. Barrancos, ^vora, Mour3o, and Vidigueira were the 

onfy counties with an increase inferior to 20%. 

The montado area increased in almost all the counties. It decreased in 

Ahnodovar, Moura, and Mour3o. In Barrancos it remained approximate  ̂the same. 

Except for Cuba, ^vora, and Viana, the area of permanent crops increased in all 

the counties. Apart from Moura, this increase exclusive  ̂ reflected an increase in the 

area of olive groves. Vineyards decreased substantially in 10 counties, being solely 

responsible for the decrease of permanent crops in Cuba and Evora. The area of olive 

groves decreased only in Viana. 

Apart firom Mour3o (with an increase of 10%), the area of scrub decreased in all 

the counties. 
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In the 19S0*s, Bairancos continued to be one of the archetypes of a poor-soil 

county. Only 13.51% of its area was occupied open fields, reflecting a mere 6% 

increase over the 1880's area. Permanent crops (mostty oUve groves) covered only 

3.43% of the total area, despite a 124% increase over the 1880's area. Montados 

remained the predominant landsc^)e, occupying 70.50% of the total area - about the 

same as in the 1880's. The area of scrub had decreased 15% since the 1880's, but 

Barrancos evolved to be the county with the highest percentage of scrub in the total 

county area - about 12%. 

M^ola is another archetype of a poor-sofl county. As opposed to Barrancos, 

M^ola had almost 90% of its territory occupied open fields — a 46% increase over the 

1880's area. While available data for the 1950's do not allow one to distinguish between 

grain fields and &llow fields, the larger percentage of the Mertola open fields must have 

been fellow land. Tree covered landscapes occupied less than 10% of the county area — 

less than 1% of peimanent crops and about 7.5% of montados. Scrub remained in onfy  ̂

1.23% of the territory, showing a 96% decrease since the I880's. 

The other poor-soil counties presented a landsc  ̂con^sition in between these 

two extremes. Montados and poor open fields, the two main landsc  ̂types, occurred 

in noore balanced proportion. 

Cuba continued to be a good exan^le of a rich coun .̂ Open fields were the 

predominant landscape in the 1950's, covering about 60% of the territory. This 52% 
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increase over the 1880's area led to the almost total elimination of scrub - from the 3374 

ha of scrub existing in the 1880's remained in the 19S0*s onfy 117 ha (less than 1% of the 

total area). Montados came in second place with about 28% of the county area. 

Nevertheless, the area of montados benefited little from the land clearance. From the 

1880's to the 19S0's montados increased onty 13 %. Most of the remaining territory was 

covered by permanent crops. As opposed to most counties, in Cuba the area of 

permanent crops decreased between the 1880's and the 19S0's. This decrease resuked 

from a severe drop in the area of vineyards, only partially substituted by olive groves. 
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nLll ~ Rural exodus and mechanization 

Until the second half of the 20th century, large &nners were able maintain their 

suppfy of cheap labor. On one hand, they actively foi^t any attempt to in:q)rove the 

situation of local rural workers whether through industrialization, distribution of land, or 

irrigation projects. On the other, to prevent a rural exodus, they arranged for a program 

of public works, financed by the local and central governments, to absorb the surplus of 

labor during the low periods of fitrming activity. With wages below those of agriculture, 

public works were interrupted in times of intense labor in the fields. Nevertheless, 

public works were never enough to overcome the labor crisis in the region. (Caldas, 

1991; Cutileiro, 1971; Rosas, 1994). 

Strategies to maintain a cheap labor force in the region became ineffective after 

the 1950's. Worker migrations fix>m the northem and central regions of the country, 

suppling Alentejo during the harvest season, came to a complete stop in the 19S0's. 

And ailer the 1960's, it was no bnger possible to stop the emigration fit)m the region to 

the industrial and urban centers in the littoral, or to other European countries. 

The rural exodus had a great impact on the agricultural landscape of the region. 

Transformations resulted largely firom strategies adopted to overcome the increase of 

labor costs arising fix>m the decrease in the labor suppty. 

In the most fertile soils, mechanical means substituted largely for manual labor 

(Rosas, 1994). While the late 1950's Interior Alentejo agriculture was barety 
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mechanized, in the earfy 1970's a large number of &nns bad been mechanized. (Pires and 

Zanoni, 1991; Rosas, 1994). Mechanizatron was aided by a policy offering credit at low 

interest rates to &rm inq>roven]ents, initiated in 1946 (Farm In^rovement Policy^^). 

(Rosas, 1994). 

Capitalization of &rms resuked in some substitution of irrigated crops (mainly 

tomato and com) for wheat. This conversion was made possible the Farm 

Improvement Policy, that financed private irrigation projects, and by the construction of 

public irrigation structures in the region. As already mentioned, irrigation was seen as 

one of the solutions to overcome labor crises in the region. Areas benefited by the 

construction of public irrigation structures were to be expropriated, parceled into small 

and mediimi fimns, and distributed among the landless population. While a large part of 

the irrigation structures were buih, parcelment and distribution of land never occurred. In 

the end, it was the class of large fiirmers that benefited from the public investment. 

(Rosas, 1994). Unfortunate ,̂ there is no information by county about the area allocated 

to irrigated crops in the 1960's. 

Despite some expansion of irrigated crops, wheat continued to be the main output 

of Interior Alentejo fertile areas. While the new class of urban consumers demanded less 

cereal, more lean meat, dairy products, eggs, finiits and vegetables, the region's large 

fiirmers refused to ad^t their production to the market. Alien to the new reality, they 

continued to lobby for wheat protectionian. A sign of their political influence was the 

Lei dos Melhoramentos Agricolas. 
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maintenance of subsidies to wheat, regardless of the increase in in^rts resuhmg from 

the non-conversion of national agriculture.(Rosas, 1994). 

As opposed to the intensification hs^pening in fertile areas, the landscape of poor 

soils went through an extensificadon. Longer rotations were adopted. Livestocic, olive oil, 

and cork!  ̂became the main outputs of Arming systems (Baptista, 1978). 

Despite the extensification, the area of holm oak montado continued to decrease. 

The 1960's were the lowest point in the recent evolution of this landscape, when several 

adverse fectors appeared in combination: i) the increase of maintenance costs; ii) 

changes in consumer preferences; and iii) African Swine Fever. 

Until the 19S0's, the maintenance of the hofan oak montado was a self-supporting 

operation. Charcoal men did all the pruning, first for half and later for all of the charcoal 

produced. Sharecroppers did the necessary cultivation to control shrubland and to 

regenerate pastures. The substitution of bottled gas for charcoal led montado owners to 

have to bear the costs of the e}q>ensive pruning operation. While there was an increase of 

the pruning interval^  ̂ to diminish costs, it resulted in a significant diminution in acorn 

production. (Balabanian, 1980). Also, the better contract conditions obtained by 

sharecroppers, in &ce of the labor deficit, contributed to the increase of maintenance 

costs. 

 ̂Cork is one of the main products of Alentejo. While its prime production area is the littoral., it exists in 
Interior Alentejo, especially in ttie transition area. 

From 5-6 years to 10-15 years. 
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The new urban populations caused a shift in consumer preferences towards lean 

meats. This fiict &vored the development of an indoor pig industry, as it produced a 

leaner pork than the traditional grazing system. (Baptista, 1978; Balabanian, 1980). 

Afiican Swine Fever, a Iqqpercontagious disease leading to the rs^id death of pigs, 

caused the irreversible decline of the hohn oak montado. The epidemic broke out in the 

Iberian Peninsula in the spring of 19S7. The inefiSciency of the vaccination can^aign 

initiated in 1962 left as the onfy solution the creation of a pig void. Along with a poUcy 

of massive slaughtering, any pig grazing, pig &ir, or pork meat export was forbidden in 

the affected areas. These restrictions deprived the holm oak montado of its main 

production - the Iberian pig. (Balabanian, 1980; Correia, 1993). While there was some 

substitution of cattle and sheep for pigs, many holm oak montados were abandoned. 

MaiQr of the abandoned montados were transformed into hunting reserves. 

According to Baptista (1978), the creation of himting reserves was one of the main 

results of the extensification process affecting large areas of Interior Alentejo. In 1974, 

the area of hunting reserves in the three Alentejo districts (Portalegre, Evora, and Beja) 

totaled 359,000 ha, about 15% of the total area. 

The 1968 Agricultural Census allows some characterization of the agricultural 

landscape of Interior Alentejo counties in the late 1960^s. This census was the first 

agricultural census that provided information about the area aUocated to each land use. 

The first agricultural census, the 1952-1954 Agricultural Census, recorded only the 
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number of fammii \^bere uses occurred. Despite progress, the 1968 Agricultural 

Census had many deficiencies. 

Connty Total Area* Fann Area** Connty 

fha) flia) r%TA) 

Connty 

1 2 3 
Alandroal 54486 44092 80.92 
Aljustrel 45566 26574 58.32 

Almodovar 77587 68521 88.32 
Alter do Chao 36163 39233 108.49 

Alvito 26093 21574 82.68 
Anaiolos 68408 49324 72.10 

Arronches 31452 22148 70.42 

Bairancos 16843 10287 61.08 

Beja U4021 91482 80.23 

Borba 14512 12396 85.42 

Campo Maior 24725 17688 71.54 

Castro Verde 56570 47137 83 J3 

Cuba 17132 9645 56 JO 

Elvas 63104 62397 98.88 

Estremoz 51382 46672 90.83 

Evora 130824 104111 79.58 

Fronteira 24520 19339 78.87 

Mertola 127940 76560 59.84 

Monforte 41965 36141 86.12 

Moura 95773 83142 86.81 

Mourao 27854 15169 54.46 

Ourique 66014 46594 70.58 

Portel 60114 41817 69.56 

Redondo 36975 34842 94.23 

Reguengos 45960 55376 120.49 

Serpa 110374 69452 62.92 

Sousel 27894 17597 63.09 

Viana 39392 27352 69.44 

Vidigueira 31420 23383 74.42 

Vila Vicosa 19462 14091 72.40 

Interior Aientejo 1584526 1234138 77.89 

Table 11- Area covered by the 1968 Agricultaral Ccnsos in interior Aientejo 
So«rce: (•) INE(1996); [NE(I96«) 
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According to the metadata, the Census covered all the &nns with more than 0.05 

ha of agricultural or forestry area. Table 11 shows the percentage of the total county area 

described by the 1968 Census. In some counties this percentage is surprising)  ̂small, 

given the ^ricultural character of the Interior Alentejo. That is the case of Banancos and 

Cuba with onfy  ̂ 61.08% and 56.30% of the total area described the Census. Given 

\^t has been alreacfy described in this work about these two counties, one has no idea 

why such a large percentage of their area was left uncovered. The opposite occurs in 

Alter do Ch2o and Reguengos, where, oddfy, the £irm area is superior to the total county 

area. 

Unlike the following agricultural censuses, the 1968 Agricultural Census does not 

inform about the agro-forestry area or the used agricultural area. These areas cannot be 

calculated based on land use areas, as the census does not provide an exhaustive and 

mutualty exclusive land use description. 

The 1968 Agricultural Census only provides an accurate measure of the area of 

open fields and tree covered fields. For the latter, while it informs about the area of arable 

land and permanent pastures under canopy, it does not discriminate about the type of 

canopy. Therefore it is not possible to distinguish montados firom tree co-planted fields. 

1968 Agricultural Census data onfy  ̂ allows an approximation by de&ult of the 

area of permanent crops and forests. Under "permanent crops'* are onfy accounted the 

area of permanent crops without crops underneath, and the area of permanent crops with 

crops underneath when both layers (canopy and soil) are exploited the same fiirmer. 

The area of permanent crops with crops underneath when the dififerent layers are 
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e}q)lohed by dififerent £imiers is not included .̂ In such cases, the area corresponding to 

the lower layer is inchided in the item **crops under canopy". As for the upper layer (the 

canopy), it is classified under "landless £inns" with the corresponding area being 

disregarded. The same hs^ipens with forests. Census data do not account for the area of 

montado when trees and soQ are exploited different &nners. 

The 1968 Agricultural Census does not discriminate between "permanent crops 

with crops underneath" and "permanent crops without crops underneath". Also, it does 

not discriminate between "forest with crops underneath" {montado) and "forest without 

crops underneath" (forest). 

The 1968 Agricultural Census does not account for the area of scrub inside 

surveyed &rms. 

Table 12 presents, for the 30 Interior Alentejo counties, the rural landscape 

composition of the area covered by the 1968 Agricultural Census. Given the deficiencies 

mentioned above, the areas of permanent crop Iandsc^)es, olive groves, orchards and 

montado are an approximation by de&ult of the real area^* .̂ While census data do not 

discriminate between montado and forest, the author has classified as montado the area of 

forest covered by holm oaks and cork oaks. According ,̂ the area of forest includes the 

area of forest covered other species and the item "untitled lands with forest trees" '̂. 

 ̂In Alentejo it was common to have the soil exploited tqr one fiirmer (usually a tenant &rmer or a 
sharecropper) and the trees another (usually the landowner). 

One has assumed that the area of vin^wds reflects the real area, as vinQwds usually do not shelter 
other crops under its canopy 

This item concerns soils occupied by native forest species but not being object of any maintenance. 



County Open Ficldi Tree Covered rermanenl Cropi* Orchardt* Olive Gravel* VIneyardi VIneyardi 4- olive Montadu* Foreil 
FIcldi or frullIreei 

(ha) (% TAl 1.1. fha) (% TA) (h.) (% TA) (ha) (% TA) (ha) (% TA) |ba^ (% TA) <ha) (% TA) (ha) (•/. TA) (ha) (% TA) 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II IJ U 14 IS 16 IT 18 19 

Alandroal 25803 47,36 0.49 16349 30.01 3235 5.94 93 0,17 3040 5.58 76 0.14 25 0.05 12894 23.66 1396 2.56 
Aljuslrel 21609 47.42 0.81 4012 8.80 1732 3.80 22 0.05 1637 3.59 55 0 12 21 0.05 2887 634 59 0.13 
Aliiiodovar 33ISI 42,73 0.71 27772 35,79 854 I.IO 21 0.03 802 1.03 13 0,02 19 002 26710 3443 7466 9.62 
Alter do Cliao 18917 52.31 0.35 19677 54.41 3756 10.39 24 0.07 3705 1025 6 0.02 21 0.06 14824 40.99 1434 3.97 
Alvilo 11670 44.72 0.51 10660 40.85 2004 7.68 114 0.44 1814 6.95 75 0.29 1 0.00 6536 25.05 257 0.98 
Airaioios 22749 33.25 0.43 26938 39.38 1745 2,55 21 0.03 1672 2.44 51 0.07 1 0.00 24098 35.23 1312 1.92 
AnaiicliM 13029 41.43 0.57 8422 26.78 2205 7.01 50 0.16 2134 6.78 13 0.04 9 003 6634 2I.0<) 326 1 04 
Biiiancos 895 5.31 083 6808 40.42 808 4.80 4 002 805 4.78 0 000 1 0.01 6614 39.27 2350 1395 
Ocja 71628 62.82 0 73 16732 1467 5004 4,39 237 0.21 4687 4.11 19 0.02 63 0.06 11490 1008 1997 1.75 
Buib) 7320 5044 057 2596 17.89 2676 18.44 135 0.93 2090 14 40 322 2.22 128 0.88 1810 12.47 563 3.88 
Caiiipo Major 12244 4952 0.95 4858 1965 3609 14 60 41 0 17 3449 13.95 18 0.07 101 041 1812 7.33 29 0.12 
Castro Verde 13584 59.37 0.72 14361 25.39 717 1.27 59 0.10 564 1.00 12 0.02 83 0.15 10632 18.79 4381 7.74 
Cuba 7138 41.66 0.72 2414 I4.0<) 1274 7.44 56 0.33 893 5.21 123 0.72 200 1.17 1077 6.29 50 0.29 
Blvas 48372 7665 0.76 13938 22.09 5322 8,43 423 0.67 4734 7.50 42 0.07 76 0.12 5393 8.55 2248 3.56 
Estienioz 21546 41 93 0.55 12386 24.11 5642 10.98 413 0.80 4789 9.32 217 0.42 223 0.43 16219 31 57 3408 6.63 
Evora 62977 48.14 049 42867 32.77 4972 3.80 242 0.18 4489 3.43 181 0 14 63 0.05 29119 22.26 2415 1.85 
Froiileira 9186 37.46 0.65 6532 2664 6143 25.05 57 0.23 6076 24.78 4 0.02 7 0.03 4548 18.55 718 2.93 
Mcrtola 61542 48.10 0.32 6329 4.95 617 0.48 588 0.46 170 0.13 37 003 23 0.02 5867 4.59 9576 7.48 
Monfone 23400 55.76 0.71 12718 30.31 2301 5.48 16 004 2283 5.44 3 0.01 0 0.00 10412 24.81 436 1.04 
Mouia 30832 32 19 069 51137 53.39 16412 17.14 836 0.87 13619 14.22 354 0.37 1604 1.67 25559 26.69 9740 10.17 
Mourao 9901 35.55 0.37 3855 13.84 2573 9,24 133 0.48 1939 6.96 265 0.95 235 0.84 925 3.32 1923 690 
Ourique 30336 45.95 0.48 1738 2.63 591 0.90 9 0.01 542 082 25 004 16 0.02 14240 21.57 1897 2.87 
Poitcl 13860 2306 0.38 26377 43.88 5987 9,96 537 0.89 5179 8.62 198 0.33 73 0.12 19720 32.80 1589 2.64 
Kedoiido 24134 65.27 0.66 7858 21.25 1954 5.28 234 0.63 1362 3.68 278 0.75 81 0.22 7691 2080 1116 3.02 
Kegucngos 15231 33 14 0.36 13697 29.80 4891 10.64 156 0.34 3354 7.30 237 052 1144 2.49 10298 22 41 2106 4.58 
Seipa 35453 32.12 0.87 33879 30.69 15772 14.29 255 0.23 14942 13.54 130 0.12 447 0.40 15845 14.36 2296 2.08 
SouscI 7189 25.77 0.74 8547 30.64 4011 14,38 54 0.19 3852 13.81 104 0.37 2 0 01 6224 22.31 256 0.92 
Viana 13782 3499 0.41 II95I 30.34 1902 4,83 207 0.53 1645 4.18 0 0.00 50 0.13 10218 25.94 1445 3.67 
Vidigueira 8700 27.69 0.76 6348 20.20 3241 10,32 222 0,71 2513 8.00 195 0.62 311 0.99 3954 12.58 939 2.99 
Vila Vicou 8397 43 15 0.68 4632 23.80 1655 8 50 127 0,65 1460 7.50 53 0.27 15 0.08 2611 13.42 1349 6.93 
liilcrior Aleutcio 704576 4447 0.60 426392 26.91 II36II 7.17 5394 0.34 100250 6.33 3118 0.20 5057 0 32 316877 20.00 65095 4.11 

Tabic 12; Hural lanilica|M in Intrrlur Alcntc]u (area covcreil by Ihe 1961 Agricultural Ccntui) 
Sootcci INE(I«68) 

* • area by dcfiiull 

A 
00 
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Table 13 shows the rural landscape evolution between the 1950's and 

1968, in 14 Interior Alentejo counties. Unlike the 1950's data, 1968 data do not cover all 

the county area. This &ct together with the deficiencies of the 1968 census requires a lot 

of caution in the anafysis of results. 

The exclusion fix>m the census of large county areas and the measurement 

de&ult of several land uses make decreases of areas not conclusive. Therefore, the author 

must refrain making any comment about open fields and montados, landscapes showing 

an area decrease in all the 14 counties. 

Increases of area, despite all the possible errors, may be indicative of a trend. Permanent 

crops increased in several poor counties: Almodovar, Barrancos, Mour3o, and PorteL In 

Mour3o, this increase reflects mainfy an expansion of the total vineyard area 

(monoculture + consociation with trees); in Almodovar and Barrancos it arose essentially 

from an increase of the olive grove area; and in Portel it resulted both from increases of 

the olive grove and orchard area. Although along with decreases in the total permanent 

crop area, increases of the orchard and/or vineyard area occurred in several counties. The 

increase of permanent crops is probabty a consequence of the crisis affecting the holm 

oak montado. 

The increase of the forest area in all the counties is also probably a consequence 

of this crisis. 



CoNRly Oiwa FMdi Pcrnaatal Cropi Olive tmvcf Orchardi Vlacvardi* Manlado Forcil CoNRly 
S0'( (ha) it (Ml var. 50'i (ha) iKka) var. SD'i(lia) 61(ha) var. SO'i(ha) 68(ha) var. SO'Kha) 68(ha) var. SO'i(ha) 68 (ba) var. SO'i(ha) 68(ha) var. 

CoNRly 

1 I 1 1 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 II 19 20 11 

Aljiiilrcl 34400 21609 •0.37 2773 1732 -0 38 2460 1637 -0.33 4 22 4.50 244 101 -0.59 8559 2887 •0 66 35 59 069 
Alinodovar 44869 33151 •0.26 680 854 0.36 516 803 0.55 13 31 0.63 37 33 0.19 34311 36710 -0.33 9 7466 838.56 
Alvllo I34j8 11670 •0.25 2S24 2004 -0 21 2256 1814 -0.20 0 114 NA 121 76 -0.37 8648 6536 -0.24 44 254 4 77 
Barraacoi 2380 895 -0 61 579 808 0.40 554 805 0.45 2 4 1.00 0 1 NA 11897 6614 -0.44 12 2350 194.83 
Bcja 74i34 71628 •0.04 8021 5004 -0.38 7257 4687 -035 9 237 25.33 337 83 -075 30118 11490 •062 63 1997 30.70 
Cuba 10301 7138 -0.31 1727 1274 -0.26 1200 893 -0.26 1 56 35.00 451 333 -028 4718 1077 •0.77 4 50 II 50 
£vara 67223 62977 •0.06 6550 4972 -0.24 5556 4489 -0 19 6 242 39.33 668 244 -063 34618 29119 •0 16 697 2415 2.46 
Mtrlali 111852 61542 •047 686 617 -0.10 409 170 -0.58 171 588 2.44 6 60 9.00 9669 5867 -0.39 104 9576 9108 
Moura 33230 30832 •0.07 17628 16412 -0.07 14820 13619 -0.08 1817 836 -0.54 843 1958 1.32 38281 25559 -0.33 36 9740 269.56 
Muurlo 17449 9901 •0.43 2332 2573 0.10 1979 1939 -002 24 133 4.54 66 500 6.58 5835 925 •0.84 26 1933 72.96 
forlcl 19587 13860 •0 29 4489 5987 0.33 4315 5179 0.20 42 537 11.79 39 271 5.95 35085 19720 -0 44 191 1589 732 
Serpa 57650 35453 •0.39 22656 15772 -0.30 20870 14942 -0.28 1292 .255 -0.80 . 223 577 1.59 29096 15845 •0.46 31 2296 7306 
Viaita 23269 13782 •0.41 1789 1902 0.06 1600 1645 0.03 0 207 NA 4b SO 0.09 13043 10218 •0.22 176 1445 7.21 
Vidliudra 16599 8700 -0.48 3888 3241 -0 17 2584 2513 -003 49 222 3.53 1113 506 •0.55 10299 3954 •062 32 939 28.34 

Tabic IJ: Hural landtcapccvaluilon In 14 Inlcrliir Akalcjacountin (l9S0'i •1961) 
WniFcia(l««l|,INE|IMI| 
* loul vincyud aiea (inonacuhuie t consocialion wiib ueci) 

f 
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Despite the 1968 Census errors, Barrancos continued to present in 1968 a landscape 

typical of a poor-soil county. Open fields covered onfy about 5% of the total area. Quite 

strange is the high intensification level (0.83). Pemaanent crops covered 4.8% of the 

area, a 40% increase over the 19S0's area. This increase reflects exclusive  ̂an increase 

of the olive grove area. Montado and forest occupied about 53% of the total area. The 

area of montado decreased 44% (about SOOO ha) since the 19S0's, surefy  ̂a consequence 

of African Swine Fever. Part of this area might have been abandoned - the 1968 

Census accounts for 2340 ha of untilled land covered by forest trees. 

More than one third of the Barrancos area (6556 ha) is not included in the 1968 

Census. Possible reasons for this exclusion are the abandonment of whole fiimas or its 

conversion into hunting reserves - situations not covered the 1968 Census. 

M^ola, the other exanq)le of a poor county in the 1950's, continues to be an 

extreme situation in 1968. While onfy 60% of its area was included in the 1968 Census, 

most of it (48 %) was occupied poor open fields (11=0.32). Permanent crops account 

for less than 1% of the total area, and montado and forest for about 12% (the second 

lowest percentage among the poor-soil counties). 

Cuba continued to be a good exan:q}le of a rich county in 1968. Most of the 

surveyed area was covered rich open fields (11=0.72). Nevertheless, open fields 

decreased 31% from the 1950's. The same happened with the permanent crops (7.44%) 

and montados (6.29%), with a 26% and 77% decrease respective .̂ 
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About 7500 ha (44%) of Cuba territory were not covered by the 1968 Census. 

Given the high fertility of most of its soils, the hypotheses of abandonment or conversion 

into himting enclosures are less likefy. 
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III.12 - The 1974 Revolution and the Agrarian Refonn 

In 1974, a military coup put an end to 48 years of dictatorial regime and installed 

a democracy. The change of the political system led to major landscape changes all over 

the country. In Alentejo inqwrtant changes arose from the Agrarian Reform that took 

place in the years immediate  ̂after 1974. 

Strategies to overcome the increase of labor costs fostered by the rural exodus 

(extensification and mechanization) worsened the job situation of workers remaining in 

the region and led to severe unenq)loyment. The Agrarian Reform aimed at inq)roving 

the socio-economic situation of Alentejo agricultural workers, as well as at increasing 

the productivity of the region^s ^ricultural landscapes. These objectives were to be 

reached through the transference of the usufruct of both the land and the production 

&ctors used in its exploitation to those working the land. 

The Agrarian Reform process started with land occupations in the Interior 

Alentejo region. The first phase of land occupations took place during the first half of 

1975. They were essential  ̂promoted the "renters of fiirm machinery", >^o had no 

woric given the activity decrease of kirge frirmers. A second phase of land occupations 

occurred during the summer of 1975. It was promoted by the Agricultural Workers 

Union and undertaken mainfy by ten^rary agricultural workers. These land occupations 

were subsequently legalized by legislation enacted during the summer of 1975. (Batista, 

1977;Barros, 1981; Barreto, 1987). 
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The first Agrarian Reform laws nationalized all the lands inq)roved by public 

irrigation systems; expropriated &rms above a certain area/income (700 ha / 50,000 

points) as well as untilled lands; and abolished hunting enclosures. Non absentee 

landowners (those exploiting the land directly) were allowed to keep a parcel of their 

lands equivalent to 50,000 income points. This "reserve right" was only made available 

to fermers getting most of their household income fix)m the land, provided that they had 

no untilled lands or lands with productivity levels under the established miniminn 

(Batista, 1977; Ferreira, 1993; Franco, 1994). 

A third phase of land occupations followed the approval of Agrarian Reform 

legislation. In the last three months of 1975 about 700,000 ha of land were occupied. 

These occupations were supported the Agricultural Workers Union, and undertaken 

both by ten^wrary and permanent agricultural workers. (Baptista, 1977; Ferreira, 1993). 

By January of 1976 more than 1,000,000 ha of land had been occupied. 84% of 

the occupied area was located in the three Alentejo districts (see Table 14). 

DISTRICT OCCUPIED AREA 

(HA) 

OCCUPIED AREA 

(% OF DISTRICT AREA) 

Portalegre 233.910 32.1 

Evora 431.183 58.3 

Beja 233.910 38.8 

Table 14: Occupied bnds ia the three Aleatejo districts. 
SMrce: Barreto (19S7) 
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Occupied lands were mostly e}q>Iohed coDectivety, either by cooperatives or by 

the so-called Collective Units of Production (CUP)®'. 

The 449 CUPs created in the Agrarian Reform area led to an increase of the 

cultivated area in the agricultural year of 7S>76. They were also responsible for the 

creation of many jobs. The number of permanent agricultural workers increased about 4 

times between 1974 and 1976; the number of permanent and temporary workers tripled. 

In 1976 some amendments were introduced to the Agrarian Reform legislation. 

The Agrarian Reform process was restricted to an area of the country, named as the 

Agrarian Reform Intervention Zone, (see Figure 30). The reserve right, formerly 

attributed onfy  ̂ to non-absentee landowners, was extended to every landowner. This latter 

amendment initiated the decline of the Agrarian Reform process. (Ferreira, 1993) 

The Law n® 77/77 of 29 September 1977 extended the reserve right to all the co-

owners of e}q)ropriated lands. This law also increased the reserve dimension from 50,000 

to 70,000 points, besides giving the Ministry of Agriculture powers to increase this 

reserve dimension. The period following the Law a" lim was characterized by the 

withdrawal of lands from the collective frirms (Ferreira, 1993). Between February of 

1978 and August of 1981, 536197 ha were returned to their former landowners (Rosa, 

1982). About 150,000 ha were distributed to small and medium &rmers. The area 

exploited by cooperatives and CUPs was about 450,000 ha in 1982, and 350,000 ha in 

1985. (Ferreira, 1993; Franco, 1994). 

 ̂Collective units of production were defined as "agricultural or livestock &rms managed by cooperatives 
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.•r: 

Figure 28: The Agrarian Reform Interventioa Zone 
Saarce: (Femira, 1993) 

There is no consensus in the literature about the effects of the Agrarian Reform on 

the agricultural landscape of Alentejo. While some authors claim that the process led to a 

reduction of agricultural productivity in the region throughout the 1970's and 1980's, 

others claim exactly the opposite. 

In the agricultural year 1975/1976 there was a 15% increase of cultivated area. 

This increase coincided with a production of wheat 17% above normal values. (Ferreira, 

of agricultural workers and small farmers (Ferreira, 1993) 
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1993). These numbers seem to reflect the enthusiasm of the first years of the Agrarian 

Reform. However, some authors credit the increase of i^ieat production to the extremefy 

fevorable climate conditions of that year. 

The 1979 Agricultural Census allows a partial descr^tion of the rural landscape 

of Interior Alentejo counties. Basicaify, this census covers &rms with at least 0.5 ha of 

agro-forestry area'̂ °. Unlike the following censuses, it includes &rms dedicated 

exclusively to forestry. Farms with less than 0.5 ha were surveyed provided they had 

between 500 to 2000 m2 of specific crops or a certain number of livestock. Farms not 

meeting these criteria, such as abandoned &rms, were not included in the survey. Table 

15 ̂ ws the fiirm area, agro-forestry area, and the used agricultural area '̂ covered by the 

1979 Agricultural Census. The percentage of the county area covered by the census 

ranges from 48.78 % (Alvito) to 107.86 % (Redondo). The census covers more than 75% 

of the county area in 18 counties, and more than 70% in 25 counties. 

Area composed by arable lands, lands with permanent crops, lands wath permanent pastures, and lands 
with morUado and forest. 

The Used Agricultural Area values of the 1979 Agricultural Census were updated to match current 
criteria. In 1979, unlike today, montados were not included in the Used Agrî tural Area. 
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CoaBty Total Ana Farai Aral Agio-feRSliy Aica Uacd Agricallani Area Area mat 
(TA) (FA) (AFA) (VAA) bylheCcafw 
(ka) (ta) CATA) (ka) (%TA) (ta) (%TA) (fca) (%TA) 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9 
Aiandroal 54486 28627 52  ̂ 27406 50.30 26970 49.50 25859 47.46 
Aljustiel 45566 45124 99.03 44964 98.68 44305 97.23 442 0.97 
Ataiodovar 77587 48082 61.97 46908 60.46 44131 56.88 29505 38.03 
AkerdoChao 36163 32868 90.89 32321 g9J8 20897 57.79 3295 9.11 
Alvito 26093 12728 48.78 12672 48.56 11422 43.77 13365 51.22 
Anaioios 68408 59257 86.62 57347 (3.83 54837 80.16 9151 13J8 
Afionches 31452 22822 72.56 22406 71.24 17924 56.99 8630 27.44 
Banancos 16843 15055 89J8 11733 69.66 2091 12.41 1788 10.62 

114021 85158 74.69 83022 72.81 80373 70.49 28863 25.31 
Borbe 14512 10560 n.n 10170 70.08 8903 61J5 3952 27.23 
CampoMaior 24725 21363 86.40 21234 85.88 19308 78.09 3362 13.60 
Casuo Venle 56570 52409 92.64 50181 88.71 49992 88.37 4161 736 
Cuts I7I32 12968 75.69 12953 75.61 12059 70.39 4164 24.31 

Elvas 63104 54934 87.05 53012 84.01 50810 80.52 8170 12.95 

Esnemoz 51382 37725 73.42 36979 71.97 32772 63.78 13657 26.58 
Evoia 130824 84816 64.83 83914 64.14 81697 6Z45 46008 35.17 

Franteiia 24520 19568 79.80 19396 79.10 13813 56.33 4952 20.20 

Menola 127940 95553 74.69 80421 62.86 77866 60.86 32387 25.31 

Monfortc 41965 31324 74.64 30742 73.26 25292 60.27 10641 25.36 

Moura 95773 85069 88.82 81372 84.96 57648 60.19 10704 11.18 

Mourao 27854 21215 76.17 19921 71.52 18951 68.04 6639 23.83 

OuriquB 66014 51110 77.42 50196 76.04 46431 70.34 14904 2Z58 

Poitd 60114 41197 68.53 37262 61.99 22789 37.91 18917 31.47 

Redondo 36975 39883 107.86 39509 106.85 34108 92.25 -2908 -7.86 

Reguengos 45960 37015 80.54 35850 78.00 35586 77.43 8945 19.46 

Serpa 110374 94309 85.44 91354 82.77 86038 77.95 16065 14.56 

Sousel 27894 25880 92.78 25575 91.69 22459 80.52 2014 7.22 

Viana 39392 39749 100.91 38808 98.52 37332 94.77 -357 -0.91 

Vii%ueira 31420 22500 71.61 22134 70.45 21648 68.90 8920 28.39 

VihVicosa 19462 17467 89.75 16562 85.10 15001 77.08 1995 10.25 

Iidenor Alentejo 1584526 1246337 78.66 1196328 75.50 1073459 67.75 338198 21.34 

Tabic 15: Area covered by the 1979 Agrkoltanil Ccuos in laterior Akatejo 
Soarec; INE (1979); INE (1996) 

Table 16 presents, for the 30 Interior Alentejo counties, the rural landsc^>e 

conqwsition of the area covered the 1979 Agricultural Census. Landscape areas were 

determined according to the criteria used in Chapter H. Table 18 con:q)ares these values 

with those of the 1968 Agricultural Census. Changes in the rural landscape conqmsitkin 

of Interior Alentejo counties over the 1968-1974 period reflect essentialfy the efifects of 

the Agrarian Reform. One should note, however, that in 1979 this process was already in 

accelerated decline with large areas of land being returned to their former landowners. 



County Open Fleldi Permanent Crops Tree conlanted fleldi Olive Groves Orchard* Vlnevardi Montado Foreit County 

(ha) (% TA) I.I. (ha) (•/. TA) (ha) (V. TA) (ha) (•/. TA) (ha) (V.TA) (ha) (% TA) (ha) (% TA) (ba) (% TA) 

County 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 
Alandroal 17720 32,52 0.28 1564 2.87 758 1.39 761 1.40 24 0.04 24 004 7685 14.10 438 080 
Aljusnel 40733 89 39 0.62 2247 4.93 1787 3.92 398 0.87 19 0.04 43 0.09 1327 2.91 660 1.45 
AliiKMtovar 34711 44.74 0.27 266 0.34 197 0.25 57 0.07 8 0.01 6 0.01 9157 11.80 2778 3.58 
Aller do Chao 8261 22.84 0.40 4536 12.54 3020 8,35 1432 3.96 27 0.07 59 0.16 8098 22.39 11426 31.60 
Alvito 9037 34.63 0.48 1377 5.28 507 1,94 429 1.64 392 1.50 53 0.20 1007 3.86 1251 4.79 
Airaiolos 29039 42.45 0.49 3211 4.69 1404 2,05 864 1.26 215 0.31 726 1.06 22590 33.02 2515 3.68 
AiTonches 10378 33.00 0.44 2037 6.48 151 0,48 1810 5.75 13 0.04 61 0.19 5509 17.52 4485 14.26 
BaiTancos 258 1.53 0.42 767 4.55 207 1,23 537 3.19 23 0.14 0 0.00 I06() 6.33 9641 57,24 
Beja 71982 63.13 0.61 6613 5.80 4647 4.08 1567 1.37 300 0.26 95 0.08 1782 1.56 2650 2,32 
Borba 4982 34.33 0.62 2657 18.31 524 3.61 1364 9.40 136 0.94 632 4.36 1266 8.72 1272 8,77 
Cam|)o Major 13538 54.75 0.60 5660 22.89 82 0.33 5261 21,28 46 0.19 270 1.09 110 0.44 1928 7,80 
Casiro Verde 42621 75.34 0.36 527 0.93 360 0.64 146 0.26 19 0.03 2 0.00 6845 12.10 189 0.33 
Cuba 10138 59.18 0.56 1066 6.22 262 1.53 462 2,70 42 0.25 298 1.74 857 5.00 895 5.22 
Elvas 40249 63.78 0.53 5547 8.79 403 0.64 4770 7.56 265 0.42 106 0.17 5015 7.95 2202 3.49 
Gsirenioz 13378 2604 0.62 5881 11.45 3801 7.40 1944 3,78 114 0,22 294 0.57 13511 26.30 4209 8.19 
Evora S4506 41.66 0.48 3993 3.05 2365 1.81 903 0,69 235 0,18 444 0.34 23200 17.73 2217 1.69 
Fronieira 7399 30 18 0.56 2866 11.69 788 3.21 2052 8,37 21 0,09 4 0.02 3549 14.47 5585 22.78 
Meiiola 69858 54.60 0.23 860 0.67 644 0.50 •176 -0,14 333 0.26 61 0.05 7147 5.59 2558 2.00 
Monlbile 19785 47.15 0.38 2090 4.98 340 0.81 1735 4,13 13 0.03 3 0.01 3419 8.15 5452 12.99 
Moura 30112 31.44 0.59 18162 18.96 1223 1.28 14799 15,45 1219 1.27 920 0.96 9376 9.79 23725 24.77 
Mounio 13936 50.03 0.40 2669 9.58 108 0.39 2210 7.93 130 0.47 220 0,79 2342 8.41 970 3.48 
Ourique 39607 60.00 0.24 947 1.43 655 0.99 270 0,41 2 0.00 20 0.03 5874 8.90 3768 5.71 
Ponet 17632 29.33 0.44 4930 8.20 2251 3.74 2588 4,31 42 0.07 51 0.08 227 0.38 14471 24.07 
Redoiido 17481 47.28 0.39 3312 8.96 748 2.02 1691 4.57 54 0.15 819 2.22 13314 36.01 5404 1462 
Regueiigos 22983 50.01 0.47 8438 18.36 2235 4.86 4069 8.85 134 0.29 1998 4.35 4164 9.06 264 0,57 
Seipa 43954 3982 0.53 21163 19.17 6398 5.80 13365 12.11 676 0.61 684 0.62 20964 18.99 5318 4.82 
Souse! 16178 58.00 060 3990 14.30 854 3.06 3114 11.16 9 0,03 13 0.05 2292 8.22 3116 11,17 
Viaiia 23932 60.75 0.28 427 1.08 190 0.48 117 0,30 79 0.20 39 0.10 12971 32.93 1476 3.75 
Vidigueira 15781 50.23 0.63 4659 14.83 662 2.11 3299 10,50 171 0.54 459 1.46 1206 3.84 487 1 55 
Vila Vi(osa l(M73 53 81 0.41 1781 9.15 437 2.25 1202 6,18 100 0.51 41 0.21 2748 14.12 1563 8.03 
Inlei ior Alentejo 750643 47.37 0.45 124247 7.84 38014 2.40 73048 4,61 4871 0.31 8457 0,53 198632 12.54 122929 7.76 

Table 16; Kural lanilicape In Interior Alentejo (area covered by the 1979 AgrlcullurafCeniut) 
Sanrcc: INE (1979); (NE (19%) 
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The area covered by census (fiinn area) decreased in 13 counties and increased in 

17. (see Table 17). Direction of variation shows no statistically significant correlation 

with county soil fertility. Area decreases resulted certainty from the abandonment of 

&rms fostered the situation of political instability. Area increases might result from 

the occupation of abandoned land or from a better evaluation of ferm areas in 1979. 

Cotiaty 
Farv Area 

Cotiaty 1968 (ha) 1979 (ha) var. Cotiaty 
1 2 3 

Alandroal 44092 28627 -0J5 
Aljustrel 26574 45124 0.70 
Almodovar 68521 48082 •OJO 
Alter do Chao 39233 32868 -0.16 
Alvito 21574 12728 -0.41 
Airaiolos 49324 59257 0.20 
Arronches 22148 22822 0.03 
BaiTaiicos 10287 15055 0.46 
Beja 91482 85158 -0.07 
Borfoa 12396 10560 -0.15 
Campo Maior 17688 21363 0.21 
Castro Verde 47137 52409 0.11 
Cuba 9645 12968 0J4 
Elvas 62397 54934 -0.12 
Estremoz 46672 37725 -0.19 
Evora 104111 84816 -0.19 
Frontera 19339 19568 0.01 
Mertola 76560 95553 0.25 
Monfoite 36141 31324 -0.13 
Moura 83142 85069 0.02 
Mourao 15169 21215 0.40 
Ourique 46594 51110 0.10 
Poftel 41817 41197 -0.01 
Redondo 34842 39883 0.14 
Reguengos 55376 37015 -0.33 
Serpa 69452 94309 0J6 
Sousei 17597 25880 0.47 
Viana 27352 39749 0.45 
Vidigueira 23383 22500 -0.04 
Vfla Vicosa 14091 17467 0.24 
Interior Alenteio 1234137 12463371 0.01 

Table 17: EvofntioB of fiirm area in Interior Alentejo (1968-1979) 
Soam: INE (I96«); INE (1979) 



Oiwiifl Perm, croo laoduaiict Olive irovet Orcliardi Vlntvardt Moaiado Foretl 
Coufiiy 6i(lia| 79 thai var. UflJ.) 79<ll) var. 68 (ha! 79flia> var. 68|l»a> 79|lia| var. 68|lia) 79(hal var. ?9|lia) var. 6Hlia| 79 (ha) var. 79 CM! var. 

1 2 ) 4 S 6 7 1 8 9 10 II 11 11 14 IS 16 17 1 II 19 20 11 12 1) 14 
AUndia*! um 17720 •031 049 0 28 •042 3235 1564 •0 52 3040 1519 •0 SO 9) 24 •0 74 toi 24 •076 12894 7685 •040 1)96 43& •069 
Aijusuel 21609 40733 0 89 081 0 62 •0 23 1732 2247 0 30 1637 2185 033 22 19 •014 76 4) •0 43 2887 1327 0 54 59 660 10 19 
AUnoiavm »ISI 34711 005 071 0 27 •062 854 266 •0 69 802 254 •0 68 21 8 •062 )2 t •0 81 26710 9157 •066 7466 2778 •06) 
AhcrdoOuo II9I7 8261 .0 56 0 35 040 0 14 3756 4536 021 3705 4452 0 20 24 27 01) 27 59 1 19 14824 8098 •0 45 14)4 11426 697 
Ahiio 11670 9037 •0 23 051 0 48 •006 2004 1377 •031 1814 936 •048 114 392 2 44 76 53 •0 30 65)6 1007 •0 85 257 1251 3 87 
Ainkilai 22749 29039 028 043 049 015 1745 3211 084 1672 2268 0 36 21 215 9 24 52 726 1296 24098 22590 •006 1)12 2515 092 
Anoncties 13019 10378 •020 057 044 •022 2205 2037 •008 2134 1961 .0 08 50 1) •074 22 61 1 77 6634 5509 •017 )26 4485 12 76 
Bvr^ncot m 258 •071 083 042 •049 808 767 •005 805 744 •008 4 23 4 75 1 0 • 100 6614 1066 •084 2350 9641 310 
Bcii 71621 71982 000 07J 061 •ON S004 661) 0 32 4617 62U 0)3 2)7 )0Q 021 11 9S 016 IH90 1712 .014 1997 2650 0)3 
Hcrtu 7320 4982 032 057 062 009 2676 2657 •001 2090 1888 •010 1)5 1)6 001 450 632 040 1810 1266 •0 30 56) 1272 126 
Cainpo Makv 12244 13538 OH 095 060 •0 37 3609 5660 0 57 3449 5343 055 41 46 012 119 270 127 1812 110 -094 29 1928 65 48 
Cmuo Verde 33584 42621 027 072 0 36 •0 49 717 527 •0 26 564 506 •010 59 |9 •068 95 2 •098 10632 6845 •0 36 4381 189 •0 96 
CiOm 7131 10138 0 42 072 056 -022 1274 1066 •016 893 724 •019 56 42 •0 25 323 298 •008 1077 857 •0 20 50 895 1690 
Elvas 41372 40249 •017 0 76 053 -031 5322 5547 004 4734 5173 009 423 265 •0)7 111 106 •0 10 5)9) 5015 •007 2248 2202 •001 
Esticmoz 21)46 13378 •0 38 0 55 062 013 5642 5881 001 4789 5745 0 20 41) 114 •0 72 440 294 •03) 16219 13511 -0 17 3408 4209 0 24 
Evan 61977 54506 -0 13 0 49 048 •002 4972 3993 •0 20 4489 3268 •037 242 235 •00) 244 444 0 82 29119 23200 •0 20 2415 2217 •008 
F(uittcir« 9186 7199 •Q (9 065 056 •0(4 6U3 2866 -053 6076 1840 •053 57 21 06) 11 4 •0 64 4548 )549 -022 7)8 5585 6 78 
McfloU 61542 69858 014 0 32 0 23 -0 27 617 860 0 39 170 468 175 588 3)3 •04) 60 6) 002 5867 7147 022 9576 2558 •0 73 
Munfbnc 23400 I978S -015 071 0 38 •046 2301 2090 .009 2283 2075 •009 16 1) •019 ) 3 000 10412 3419 •067 436 5452 1150 
Moufi 30832 30112 •002 069 0 59 -01) 16412 18162 on 13619 16022 018 8)6 1219 046 1958 920 •0 5) 25559 9376 •06) 9740 23725 144 
Moumo 9901 13936 041 037 040 007 2573 2669 004 1939 2318 0 20 133 DO -002 500 220 •056 925 2342 1 5) 1923 970 •050 
OufiQue 30336 39607 031 048 024 ^51 591 947 060 542 925 071 9 2 •0 78 41 20 •051 14240 5874 •0 59 1897 3768 099 
Pofirl 13860 17632 0 27 038 044 015 5987 4930 •018 5179 48)9 •0 07 537 42 •092 271 51 •08} 19720 227 •099 1589 14471 8 M 
HciSondo 24134 17481 •0 28 066 0 39 •041 1954 3312 069 1362 2439 079 234 54 •0 77 359 819 1 28 7691 13314 073 1116 5404 384 
Rcguen§o« 15731 23913 051 036 0 47 0 30 4891 84)8 0 73 3354 6)04 088 156 1)4 •0 14 1381 1998 045 10298 4164 •060 2106 264 •0 87 
Scrpj 35433 43954 0 24 087 0 53 •0 39 15772 2116) 034 14942 19763 0 32 255 676 165 577 684 019 15845 20964 0)2 2296 5)18 1 32 
Sousel 7189 16178 125 0 74 060 •0 19 4011 3990 •001 3852 3968 003 54 9 •08) 106 13 .0 88 6224 2292 •06) 256 )I16 11 17 
\'UfU 13782 23932 0 74 041 0 28 •031 1902 427 •0 78 1645 307 •081 207 79 •062 50 39 •022 10218 12971 0 27 1445 1476 002 
Vidiguctra 8700 15781 081 076 063 •017 3241 4659 0 44 2513 3961 0 58 222 171 •0 2) 506 459 •009 )954 1206 •069 939 487 •048 
VtU Vicou 8397 10473 0 25 068 041 •040 1655 1781 008 1460 1639 012 127 100 •021 68 41 •040 2611 2748 005 1)49 156) 016 
Inirrfor Alenieio 704576 750644 007 060 045 •0 25 113612 124251 009 100250 111059 Oil 5399 4875 •010 8165 8462 004 316880 1986)8 •0)7 65099 1229)6 0 89 

Table II.- Rural landMapc «tolMkM in Imciiur AkmrJaOMI-1979^ 
S«r(t INEn<>MI).INi:(|''7v| 
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The area of open fields increased in 17 counties and decreased in 13, between 

1968 and 1979. Direction of variation shows no statistical  ̂significant correlation with 

county soil fertility. Except for Barrancos and Redondo, all the counties with £irm area 

increases went through increases of the open fields' area. In general, increase of the open 

field area didn't occur together with an intensification of this landscape. The 

intensification index increased only in 4 of these counties: Arraiolos, Mour3o, Portel, 

and Reguengos. Curiously, none of them has a high soil fertility. The intensity index 

increased also in 3 counties with decreases of the open field area: Alter do Ch3o, Borba, 

and Estremoz. 

The area of permanent crops increased in 16 counties and decreased in 14, 

between 1968 and 1979. Increases of the permanent crop area reflect in all the counties 

an increase of the olive grove area. Vineyards increased quite significant  ̂in 3 of these 

counties: Arraiolos, Redondo and Reguengos. Orchards presented inqwrtant increases in 

Arraiolos, Moura, and Serpa. Given the evaluation by de&uk of permanent crops in 

1968, one cannot conclude if increases of the permanent crop area reflect real increases 

or the inclusion of areas not accounted for in 1968. The latter hypothesis is the most 

likely, as the unstable political situation of the time was not fitvorable to long term 

investments, as is the case with permanent crops. The &ct that most counties with 

in^wrtant areas of permanent crops went through area increases also supports this 

iQpothesis. 

The area of montado decreased in almost all the counties between 1968 and 1979, 

despite its measurement de&ult in 1968. M^ola, Mour3o, Redondo, Serpa, Viana, 
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and Vila Vi^osa were the onfy counties presenting an increase of this landscape. On the 

other hand, the area of forest increased in 21 counties. 

The above results show, in general, an extensi&ation of the Interior Alentgo 

landsc^)e between 1968 and 1979. This evolution arises essential  ̂from the 

abandonment of fiirmland, the adoption of longer rotations, and the conversion of 

montados into forests. As often in the past, extensification was a consequence of the 

political instability following the 1974 Revolution and the agrarian reform process. 

In 1979, Barrancos continued to be one of the prototypes of a poor-soil county. It 

showed the lowest percentage of open fields (1.53% of the total area) among the 30 

Interior Alentejo counties. The area of open &lds was in 1979 about 12% of that of the 

1880's. The decrease was already noticeable in 1968. Given the &ct that in Barrancos 

open fields were essential  ̂associated with small &rms, the rural exodus occurring after 

the 1960's might be the main cause of their decrease. 

In 1979, permanent crops accounted for 4.55% of the total county area. This 

number reflects only a slight decrease from the 1968 area. In general, permanent crops 

(in this case, olive groves) had increased in Barrancos since the 1880's. 

In 1979, the area of montados was reduced to 6.33% of the county area. This 

abrupt reduction came fix)m abandonment of the agro-pastoral activities occurring under 

the canopy. Without its agro-pastoral conqwnent holm oak covered areas were classified 

as forests (57.24% of the county area in 1979). The decline of montados results largety 

from political instability, but stiU reflects the effects of African Swine Fever. 
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Scrub covered the remaining surveyed area (18.65%), an area higher than that of 

the 1880's. About 10% of the county area were not covered by the 1979 census. 

In 1979, Mertola remains a good exan^Ie of the other type of poor county. It 

shows the lowest percents^e of montados and forests (7.59%) among poor counties. 

Poor open fields (54.60%) covered most of its surveyed area (74.69%). In &ct, the 

intensity index (0.23) shows that onty about one fifth of M^ola's open fields were 

occupied with ten:qx)rary crops. Permanent crops continued to occupy less than 1% of 

the county area. 

In 1979, Cuba continued to show a landscape typical of a rich county. 59.18% 

and 6.22% of its territory respective  ̂were occupied by open fields and permanent crops. 

Cuba was one of the counties where the area of open fields increased after 1968 (42%). 

This increase didn't correlate with intensification. The intensity index decreased fit>m 

0.72 in 1968 to 0.56 m 1979. Nevertheless, this value remained one of the highest for the 

period. 

Permanent crops occupied 6.22% of the Cuba territory in 1979. In contrast to 

open fields, the area of permanent crops decreased 16% since 1968. This diminution 

reflects decreases in the area of olive groves and vineyards. Curious ,̂ the area of 

permanent crops has been decreasing in Cuba since the 1880's. 
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In 1979, montados and forests occupied in 1979 5% and 5.22% respectively of 

the Cuba territory. While most of the 1979 forest area should be conqwsed of abarxioned 

montados, montado area decreased largely in Cuba since the 19S0's. 

Cuba presented no scrub in the area covered by the 1979 Census (75.69% of the 

total area). 

The 1979 Agricultural Census allows the determination of the agricultural 

landscape con^wsition of Interior Alentejo counties. This permits a comparison with the 

current situation in terms of the predominant agricultural landsc^)e in each county. 

Table 19 shows the agricultural landscape conqx>sition of Interior Alentejo counties in 

1979. And Figure 29 shows the predominant landscape type of Interior Alentejo 

counties, after the same methodology used in Chapter II. 

In 1979, 20 Interior Alentejo coxmties were open field counties. Aljustrel, Beja, 

Can  ̂Maior, Cuba, Elvas, Sousel, and Vidigueira were rich open field counties. While 

Alandroal, Almodovar, Alvito, Castro Verde, Evorsi, M^rtola, Monforte, MourSo, 

Ourique, Portel, Reguengos, Viana, and Vila Vifosa were poor open field counties. The 

predominance of open fields in the agricultural landscape of the time shows the 

preference for cereal &rming of the new (collective) production units. Nowadays onty 

Aljustrel, Beja, Canqx) Maior and Cuba remain as rich open fields. Sousel and 

Vidigueira are classified as mixed landscape counties, and Elvas became a poor open 

field county. Of the 13 poor open field counties existing in 1979, onty 6 maintain the 
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classification: Alvito, Castro Verde, Evora, M^rtola, Mour3o, Vila Vi^osa. Almodovar 

and Ouriqiie evolved to montado counties; the other 5 to mixed landscape counties. 

The other 10 counties were mixed landscape counties. Montado was not the 

predominant agricultural landscape in any Interior Alentejo county in 1979. This resulted 

from the abandonment of many montados during the political instability that followed the 

1974 Revolution. 
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County Open Fidds Perm. Crop Landscapes Montado County 
(ha) (% UAA) LL (ha) (%UAA) (ha) (%TA) 

County 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Abndroal 17720 65.70 0.28 1564 5.80 7685 28.49 
Aljustrel 40733 91.94 0.62 2247 5.07 1327 3.00 
Ahnodovar 34711 78.65 027 266 0.60 9157 20.75 
Alter do Chao 8261 39.53 0.40 4536 21.71 8098 38.75 
Alvito 9037 79.12 0.48 1377 12.06 1007 8.82 
Arraiolos 29039 52.96 0.49 3211 5.86 22590 41.19 
Arronches 10378 57.90 0.44 2037 1136 5509 30.74 
Bairancos 2S8 12-34 0.42 767 36.68 1066 50.98 
Beja 71982 89.56 0.61 6613 823 1782 222 
Borba 4982 55.96 0.62 2657 29.84 1266 1422 
Campo Maior 13538 70.12 0.60 5660 29 J1 110 0.57 
Castro Verde 42621 85.26 0J6 527 1.05 6845 13.69 
Cuba 10138 84.07 0.56 1066 8.84 857 7.11 
Elvas 40249 79.21 0J3 5547 10.92 5015 9.87 
Estremoz 13378 40.82 0.62 5881 17.95 13511 4123 
Evora 54506 66.72 0.48 3993 4.89 23200 28.40 
Fronteira 7399 53.57 0J6 2866 20.75 3549 25.69 
Mertoia 69858 89.72 0.23 860 I.IO 7147 9.18 
Monfijrte 19785 78.23 0J8 2090 826 3419 13.52 
Moura 30112 52.23 0J9 18162 31 JO 9376 1626 
Mourao 13936 73.54 0.40 2669 14.08 2342 12J6 
Ourique 39607 85 JO 024 947 2.04 5874 12.65 
Portel 17632 77JJ7 0.44 4930 21.63 227 1.00 
Redoodo 17481 51.25 0J9 3312 9.71 13314 39.03 
Reguengos 22983 64.58 0.47 8438 23.71 4164 11.70 
Serpa 43954 51.09 0J3 21163 24.60 20964 24J7 
Sousel 16178 72.03 0.60 3990 17.77 2292 1021 
Vsuia 23932 64.11 028 427 1.14 12971 34.74 
Vidigueira 15781 72.90 0.63 4659 21.52 1206 5J7 
VQa Vicosa 10473 69.82 0.41 1781 11.87 2748 1832 
Interior Alentejo 750643 69.93 0.45 124247 11.57 198624 18.50 

Table 19: Agrkaltwral landscape ia laterior Akatejo ia 1979 
SMm;INE(I979) 
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gmei Mixed landscape counfy 

im Rich open field catrty 

I I Poor open Md cotrty 

Figure 29: Claaaificatioa of bterior Alentejo counties according to the predomonant agricultural 
landscape in 1979 
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III.13 - The European Union accession and tiie Common Agriculture Policy 

In 1986 Portugal joined the European Community, later renamed the European 

Union (EU). Since then, its agriculture has been guided by the Common Agriculture 

Policy (CAP). 

The CAP was established in 1962, five years after the creation of the European 

Economic Community, built upon the principles of market unity. Community preference 

and financial solidarity. At the time, its objectives were: i) to increase productivity; ii) to 

ensure a &ir standard of living for the agricultural community; iii) to stabilize maricets; 

iv) to assure food supplies; and v) to provide consumers with food at reasonable prices. 

To meet these objectives CAP supported internal prices and incomes, either through 

intervention and/or border protection  ̂or, where no border protection existed, variable 

aids (deficiency payments) to producers and processors using EU agricultural products 

which had to be paid for at more than the world price. (EU, 1998a, Varela, 1996) 

During its first phase, the CAP made an in^rtant contribution to economic 

growth and was successfiil in providing European consumers with a wide range of quality 

food products at reasonable prices. But when the EU moved into surplus for most of its 

agricultural products, the CAP (which has been designed to meet a deficit situation) 

revealed a number of deficiencies (EU, 1998a): 

 ̂The EU established every year three institutional prices for every product: i) the "indicative price", the 
< t̂imal transaction price to provide fermers a good Income; ii) the "intervention price", the price at which 
Intervention institutions must buy production in case of large of the market price; and iii) the "border 
protection price", the price set for imported goods in order to maintain internal prices. (Varela, 1996). 
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• The prices and guarantees provkled by intervention and production aids stimulated 

output at a rate increasing  ̂beyond maiicet's absorption c^)acity. Between 1973 and 

1988, agricultural production increased at about 2% yearty whereas internal 

consumption grew onfy 0.5% yearty. This led to the build-up of costly surpluses in 

certain sectors, which had a depressing effect on market prices^ .̂ 

• EU subsidized exports led to increasing tension between the EU and its trading 

partners.̂ '* 

• Intensive production was creating negative environmental effects 

• The system was not taking adequate account of the agricultural incomes of the vast 

majority of small and medium-size &mily fiirms. 20% of the &rmers were receiving 

80% of the subsidies (Costa, 2001). 

After 1984 measures began to be inqilemented in order to control surpluses and 

the increasing agriculture expenditure. Producers were called to copay the costs of 

running surpluses, limits on production (production quotas) were imposed on the milk 

sector , maximum guaranteed quantities were established, land set aside and aids to 

retirement were introduced (Varela, 1996). It was in this retraction context that Portugal 

entered the EU in the 1st of January 1986. 

Portuguese agriculture was not subject to all the CAP rules immediately after the 

accession. It benefited from special conditions during a transition period. For less 

" Between 1973 and 1988 the cost of ninning surpluses was 3700 million ECU per year, about 12% of the 
total CAP budget (Cunha, 2000). 
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conq)etitive products (cereals, rice, diaiy products, bee  ̂pork, eggs and poultry, commoa 

wine, olive oil, firuits and vegetables) a 10 year transition period was established, divided 

in two sub-periods. During the first S years, the national market was allowed absolute 

protectioa In the next 5 years, national prices, subsidies, and trade rules should 

j^proach, meeting at the end, the EU standards. For more competitive products (tomato 

paste, quality wines, sheep, goats, etc..) the transition period was reduced to 7 years of 

gradual approach. Along with transition conditions, Portuguese agriculture benefited 

fix)m a 700 million ECU flmd to support its modemissation. (Varela, 1996). 

The 1989 Agricultural Census provides data to build a partial picture of Interior 

Alentejo rural landscape in 1989, three years after the EU accession. As in 1999, the 

1989 Agricultural Census basically covers &rms with at least Iha of agricultural area. 

Farms with less than Iha were covered provided they had between 5000m2 to 500ni2 of 

special crops or a certain number of livestock. Farms dedicated exclusively to forestry 

production were excluded fit>m the census. Table 20 shows the &rm area, the agro-

forestry area, and the used agricultural area covered by the 1989 Agricultural Census. 

The percentage of the county area covered by the census ranges from 41.95% (Alvito) to 

100.66% (PorteO- The census covers more than 75% of the county area in 21 counties. 

Betweoi 1973 and 1988, subsidies to exports totaled lOSOO million ECU per year, about 34% of the total 
CAP budget (Cunha, 2000). 
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CMUitjr Total Area Fata Ana 
(FA) 

Agi»-fcmUy Area 
(AFA) 

IlMd Afrieatonl Ana 
(DAA) 

Aia aotcovcnd 
bvtheCcMa 

<fea) (ha) »%TA) (ha) (%TA) (ha) (%TA) (ha) (%TA) 
1 2 3 4 S « 7 8 9 

Akndraol S4486 35393 64  ̂ 34691 63.67 34493 63,31 19093 35,04 
Aljustrd 4SS66 35716 78^8 34927 76,65 34696 76,14 9850 21.62 
Ahnodovar nsn 52521 67,69 51916 66,91 48289 62,24 25066 32JI 
Akcrdo Chio 36163 30610 84.64 29735 82,22 29237 80,85 5553 15,36 
Ahrito 26093 10947 41,95 10529 40,35 10462 40,10 15146 58,05 
Anaioios 68408 63522 92.86 62432 91,26 57170 83,57 4886 7,14 
Ami aches 3I4S2 24036 76.42 23493 74,69 23098 73,44 7416 23,58 
Bmancos 16843 14348 85.19 13865 82,32 11963 71,03 2495 14,81 
B«j« 114021 80355 70.47 78807 69,12 78751 69.07 33666 29,53 
BoriM I4S12 12532 86.36 12192 84,01 11415 78,66 1980 13,64 
ConpoMaior 24725 22111 89.43 21965 88.84 21731 87,89 2614 10,57 
Ctsao Verde 56570 47572 84.09 46985 83,06 46873 82.86 8998 15.91 
Cula 17132 9013 52.61 8806 51,40 8786 51.28 (119 47,39 
Ehas 63104 53378 84.59 52824 83,71 52085 82>« 9726 15,41 

Estremoz 51382 40926 79,65 40698 79.21 39304 76.49 10456 20,35 
Evma 130824 99533 76.08 98080 74.97 94966 72,59 31291 23,92 
FfDMein 24520 19416 79,18 19364 78.97 19243 78,48 SI04 20.82 
Mertob 127940 90171 70,48 89453 69.92 88974 69>» 37769 29,52 
Monforte 4I96S 36050 85.90 34818 82.97 34749 82.80 5915 14,10 

Mouni 95773 63346 66.14 62612 65,38 61952 64,69 32427 33,86 
Mourao 27854 24843 89.19 24096 8641 23949 85,98 3011 10,81 
Ourique 66014 44647 67.63 43069 65,24 41036 62.16 21367 32,37 

Panel 60114 60510 100,66 59493 98,97 57930 9637 •396 .0,66 
Redondo 36975 32809 88,73 32455 87,78 31193 84,36 4166 11,27 

ReguenKOS 45960 37338 81,24 36382 79,16 35758 77.80 8622 18,76 
Sapa 110374 87653 79,41 86618 78.48 84760 76.79 22721 20,59 

Sousel 27894 27828 99,76 27627 99,04 27378 98.15 66 0,24 
Von 39392 38270 97,15 37665 95,62 37161 94M 1122 2,85 
Vidigueira 31420 21489 68,39 21325 67,87 20643 65.70 9931 31.61 

VikVicosa 19462 16791 86.28 16346 83.99 16117 82.81 2671 13,72 
Interior Aknteio 1584526 1233676 77,86 1213272 76,57 1184168 74.73 350859 22,14 

Table 20: Area covered by the 1989 Agicoltaral Ceosos in Interior Alentejo 
Soaree: INE (1989); INE (1996) 

Table 21 presents, for the 30 Interior Alentejo counties, the rural landscape 

conqwsiticn of the area covered the 1989 Agricultural Census. Table 23 conq>ares 

these vahies with those of the 1979 Agricultural Census. Between 1979 and 1989, the 

evolution of Interior Alentejo rural landscapes was affected by two main &ctors: i) the 

feilure of the 1975 Agrarian Reform, with the return of most occupied lands to former 

landowners, and ii) the Portuguese accession to the EU after 1986. It must be noted that 

during this period (more precisely between 1986 and 1989) the effects of the CAP on 

Portuguese agriculture were attenuated by the transition period. 



Coynly Onca Ficlili rcrm.cron laadicaiKi Tree conlailnl Hcldi Olive crovci Orchard! Vint] prdi Momado Forril 
|ka) (% TA) 1.1. (ha) (% TA) (ha) (% TA) (ha) (% TA) (ha) (% TA) (ha) (% TA) <ha) (% TA) (ha) (%TA) 

2 I 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 11 9 10 II 12 
AUiiiiroal 75JI 13.82 0.40 3284 603 512 0.94 761 1.40 410 0.75 211 039 23657 43.42 198 036 
AljusncI 31280 68 6S 0.71 864 1.90 697 1.53 398 0.87 13 003 30 007 2546 5.59 228 0.50 
Aliiioilavar I9S6I 25.60 0.28 842 1.09 60S 0.78 57 0.07 3 0.00 6 001 27523 35.47 1612 468 
Allct do Ctuo 9781 27.05 0.45 3336 9.22 1156 8.73 1432 3.96 10 0.03 68 0.19 16096 44.51 495 1.37 
Alviia 6189 24.49 0.58 1279 4.90 810 3.10 429 1.64 115 044 39 0.15 2792 10.70 68 0.26 
Amiolai 1I8S6 46.57 0.55 2%l 4.33 862 1.26 864 1.26 230 034 411 060 22109 32.61 5260 7.69 
Anoiiclici 10540 33.51 042 2465 7.84 361 1.15 1810 5.75 33 0.10 44 014 9980 31.71 195 1 26 
Biiraiicui 494 2.93 0.53 862 5.12 285 1.69 537 3.19 14 008 0 000 10607 62.98 1900 11.28 
Dcji 67718 59.39 0.70 4106 3.60 3303 2.90 1567 1 37 269 0 24 207 0.18 6917 607 52 0.05 
Rotba 6970 48.03 0.55 3148 21.69 407 2.80 1364 9.40 207 1.43 1060 7.30 1286 8.86 778 5.36 
Canipo Maiot |})22 53 88 0.69 4217 17.06 51 0.21 5261 21 28 112 0.45 75 0.30 4187 16.93 211 0.94 
Castro Vcrik 39579 69,96 047 479 0.85 386 0.68 146 0.26 40 0.07 0 0.00 6795 12.01 112 020 
Cuba 7175 41.88 0.74 962 5.62 323 1.89 462 2.70 35 0.20 179 1.04 615 1.71 18 O i l  
Elvas 30005 47.55 0.59 5485 869 170 0.27 4770 7.56 157 0.57 138 0.22 16511 26.20 716 1.17 
Esiicnuz 19386 37 73 064 5334 10.38 1662 3.23 1944 3.78 100 0.19 434 0.84 14559 28.1} 1390 2.71 
Evan 64473 49.28 0.57 4877 3.73 1944 1.49 903 0.69 324 0.25 673 0.51 25496 19.49 3112 2.38 
FiiHilcira 9769 39 84 0 61 2896 1181 1780 7.26 2052 8.37 64 0.26 6 0.02 6556 26.74 121 0.49 
Mcdola 79705 62.30 023 1545 1.21 1374 1.07 -176 •0.14 872 0.68 0 000 7626 5.96 471 037 
Moiifonc 19270 45.92 0.47 2568 6 12 638 1.52 1735 4.13 2 000 18 0.04 12903 30.75 70 0.17 
Moura 2S43I 26.55 063 14707 15.36 637 067 14799 15.45 919 0.96 1087 1.13 21768 22.71 660 0.69 
Mouiao 16949 6085 0.4S 3124 11.22 10 004 2210 7.93 78 0.28 283 102 3875 13.91 145 052 
Ouriquc 21088 31.94 038 577 0.87 467 0.71 270 0.41 9 0.01 6 0.01 19296 29.23 2012 308 
Pond 12821 21.33 064 5820 9.68 2094 3.48 2588 4.31 40 007 155 0.26 19277 6514 1563 2.60 
Kcdoiido 9392 25.40 059 4020 10.87 1031 2.79 1691 4.57 99 0.27 1368 3.70 17752 48.01 1262 3.41 
Kcguciii^s 27639 60.14 0.51 5998 13.05 668 1.45 4069 8.85 149 032 2221 483 2081 4.51 619 1.35 
Scipa 40294 36.51 0.70 18614 16.86 1207 1.09 13365 12.11 363 0.33 58 0.05 25821 21.40 I860 1 69 
Souscl 12144 43.54 069 5825 20.88 557 1.00 >114 It.16 It 0.08 92 0.33 9401 11.71 249 0.89 
Viaiia 13767 34.95 053 1903 4.83 1159 2.94 117 0.30 142 0.36 51 0 13 21460 54.48 503 1.28 
Vidigucira 12389 39.43 0.76 4443 14.14 1002 3.19 3299 10.50 282 0.90 951 303 3806 12.11 681 2.17 
Vila Vicosa 6320 33.50 047 1877 964 89 0.46 1202 6 18 117 060 IS 008 7715 39.64 228 1.17 
bileiior Alciilcjo 673S4I 42 51 054 118422 7.47 28253 1.78 73048 4.61 5439 0.34 9898 062 391270 2469 29084 1 84 

Table 21 • Rural lanilicafic li liicrlor Alfalelo (area covered by Ike I9B9 Acrlcullural Censui) 
SoMTcr 1NE(|9I9) 



County 
Farm Arta Number of rarnii Arei/farro Acro-rorcilrv Area Uied Aerlcullural Area 

County 1979(hat 1989 (ha) var. 1979(») 1989(«) var. 1979 (ha) 1989(ha) var. 1979(ha) 1989(ha) var. 1979(ha) 1989(ha) var. County 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II 11 13 14 IS 
Alandroal 28627 35392 0.24 865 1102 0.27 33.09 32.12 •0.03 27406 34691 0.27 26970 34493 028 
Aljusird 45124 35716 -0.21 776 638 -0.18 58.15 55.98 •0.04 44964 34927 •0.22 44305 34696 -0.22 
Almodovir 48082 52521 009 1471 1616 0.10 32.69 32.50 -0.01 46908 51916 0.11 44131 48289 0.09 
Alter do Chao 32868 30610 -0.07 275 421 0.53 119.52 72.71 -0.39 32321 29735 -0.08 20897 29237 0.40 
Alvilo 12728 10947 -0.14 186 247 0.33 68.43 44.32 •0.35 12672 10529 •0,17 11422 10462 •0,08 
Anaiolos 59257 63523 0.07 596 625 0.05 99.42 101.64 0.02 57347 62432 0.09 54837 57170 0.04 
Anonches 22822 24036 0.05 550 497 •0.10 41.49 48.36 0,17 22406 23493 0.05 17924 23098 0.29 
Banaiicos 15055 14348 -0.05 302 303 0.00 49.85 47.35 •0.05 11733 13865 0.18 2091 11963 4,72 
Hcja 85158 80355 -0.06 1353 1244 •0.08 62.94 64.59 0.03 83022 78807 -0.05 80373 78751 •0.02 
lioiba 10560 12532 0.19 406 700 0.72 26.01 17.90 •0.31 10170 12192 0.20 8903 11415 028 
Campo Major 21363 221II 0.04 1004 701 -0.30 21.28 31.54 0.48 21234 21965 0.03 19308 21731 0.13 
Caslto Verde 52409 47572 •O.OiJ 405 292 •0.28 129.40 162.92 0.26 50181 46985 -0.06 49992 46873 •006 
Cuba I2%8 9014 •0.30 489 374 •0.24 26.52 24.10 •0.09 12953 8806 -0.32 12059 8786 •0.27 
Elvas 54034 53377 -0.03 1210 935 -023 45.40 57.09 0.26 53012 52824 0.00 50810 52085 0.03 
Eslreinoz 37725 40927 0.08 1100 1237 0.12 34.30 33.0') -004 36979 40698 0.10 32772 39304 0.20 
Evoia 84816 99531 0.17 1326 I30<) -0.01 63.96 76.04 0.19 83914 98080 0.17 81697 94966 016 
Frunlejia 19568 19417 -0.01 281 256 -0.09 69.04 75.85 0.0<> 19396 19364 0.00 13813 19243 0.39 
Meriula 95553 90171 -0.06 1295 1203 -0.07 73.79 74.96 002 80421 89453 0.11 77866 88974 0.14 
Monfoiie 31324 360)0 0.13 287 272 -0.05 109.14 132.54 0.21 30742 34818 0.13 25292 34749 0.37 
Moura am 63346 -0.26 1544 1619 0.05 55.10 39.13 •0.29 81372 62612 •0.23 57648 61952 0.07 
Mourao 21215 24843 0.17 477 580 0.22 44.48 42.83 •004 19921 24096 0.21 18951 23949 0.26 
Ourique S I I I O  44648 -0.13 I I O I  1234 0.12 46.42 36.18 •0.22 50196 43069 •0.14 46431 41036 •0.12 
Horlel 41197 60512 0.47 751 1075 0.43 54.86 56.29 0.03 37262 59493 0.60 22789 57930 1.54 
Kedondo 39883 32809 -0.18 722 712 -0.01 55.24 46.08 •0.17 39509 32455 •0.18 34108 31193 •009 
Keijuengos 37015 37377 001 1791 1375 -0.23 20.67 27.18 0.32 35850 363H2 0.01 35586 35758 000 
Seipa 94309 87654 -0.07 2331 2801 0.20 40.46 31.29 •0.23 91354 86618 •0.05 86038 84760 •0.01 
.SouscI 25880 27828 008 436 756 0 7 3  59.36 36.81 •0.38 25575 27627 0.08 22459 27378 0.22 
Viaiia 39749 38269 -0.04 451 514 0.14 88.14 74.45 •0.16 38808 37665 •003 37332 37161 000 
Vidigueita 22SOO 21489 -0.04 643 673 0.05 34.99 31.93 •0.09 22134 21325 •0.04 21648 20(>43 •005 
Vila Vi(osa 17467 16791 -0.04 310 335 0.08 56.35 50.12 •0.11 16562 16346 •0.01 15001 I 6 I I 7  0.07 
Inlerior Alentelo 1246336 1233718 -0.01 24738 25651 004 50.38 48.10 •0.05 1196334 1213279 0.01 1073466 1184176 0 10 

Table 22; Evotulion of Ihe farm tlruciurc In Inferior Alcnirjo (1979-1989) 
Sourcc INE((974), 1NE(I9S9) 



County 

Open fields 

County 79 (ha) 89"" (ha) 89"" (ha) var"" var"" I.I. 79 l.1.89'"' I.I. 89'"' var"" var"" County 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Alandroal 17720 7224 7531 -0.59 •0.58 0.28 0.41 0.40 0.47 0.41 
Aljusirel 40733 30691 31280 -0.25 -0.23 0.62 0.73 0.71 0.17 0.15 
AliiKidovar 34711 18210 19861 -0.48 -0.43 0.27 0.30 0.28 0.12 0.02 
Aller do Chao 8261 9091 9783 0.10 0.18 0.40 0.48 0.45 0.21 0.13 
Alvilo 9037 6389 6389 -0.29 •0.29 0.48 0.58 0.58 0.21 0.21 
Arraiolos 29039 31815 31856 0.10 0.10 0.49 0.55 0.55 0.12 0.12 
Arronches 10378 10330 10540 0.00 0.02 0.44 0.43 0.42 •0.04 •0.06 
Dairaiiccs 2S8 494 494 0.91 0.91 0.42 0.53 0.53 0.27 0.27 
Beja 71982 66220 67718 -0.08 -0.06 0.61 0.71 0.70 0.17 0.15 
Borba 4982 6742 6970 0.35 0.40 0.62 0.57 0.55 •0.08 •0.11 
Campo Maior 13538 13139 13322 -0.03 -0.02 0.60 0.70 0.69 0.17 0.15 
Casiro Verde 42621 39554 39579 •0.07 -0.07 0.36 0.47 0.47 0.28 0.28 
Ciilta 10138 7167 7175 -0.29 -0.29 0.56 0.74 0.74 0.32 0.31 
Blvas 40249 29746 30005 -0.26 -0.25 0.53 0.60 0.59 0.14 0.13 
Esirenwz 13378 19307 19386 0.44 0.45 0.62 0.64 0.64 0.04 0.04 
Gvora 54506 64339 64473 0.18 0.18 0.48 0.57 0.57 0.18 0.18 
Fronteira 7399 9769 9769 0.32 0.32 0.56 0.61 0.61 0.09 0.09 
Menola 69858 49770 79705 -0.29 0.14 0.23 0.37 0.23 0.58 •0.01 
Monfone 19785 18895 19270 -0.04 -0.03 0.38 0.48 0.47 0.26 0.23 
Moura 30112 24155 25431 -0.20 -0.16 0.59 0.67 0.63 0.14 0.08 
Mourao 13936 14772 16949 0.06 0.22 0.40 0.51 0.45 0.29 0.12 
Oiirique 39607 20669 21088 -0.48 -0.47 0.24 0.39 0.38 0.65 0.62 
Portel 17632 12809 12821 -0.27 -0.27 0.44 0.64 O.M 0.46 0.46 
Redondo 17481 9392 9392 -0.46 -0.46 0.39 0.59 0.59 0.53 0.53 
Reguengos 22983 24039 27639 0.05 0.20 0.47 0.59 0.51 0.26 0.09 
Serpa 43954 38982 40294 -0.11 •0.08 0.53 0.72 0.70 0.35 0,31 
Sousel 16178 12092 12144 •0.25 -0.25 0.60 0.70 0.69 0.16 0.16 
Viana 23932 13754 13767 -0.43 -0.42 0.28 0.53 0.53 0.88 0.88 
Vidigueira 15781 12357 12389 -0.22 -0.21 0.63 0.76 0.76 0.21 0.20 
Vila Vi(osa 10473 6290 6S20 -0.40 -0.38 0.41 0.49 0.47 0.18 0.14 
liiierior Alentejo 750642 628203 673540 -0.16 •0.10 0.45 0.57 0.54 0.27 0.19 

Table 23: Rural landscape evolulion in Interior Alentejo (1979-1989) 
Saarcc: INE(I979); INE(|9g9) 

89 values accotdiiii! la 1979 Agikullural Cniiiu criletu 

89 valuci accordiui! lo 1989 Agikullunl Cciiiui crilcria 



CoMNly 
PcriMiBCMi Cmii Tret coulanltd Acldi OUvt trovci (monMuliuril OUvctravti (S.I.I Orchartlt Vincvanlt 

CoMNly 79 (hu 89(hi) vir 79(hi) I9^'**(lial var"" vii*-" 79(ha! ••""(lial •••"'(lia) vai"" 79 89""' vai'^' var""* 79(ha) I9(lii| var 79(ha! 89(t.a| var CoMNly 
II 11 la 14 IS 16 17 II 19 20 21 22 2) 24 25 26 27 21 29 J0 21 22 32 U 

Akimiioal 1564 3284 1 10 758 512 512 .0 32 0 32 761 2147 2147 182 182 050 081 081 061 061 34 410 1608 24 211 7 79 
Al/utirel 2247 864 -062 1787 680 697 •0 62 •061 398 139 122 •0 65 •069 0 18 0 17 015 •0 07 •0 18 19 13 -0 32 43 30 •0 30 
AlniD4lavai 266 842 2 17 197 574 605 191 2 07 57 252 221 3 42 2 88 0 22 031 0 27 0 36 0 19 8 3 -063 6 6 000 
ANci ilaChao 4»6 3336 •0 26 3020 3088 3156 003 005 1432 159 91 -0 89 -094 0 32 005 003 -0 85 091 27 10 •063 59 68 0 15 
Alvilo 1377 1279 •007 507 810 810 060 060 429 316 316 •0 26 •0 26 0 46 0 28 0 38 4)39 -0 39 392 115 •0 71 53 39 •0 26 
Anaiolos 3311 3961 •008 1404 858 863 •0 39 •0 39 864 1465 1461 070 0 69 038 063 063 066 065 ZI5 230 007 726 411 •0 43 
AiTonche* 2037 2465 021 151 349 361 31 139 1810 2040 2028 013 0 12 092 0 8S 085 •007 •008 13 33 1 54 61 44 -0 28 
Boiiaiicoi 767 862 012 207 285 385 0 38 0 38 537 563 562 005 005 0 72 066 066 •008 •008 23 14 •0 39 0 0 NA 
Dcp 6613 4106 •0 38 4647 3293 3303 •0 29 .0 39 1567 336 326 •0 79 •0 79 0 25 009 009 •063 •064 300 269 •0 10 95 207 1 18 
Hoitu 26)7 3148 0 IB 524 407 407 •0 22 •0 22 1364 1474 1474 008 008 0 72 0 78 0 78 008 008 136 207 0 52 633 1060 0 68 
Cani|M> Maior 5660 4217 •0 35 i2 51 51 •0 38 •018 5361 3979 3979 •0 24 •0 24 0 98 099 099 000 000 46 112 1 43 270 75 -0 72 
rasiio Vcfik 527 479 •009 360 384 386 0 07 007 146 39 37 •0 73 .0 75 0 29 009 009 •0 68 •0 70 19 40 1 II 2 0 • 1 00 
Cuba 1066 962 •oto 261 311 323 0 23 013 462 423 433 •008 •008 0 64 0 57 0 57 -on •Oil 41 35 •0 n 398 179 -0 40 
EIvm 5547 5485 •001 403 170 170 •0 58 .0 58 4770 4818 4818 001 001 092 097 097 005 005 265 357 0 35 106 138 0 30 
Estrtmoi 5B8I S334 •009 3801 1662 1662 •0 56 •0 56 1944 3139 3139 061 061 0 34 065 065 093 0 93 114 100 •0 12 294 434 0 48 
Evoia 3991 4877 0 22 3365 1943 1944 •0 18 •0 18 903 1929 1938 14 1 14 U 28 050 0 50 0 80 0 80 235 324 0 38 444 673 0 52 
FriNUfMa 2866 2896 001 788 1762 1780 124 126 2052 1122 1104 •0 45 .0 46 0 72 0 39 0 38 •0 46 -0 47 21 64 2 05 4 6 0 50 
Meilola 860 1545 0 80 644 1150 1374 0 79 1 13 • 176 •480 •704 173 300 •0 38 •0 72 • 105 091 1 79 333 872 162 61 0 • 1 00 
MonfiMic 3090 3568 0 23 340 624 638 0 84 0 88 1735 1913 1899 0 10 009 0 84 0 75 0 75 •0 10 -0 10 13 3 -085 3 18 500 
Mow a 18162 14707 •019 122) 629 637 •049 •0 48 14799 12069 12061 •0 18 .0 19 092 0 95 095 0 03 0 03 1219 919 •0 25 920 1087 0 18 
Moutm 2669 3124 017 108 10 10 •091 •091 2210 2752 2752 0 25 025 095 100 100 005 0 05 130 78 •0 40 230 283 0 29 
Oufiquc 947 577 •0 39 655 386 467 •041 •0 29 270 172 91 •0 36 •066 0 29 031 0 16 006 •0 44 2 9 3 50 30 6 -0 70 
Poiiel 4930 5820 O l S  2251 2094 2094 •007 -007 2588 3530 3530 0 36 0 36 0 53 063 063 017 017 42 40 .005 51 155 2 04 
RcilarKia 3313 4020 021 748 1031 1031 0 38 0 38 1691 1522 1522 •0 10 -0 10 069 060 060 •0 14 -0 14 54 99 083 8|9 1368 067 
Kegucngoi 8438 5998 •0 29 2235 641 668 •071 -0 70 4069 2985 2958 .0 27 •0 27 065 0 82 0 82 0 28 0 26 134 149 O i l  19<>8 2221 o n  
Sa)u 21163 18614 •012 6398 1202 1207 •QBI •0 81 US6S 16949 16944 017 0 27 068 093 093 0 38 0 38 676 363 •0 46 684 58 -092 
ScHUcI 3990 5825 0 46 854 557 557 •0 35 •0 35 3114 5154 5154 066 066 0 78 090 090 015 015 9 21 1 33 13 92 6 08 
Viaiu 427 1903 3 46 190 1158 1159 309 5 10 117 551 550 371 3 70 0 38 0 32 0 33 •015 •0 16 79 142 0 80 39 51 031 
Vhlrguciia 4659 4443 •005 662 1002 1002 051 051 3299 1899 1899 •0 42 .0 42 083 065 065 •021 •0 21 171 282 065 459 951 107 
ViU VicoM 1781 IB77 005 437 89 89 •0 80 •0 80 1202 1656 1656 0 38 0 38 0 73 095 095 0 39 0 29 100 117 017 41 15 -063 
Iniciioi Alcfucio 124243 118418 •005 38008 27724 28247 •0 27 •0 26 73040 75011 74488 003 002 066 0 73 0 73 O i l  0 10 4861 5429 0 12 8445 9886 017 

TabW 1): Rural bnilKa|>« tvoludon In iNUrior Akmcjo (1979*1919) (com.) 
SMMM 

' t»iyr> hi I'JN A^vlMsl ( 'OMM aN0M 
t»hK» 111 AinculMni ( camm uMcm 



Forest tree covered area Montado Forest 
County 79 (ha) 89 (ha) var. 79 (ha) 89""(ha) 89""(ha) var"*' var"" 79 (ha) 89""(ha) 89""(h8) var'"» var<*" 

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 

Alandroal 8123 23855 1.94 7685 21776 23657 1.83 2.08 438 2079 198 3.75 -0.548 
Aljuslrel 1987 2774 0.40 1327 2369 2546 0.79 0.92 660 405 228 -0.39 -0.655 
Alinodovar 11935 31155 1.61 9157 25664 27523 1.80 2.01 2778 5491 3632 0.98 0.3074 
Aller do Chao 19524 16591 -0.15 8098 15952 16096 0.97 0.99 11426 639 495 -0.94 -0.957 
Alvilo 2258 2860 0.27 1007 2792 2792 1.77 1.77 1251 68 68 -0.95 -0.946 
Arraiolos 25105 27569 0.10 22590 21684 22309 -0.04 -0.01 2515 5885 5260 1.34 1.0915 
Aironclies 9994 10375 0.04 5509 9948 9980 0.81 0.81 4485 427 395 -0,90 •0.912 
Bairaiicos 10707 12507 0.17 1066 8895 10607 7.34 8.95 9641 3612 1900 -0.63 •0.803 
Beja 4432 6%9 0.57 1782 5961 6917 2.35 2.88 2650 1008 52 -0.62 -0,98 
Dorba 2538 2064 -0.19 1266 516 1286 -0.59 0.02 1272 1548 778 0.22 -0,388 
Cainpo Major 2038 4420 1.17 110 4187 4187 37.06 37.06 1928 233 233 •0.88 -0.879 
Casiro Verde 7034 (mi -0.02 6845 6026 6795 -0.12 -0.01 189 881 112 3.66 -0,407 
Cuba 1752 653 -0.63 857 635 635 -0.26 -0,26 895 18 18 -0.98 -0.98 
Elvas 7217 17269 1.39 5015 14578 16533 1.91 2.30 2202 2691 736 0.22 -0.666 
Esireinoz 17720 15949 -0.10 13511 13670 14559 0.01 0.08 4209 2279 13% -0.46 -0.67 
Evora 25417 28608 0.13 23200 21994 25496 -0.05 0.10 2217 6614 3112 1.98 0.4037 
Froiiieira 9134 6677 -0.27 3549 6350 6556 0.79 0.85 5585 327 121 -0.94 -0.978 
Mertola 9705 8099 -0.17 7147 6298 7626 -0.12 0.07 2558 1801 473 •0.30 -0.815 
Mont'one 8871 12973 0.46 3419 8613 12903 1.52 2.77 5452 4360 70 •0.20 -0.987 
Moura 33101 22428 -0.32 9376 16409 21768 0.75 1.32 23725 6019 660 -0.75 -0.972 
Mourao 3312 4020 0.21 2342 1065 3875 -0.55 0.65 970 2955 145 2.05 -0,851 
Oiirique 9642 21328 1.21 5874 16691 19296 1.84 2.28 3768 4637 2032 0.23 -0,461 
Ponel 14698 40840 1.78 227 38398 39277 168.15 172.03 14471 2442 1563 -0,83 •0,892 
Redondo 18718 IW14 0.02 13314 17750 17752 0.33 0.33 5404 1264 1262 -0.77 -0,766 
Regucngos 4428 2702 -0.39 4164 1555 2083 -0,63 -0.50 264 1147 619 3.34 1,3447 
Seqta 26282 27683 0.05 20964 23335 25823 0.11 0.23 5318 4348 1860 •0.18 •0,65 
Soiisel 5408 9652 0.78 2292 8962 9403 2.91 3.10 3116 690 249 -0,78 -0.92 
Vjana 14447 21963 0.52 12971 21410 21460 0.65 0.65 1476 553 503 -0.63 -0,659 
Vjdjguejra 1693 4487 1.65 1206 3411 3806 1.83 2,16 487 1076 681 1.21 0,3984 
Vila Vjcosa 4311 7943 0.84 2748 7182 7715 1.61 1,81 1563 761 228 -0.51 -0,854 
liiierior Alenlejo 321531 420334 0.31 198618 354076 391261 0.78 0.97 122913 66258 29073 -0.46 -0,763 

Table 23: Rural landscape cvolulion in Interior Alentejo (1979-1989) (cont.) 
Soitrcc: INE (1979); INE (1989) 

89 values Kcofilui); lo 1979 Auiiculiural Ccnius crilcria 

89 vatuci according la 1989 Aijikullural Cciisui crilcria 
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Table 22 shows the evohition of the &nn structure between 1979 and 1989. In 

Interior Alentejo the &mi area remained s^proximatefy  ̂ the same, with onfy a 1% 

decrease. At the county level, the &rm area decreased in 17 counties, and increased in 

13. This variation shows no statisticalfy  ̂significant correlation with county soil fertility. 

Decreases of the iarm area can be partially explained by a change in census 

criteria. Unlike the 1979 Agricultural Census, the 1989 Agricultural Census does not 

include &rms dedicated exclusive  ̂to forestry production. Also, the minimum area of 

surveyed &rms increased fi-om 0.5 ha of agro-forestry area to 1 ha of agricultural area. 

While one does not know the area of ferms dedicated exclusively to forestry production 

included in the 1979 Agricultural Census, exclusion of these units in 1989 can have a 

significant inq)act on the total farm area of some Interior Alentgo counties. Column 39 

of Table 23 shows that the forest area evaluated according to the 1979 Agricultural 

Census criteria '̂* decreased in 19 Interior Alentejo counties. In most of these counties, 

decrease of the forest area went along with an equal or larger increase of the montado 

area, which means a resumption of agricultural and pastoral land uses luder the tree 

canopy. Nevertheless, decrease of the total &rm area can be partially explained a 

decrease of the forest area in Alter do ChSo, Cuba, Estremoz, Fronteira, Mertola, and 

Moura. 

Change of the &rm minimum area certainfy  ̂did not have a significant intact on 

census results in Interior Alentejo, as the subregion is dominated by large fiirms. 

In 1979 poor pastures were not considered Used Agricultural Area but classified as scrub or non used 
agricultural area. This led forest tree covered areas with poor pastures underneath to be classified as 
forests. In 1989 the criteria changed. Poor pastures were accounted as Used Agriculture Area, which 
brought forest tree covered areas with poor pastures underneath to the montado class. (INE, 1989). 
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The number of &nns increased 4% in Interior Alentejo. At the county level, the 

number of &ims increased in 17 counties and decreased in 13. As for the &nn area, 

variation in the number of farms shows no statistically significant correlation with county 

soil fertility. 

The area per &rm decreased 5% in the subregion. At the county level, it 

increased in 12 counties and decreased in 18. Once again, variation of the area per &rm 

shows no statistical  ̂significant correlation with county soil fertility. 

Despite the exclusion firom the 1989 Agricultural Census of forestry ferms, the 

agro-forestry area increased in the subregion (1%) and in IS of its counties. Variation 

showed a correlation with county soil fertility. Increases of the agro-forestry area were 

higher in counties with low soQ fertility. 

The used agricultural area (UAA) increased 10% in the subregion. At the county 

level, it increased in 20 counties and decreased in 10. In this case, variation shows no 

statistical  ̂significant correlation with county soil fertility. But, quite surprisingly, the 

UAA decreased in 2 of the 3 Interior Alentejo counties with high soil fertility: Beja and 

Cuba. 

Due to a change in census criteria. Table 23 shows the evolution of the open fields 

area and intensity index according to two criteria. In 1979, poor pastures^  ̂ were not 

considered as Used Agricultural Area (UAA), but classified either as scrub or as non-

used agricultural area. Columns 2 and 7 present 1989 values according to the 1979 
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criteria, Le., excluding poor pastures. Variation of the open fields area according to the 

1979 criteria, shows that the area of open fields decreased in Interior Alentejo and in 21 

of its counties. This decrease of area went together, nevertheless, with an increase of the 

intensity index in almost all counties, which reveals an intensification of the open fields 

landscape all over the region. Arronches and Borba were the sole exceptions with a 

slight decrease of the intensity index. 

Columns 3 and 8 present 1989 values according to the 1989 criteria. Column 5 

(variation of the open fields area with 1989 values evaluated according to 1989 criteria) 

shows that the inclusion of poor pastures in the UAA in 1989 caused an increase of the 

open fields area in 26 Interior Alentejo counties. While in most counties increases were 

quite small, change of criteria had a significant inq>act in the evaluation of open fields in 

Mertola, MourSo, and Reguengos. In Alvito, Barrancos, Fronteira, and Redondo there 

are no open poor pastures as the change of criteria didn't carry any change to the open 

fields area. As expected, the new criteria caused a decrease of the intensity index in 18 

counties, and caused no change in 12. 

The area of permanent crops decreased 5 % in Interior Alentejo. At the county 

level, it decreased in IS counties and increased in the other IS. In roost counties, 

variations of the permanent crop area resuh totally or mostly from variations of the total 

olive grove area (monoculture + olive tree coplanted fields). 

Poor pastures are pastures not improved fertilization, cultivatiaa, sowing or drainage, used 
perioditally or permanently, and quite often located in steep areas. 
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The total olive grove area (monoculture + olive tree coplanted fields) decreased in 

13 counties, the decrease being greater than 20% in 8 counts. It increased in 17 

counties, the increase being greater than 20% in 7 counties. Significant is the &ct that the 

7 counties with the largest areas of olive grove in 1979 (Beja, Can  ̂Maior, Elvas; 

Estremoz, Moura, Reguengos, and Serpa) showed area decreases over this period. 

Cohmms 24, 25, and 26 of Table 23 present the percentage of monocultures in the 

total olive grove area (specialization index) in 1979, in 1989 according to 1979 criteria, 

and in 1989 accordii  ̂to 1989 criteria^ .̂ In 1979 monocultures occupied more than 50% 

of the total olive grove area in 18 counties. In 1989 this number increased to 20. In 

general, monocultures are predominant in counties with larger areas of olive grove. In 

1979, among the 12 counties with larger areas of total olive grove onfy 4 showed a 

predominance of tree coplanted fields (specialization index <50%). This number 

decreased to 3 in 1989. Between 1979 and 1989, the percentage of monocultures in the 

total olive grove area increased in Alentejo and in 17 of its counties. Olive grove 

specialization occurred mainty in counties with large areas of olive groves. 

The inclusion of poor pastures in the UAA decreased the specialization index in 6 

counties; Aljustrel, Ahnodovar, Alter do Ch3o, Fronteira, Mertola, and Ourique. In 

Ourique, it caused the variation to change from positive to negative. Apart fiom 

decreasing from 17 to 16 the number of counties with olive grove specialization, these 

changes don't alter the above anafysis. 

In 1979 the area of pennanent crops with poor pastures underneath was classified under "permanent 
crops without crops underneath". 
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In 1989, orchards occupied less than 1% of the total county area in all but one 

county (Borba). Nevertheless, between 1979 and 1989, their area increased in the 

subregion and in 17 of its counties. 

Vineyards increased in 17 counties, showed no variation in 2 counties, and 

decreased in 11 counties. Most of the increases occurred in counties later partially or 

totalfy  ̂included in Denomination of Origin  ̂ regions. This shows a tendency towards the 

production of quality wines. Of all the counties later enjoying this classification, onfy  ̂

Alvito, Cuba, Serpa, and Vila Vifosa showed a vineyard decrease during this time period. 

Despite the exclusion from the 1989 Agricultural Census of &rms dedicated 

exclusive  ̂to forestry, the forest tree covered area increased in Interior Alentejo and in 

17 of its counties. While there is no statistically significant correlation between the 

variation of forest tree covered areas and the county soil fertility, the larger increases 

occurred mostly in counties with a poor soil fertility. 

The area of montado increased in Interior Alentejo and in 22 of its counties, 

according to 1979 criteria^*. The increase was greater than S0% in the subregion and in 

19 of its counties. Increase of the montado area resuhs in part from the resumption of 

agro-pastoral activities under the canopy of forest trees (conversion of forest into 

montado). In many counties, though, the diminution of the forest area is not enough to 

explain the increase of montados. As a large scale plantation of new montados is not 

Denominatian of Origin is a classification given to wines produced in defined geographic regions, whose 
production is subject to a group of rules consigned in legislation (INE, 1999b). 

In 1979 fi)rest tree covered areas with poor pastures underneath were classified as fiirests. In 1989 these 
areas were classified as montados. 
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mentioned in the literature, the increase of the montado area in 1989 is most likely due to 

the resunq)tion of &rming activities in fiirms that were abandoned in 1979^ .̂ 

The classification of forest tree covered areas with poor pastures underneath as 

montados increased the 1989 area of montado in Interior Alentejo and in most of its 

counties. This increase was quite significant in the subregion and in many of its counties. 

In 4 counties (Borba, Evora, M^rtola, and Mour3o), the new criteria changed the 

variation of the montado area over the 1979-1989 period from negative to positive. 

The forest area decreased in Interior Alentejo and in 19 of its counties, according 

to 1979 criteria. The decrease was greater than 50% in 14 counties. Exclusion of forest 

tree covered areas with poor pastures underneath fit>m the forest class '̂ transforms" 

37185 ha of forest into montado in the subregion. The new criteria increase fix>m 19 to 

25 the number of counties with a decrease of the forest area, and from 14 to 22 the 

number of counties with forest area decreases over 50%. 

Animal production being the main activity of the holm oak montado, one expects 

montado increases to occur together with livestock increases, namety cattle and sheep'̂ . 

Table 24 shows the evolution of livestock numbers between 1979 and 1989 in Interior 

Alentejo. Columns 3 and 6 show that in fiict cattle and/or sheep increased in all but two 

counties with montado increases. Alter do ChSo and Moura were the exceptions, with 

cattle and sheep numbers decreasing despite a considerable increase of the montado area. 

The transference of livestock production from open fields to montados, an obvious 

^ Abandoned fiirms were not included in the 1979 Agricultural Census. 
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consequence of the intensification of open fields, is a likely explanation for this odd 

situation. Costa et al (1992) mentioned this phenomenon in Ferreira do Alentejo''. 

Con^liance with herd sizes eligible for cattle and sheep premiums'̂  might be another 

reason for cattle and sheep decreases in Moura and Alter do ChSo. 

CaaaCy 
CaCtfa SkMD CSaats riB 

CaaaCy 1979 m i9m (io var. 1^79 W WWW var. 1979 19i»(«> var. 1919 W var. CaaaCy 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 18 11 12 

Aimlroal 3292 5695 0.73 10724 26948 1^1 3773 4968 0,32 3117 4642 0.49 
AJjuaMl 4256 293S 20764 24556 0.18 1636 581 -0.64 3035 2880 -0.05 
AJmodovar Z3SS 3192 19114 47461 1.48 6947 S676 -0,18 6976 4583 -0.34 
Alter <io Qao 4584 4275 .̂07 21597 20652 -0,04 2077 1416 •0J2 1196 697 -0.42 
AMu) 1695 901 A47 8617 12591 0,46 539 156 •0.71 7449 1233 -0.83 
Arnioios 6362 9225 0.45 38920 51654 0,33 2102 1207 -0,43 9003 8993 0.00 
Armocfaea 3717 4825 0.30 13526 19688 0.46 2554 1341 -0.47 3997 1305 -0.67 
BMTincos 2705 3443 0.27 2208 3604 0.63 1706 1086 -0,36 2985 1729 -0.42 

9002 3728 -0.59 36549 54742 0,50 4970 5575 0.12 19081 4909 -0.74 
Borfaa 1621 1937 0.19 12173 18959 0,56 1842 853 •0,54 12457 12899 0.04 
OHî oMaior 1934 2067 0.07 6082 9627 0.58 435 1124 148 2097 1358 -0.35 
Cutto Verde 3460 3905 0.13 35006 31800 -0,09 1841 1104 -0.40 4122 3244 -0.21 
Cubs 3471 676 •0.B1 7646 S326 -0,30 1432 238 -0.83 5340 1754 -0,67 
EKv I004S 13173 0.31 27668 27149 •0,02 1542 910 -0.41 9450 8967 -0.05 
Ettroz 4026 5285 0.31 35908 SS817 045 4471 2954 -0^4 10060 6514 -045 
Evara 11SS3 16973 0.43 49597 62996 0.27 2349 2044 -0.13 14794 15234 0.03 
Froolcirm 2957 2501 -0.15 11916 20183 0,69 716 881 0,23 2290 591 •0,74 
Mmoia 2271 2334 0.03 46666 101882 1,18 10981 10202 •0.07 4367 4144 -0.05 
Moofefte S683 7725 0^6 21S80 23074 0,07 754 624 •0.17 4016 674 -0.83 
Mours 9492 7563 -0.20 33210 25510 -0,23 I2I04 5751 •042 17079 8188 -042 
Maurao 2730 5306 0>» 6749 11982 0.78 2658 2627 -0.01 1501 1298 •0,14 
Oitfique 4S24 4861 O.OI 21608 39779 0,84 6491 3717 -0,43 6050 5944 -0.02 
Parte! 3304 4840 0.46 14764 32087 M7 4772 3974 0.25 5594 10242 0.83 
Redondo 4233 3639 •0.14 21271 31010 0.46 655 1880 1,87 8420 6369 -0.24 
Regumgot 2961 4075 038 14052 25606 0,82 4605 3791 -0.18 13711 9721 -0.29 
Sops 5943 5026 •0.15 55766 0,55 8108 4686 -0,42 16053 7016 -046 

2735 2474 -0.10 17989 32721 0,82 27 413 14,30 1854 6365 2,43 

Vn 7629 9024 0.18 17455 26866 0  ̂ 1421 2028 0,43 7902 9071 0.15 
Vidigucira 1341 109 •0.40 10422 20888 1.00 1622 2203 0.36 3836 634 -0.83 
Vila Vicosa 2246 2972 032 12141 16464 0.36 14448 1275 -0.91 3294 1028 -0.69 
laterfar Aktaja 132763 145387 0.10 651688 967887 0.49 109578 77285 •0  ̂ 211126 152226 -0^8 

Table 24: Evolatioa of livestock dambers In faitcrior Alentejo (1979-1889) 
SoMrce; INE (1979); INE (19S9) 

The Iberian pig was the traditional grazing animal in the holm oak montado. But after the 1960's, due to 
African Swine Fever, cattle and sheep substituted fiir pigs as the main grazing species. 
" Ferreira do Alent^ is a neighbor county of Aljustrel, Beja, Cuba, and Alvito. It was excluded from this 
study far being located in a transition area. 

CAP provided an aid to cattle production Qxemium) subjected to the limit of 90 animals per firm. 
Premiums to sheep and goat production were also established in regions where the market price didn't 
reach the desirable price. In Alentejo this premium was received in its totality if the herd didn't exceed 
1000 heads. If greater, the premium was r^uced to 50%. After 1988, penalties were implied if the 
guarantee level was exceeded. (Costa et al. 1992). 
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The number of goats decreased in 23 counties. Decrease in the number of goats 

is essential  ̂ justified the premium to sheep production being superior to the premium 

to goat production". 

The number of pigs decreased in afanost all the counties. Since the census does 

not make any distinction between pigs produced indoors from pigs produced in the 

montado, one cannot take ai  ̂conclusion from this number. 

Regardless of some diminution of the &rm area, in general one could say that an 

intensificatk)n of agricultural landscapes occurred in Interkir Alentejo between 1979 and 

1989. This intensification affected both open fields and tree covered landscapes. In open 

fields intensification resulted from the diminution of fidlow land and permanent pastures. 

In tree covered fields, intensification resulted from the conversion of forests into 

montados, and from the specialization of orchards and olive groves. This evolution can 

be attributed to two main causes. On one hand, the stabilization of the political situation 

&vored investments in the land. One should remember that the agrarian reform process 

had caused the abandonment or severe extensification of &rming activities in non 

occupied lands. On the other, the market expansion resulting from the accession to the 

EU and the subsidies to the development of Portuguese agriculture fostered production. 

Barrancos remained in 1989 one of the archetypes of a poor county, with almost 

75% of its area covered by montados and forests. The fiuming intensification occurring 

during the 1979-1989 period led to the resun^)tion of cultivation and animal grazing 

The premium is paid in fiill (100%) for sheep producing only meat. Sheep producing milk and other 
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under the canopy of forest trees. This led montado area to increase from 6.33% to 

62.98% of the total county area, while forests decreased from 57.24% to 11.28%. 

The area of open fields remained the lowest (2.93%) of Interior Alentejo counties, 

though it had almost doubled between 1979 and 1989. Increase of this landscape went 

together with an intensification. The intensity index increased from 0.42 to 0.53 over this 

time period. While this intensification index seems quite high for a county with onfy 

0.5% of soils capable for agriculture, one should remember that open fields in Barrancos 

occur essentially in small &rms, thus, in areas of intensive fiirming. 

Permanent crops accounted for 5.12% of the total county area in 1989, which 

represents a 12% increase over the 1979 area. About one third of the permanent crops 

area is composed of tree coplanted fields, the other two thirds are olive groves in 

monoculture. 

About 15% of the county area was not covered by the 1989 Agricultural Census. 

M^rtola continues in 1989 to be the other archetype of a poor coimty, with 62.3% 

of its total area covered Ity poor open fields. In 1989, about 37.6% of the Mertola's open 

fields were poor permanent pastures. 

Montados and forests covered onfy 6.33% of the county area, and permanent 

crops 1.21%. About 30% of the county area was not covered by the 1989 Agricultural 

Census. Most of this unreported area is surely conqx>sed of scrub. 

dairy products, and goats receive only 80% of the premium. (CAP, 2000b) 
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Cuba, this study's prime example of a rich county, had only about half of its area 

covered by the 1989 Agricultural Census. This results from an abandonment of finning 

activities in a large area of land. Table 22 shows that &rm area decreased 30% between 

1979 and 1989. While the author does not know the cause of this land abandonment, it 

probabty resulted from the return of occupied lands to their former landowners who 

decided to keep them out of production. 

Nevertheless, the area covered by the 1989 Agricultural Census presents a 

landscape composition typical of a rich county. About 82% of the UAA was covered by 

rich open fields (I.I. = 0.74). The remaining UAA was covered by montados (1.231%) and 

permanent crops (10.95%). 

Except for tree coplanted fields all the agriciiltural landscapes presented area 

decreases between 1979 and 1989. Yet, while this results in an extensification of Cuba's 

iandsc ,̂ one should note that the intensity index increased about one third over this 

time period. 

Table 25 presents the agricultural landscape conqwsition of Interior Alentejo 

counties in 1989. And Figure 30 shows the predominant landsci  ̂type of each county 

in the same year. In 1989, 9 Interior Alentejo counties were rich open field counties: 

Aljustrel, Beja, Campo Maior, Cuba, Vidigueira, Alvito, Borba, Evora, and Reguengos. 

The first S held this classification already in 1979. Alvito, Evora and Reguengos were 

poor open field counties, and Borba was a mixed landscape county. The substitution of 

rich open fields for poor open fields as the predominant landscape in Alvito, Evora, and 
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Reguengos resulted fix)m the intensification of open &lds occurring in the subregion 

between 1979 and 1989, as mentioned above. The evolution of Borba's agrk;ultural 

landscape resulted from the increase of permanent crops. 

In 1989, onfy 3 counties were poor open field counties: Castro Verde, Mdrtola, 

and Mour3o. All 3 held this classification in 1979. 

County Opco Ficids Pern, crop landscapes Mootado County 
(ha) (% UAA) LI. (ha) (% UAA) (ha) (% UAA) 

County 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Alandroal 7531 21,83 0,40 3284 942 23657 6848 
Aljustrel 31280 90,15 0,71 864 2,49 2546 744 
AJmodovar 19861 41,13 0,28 842 1.74 27523 57,00 
Alter do Chao 9783 33,46 0,45 3336 11,41 16096 55,05 
Alvito 6389 61,07 048 1279 12,23 2792 26,69 
Arraiolos 318S6 55,72 0,55 2961 5,18 22309 39,02 
Arronchcs 10540 45,63 0,42 2465 10,67 9980 43,21 
Barrancos 494 4,13 043 862 7.21 10607 88,67 
Beja 67718 85,99 0,70 4106 5.21 6917 8,78 
Borba 6970 61,06 0,55 3148 27.58 1286 11,27 
Campo Vfaior 13322 61,30 0,69 4217 19,41 4187 19,27 
Castro Verde 39579 84,44 0,47 479 1,02 6795 14,50 
Cuba 7175 81.66 0,74 962 10,95 635 7.23 
Etvas 30005 57,61 049 5485 10,53 16533 31.74 
Estrenwz 19386 49,32 0,64 5334 13,57 14559 37,04 
Evora 64473 67,89 0,57 4877 5.14 25496 26.85 
Fronteira 9769 50,77 0,61 2896 15,05 6556 34,07 
Mertola 79705 89,58 0,23 1545 1.74 7626 8,57 
Monforte 19270 55,45 0,47 2568 749 12903 37,13 
Moura 25431 41,05 0,63 14707 23,74 21768 35,14 
Mourao 16949 70,77 0,45 3124 13,04 3875 16,18 
Ourique 21088 51,39 048 577 1,41 19296 47,02 
Poitel 12821 22,13 0,64 5820 10,05 39277 67,80 
Rcdondo 9392 30,11 049 4020 12,89 17752 56,91 
Reguengos 27639 77,29 041 5998 16,77 2083 5,83 
Seq}a 40294 47,54 0,70 18614 21,96 25823 30,47 
Souse i 12144 44,36 0,69 5825 21,28 9403 3445 
Viana 13767 37,05 043 1903 5,12 21460 57,75 
Vidigueira 12389 60,02 0,76 4443 21,52 3806 18,44 
Vila Vicosa 6520 40,45 0.47 1877 11.65 7715 47.87 
Interior Alenteio 673541 56.88 0,54 118422 10.00 391267 33.04 

Table 25: Agricaltarai laadscapc im laterior Alcntejo ia 1989 
Sawcc;INE(1989) 
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Akmdroal, Barrancos, and Portel were montado counties. None of these counties 

held this classification in 1979, as montado was not a predominant landscape in any 

Interior Alentqo county at the time. In 1979, Alandroal and Portel were poor open field 

counties, and Barrancos a mixed landsc£  ̂ county. Landscape evolution in these 3 

counties resulted mainly firom intensification of the forest tree covered landscape. 

Alter do Ch3o, Arraiolos, Arronches, Estremoz, Fronteira, Moura, Redondo, 

Serpa, Elvas, Sousel, Almodovar, Monforte, Ourique, Viana, and Vila Vifosa were 

mixed landscape counties in 1989. The first 8 held this classification in 1979. Elvas and 

Sousel were rich open field counties, and Almodovar, Monforte, Ourique, Viana, and 

Vila Vi90sa were poor open field counties. Change of the predominant agricultural 

landscape resulted fiom a decrease of the open field area together with an increase of the 

montado area. 
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Montado coun^ 

EB^Ba Mixed landscape cour^i 

I. I Rich open field counfy 

Poor open field coun  ̂

Figarc 30: Classification of Interior Alcntejo counties according with predominant agricnitnral 
landscape in 1989 
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I1L14 - The 1992 CAP reform 

By the late 1980's there was general agreement that CAP reform was necessary. 

The reform, involving a redirection of EU &rm policy was formally adopted in June 

1992. Initially, CAP reform focused on the most supported commoditks (cereals, bee  ̂

and milk), but later it was extended to all the products. 

Basically, reform consisted of a reduction of internal prices and in the 

establishment of incentives to reduce production. At the same time, direct aids 

(con:q)ensatory payments) were established to compensate formers for the loss of income 

arising from price reduction. These payments were established based on regional 

historical productivity, therefore varying from region to region. While no deadline has 

been established for its termination, con^)ensatory payments were designed to be 

temporary as their goal was to allow the adaptation of EU forms to the new market 

situation* .̂ (Costa, 2001; Varela, 1996) 

In the case of cereals and other arable crops, payment of compensation was in 

general dependent on the withdrawal of 15% of land from production (the "set-aside" 

premium). Only small forms (those with production below 92 tons) were exenq>ted from 

this measure. (Costa, 2001; EU, 1998b; Varela, 1996) 

In the beef sector, conqiensatory payments are subject to individual and regional 

ceilings, which serves as strong encouragement for extensification of production 

methods. After 1996, payment of conq)ensation required a stocking rate less than 2 
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livestock units per hectare. Additional premiums are payable when the stocking rate is 

less than 1.4 livestock units per hectare. (EU, 1998b; Varela, 1996) 

For sheep and goats, the compensatory premium was restricted to the reference 

herd (the herd held by the producer in 1990 or 1991). The reference herd could not 

exceed 1000 head in the less &vored regions, and 500 head in the other regions. The 

other animals are only entitled to 50% of the premium. Payment of conq)ensation is 

subject to a maximum stocking rate per hectare of forage area. (CAP, 2000b; Varela, 

1996) 

Reform of the olive oil sector was enacted in 1998/1999. Basically this reform 

reduced production aid 5%, increased the Maximum Guaranteed Quantity (MG(  ̂ by 

31.6%, distributed the MGQ among meniber states; and created a uniform premiiun 

system for small and large producers. (GTP, 2000). 

Distribution of the MGQ among member states benefited Portugal, as the country 

stopped being penalized by overruns of MGQ caused by other countries'̂ . Also, while 

only olive groves planted until May 1998 are eligible for con^nsatory payments, 

Portugal was allowed to plant more 30000 ha of oUve grove entitled to premium. (EC, 

1998; GTP, 2000). 

In the World Trade Organization, compensatory payments are under a peace clause until 2003. After this 
date their continuatian will be a subject of discussion. 
" In 1996/1997 and 1997/1998 compensatory payments were penalized ly 30% and 44% respectively. 
(GTP. 2000). 
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The suppression of the special regime for small producers was negative for these 

producers who began to be submitted to MGQ and production variations'̂ . (GTP^OOO). 

Reform of the wine sector was enacted on the 1st of August of 2000. Reform 

precludes the plantation of new vineyards until 2010, except when plantatk>ns result from 

a new plantation right, a replantation right, or from a reserve plantation right'̂ . The 

reform granted each member state new plantation rights for an area equal to 1.5% of their 

total vineyard area. Portugal was granted 3760 ha. (CAP, 2000a) 

Replantation rights are acquired through the uprooting of vineyards. Member 

states can authorize new vineyard plantations in an area equivalent to the area of uprooted 

vineyard. CAP subsidized uprootings do not, however, generate replantation rights. 

Replantation rights can be transferred from one &rm to another. Until 2003, replantation 

rights can be transferred from the EU's reserve to member states in case of justified need. 

(CAP, 2000a) 

Reform provides a subsidy to the restructuring and conversion of vmeyards in 

order to adapt production to market demand. The program includes wine variety 

conversion, relocation of vineyard, and inq>rovement of management techniques. It does 

not include the renovation of vineyards reaching the end of their natural production 

period. In certain regions, reform provides a premium to the definitive abandonment of 

vineyards. (CAP, 2000a) 

Prior to reform, aid to small olive oil producers was calculated by multiplying the number of trees 1^ an 
average yield. (EC, 1998; GTP, 2000). 
" Eadi member state can create a reserve of plantation rights. This reserve is composed of the plantation 
rights and replantation rights. National reserves can be subdivided into regional reserves. (CAP, 2000 a) 
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An in^rtant innovation of the 1992 CAP reform was the introduction of 

accon^)anying measures, Miiich mclude agri-environment, afforestation and earfy 

retirement measures. These schemes were designed to deal with the environmental and 

structural problems exist  ̂within the EU. Agri-environment and afforestation measures 

are conq)ulsoiy, and must be iiiq)leinented in all Member States. The early retirement 

scheme is optional The weight of accon^ianying measures on the CAP budget was 

about 5%. (EU, 1998b; Cunha, 2000). 

Agri-environment measures grant aid to &rmers for the introductron and 

maintenance of production techniques which encourage the protection of the 

environment, the landscape, and the natural resources. These measures encourage 

fiirmers to view their role not only as producers of food but also as guardians of the 

countryside, a common heritage of all EU citizens. (EU, 1998b). 

Afforestation measures intend to provide an alternative use for agricultural land 

and to encourage the development of ferm forestry. The goal is to create the right 

conditions for well-balanced afforestation of &rm land, as part of the policy to restore 

equilibrium to agricultural markets. Other objectives are: 0 to manage Europe's forests 

so that they can fiilfil their function of protecting the environment and maintaining the 

countryside; iO to develop the forests so that they can contribute to the economic 

development of the countryside and under-developed areas; and iiQ to enhance and 

market forestry products. (EU, 1998b) 

The earty retirement scheme grants aid to &rmers and &rm workers, aged at least 

55, who wish to cease work before the normal retirement age. This aid is particular  ̂
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iiiqx>rtant given the age structure within EU agriculture, where some 50% of the &miers 

are over 55 years of age. This measure is e?q)ected to release a large area of land, which 

will be used princ^ally for the establishment of young fiirmers, to enlarge existing 

holdings, but also for non-agricultural uses. (EU, 1998b) 

In 1998, MODAA analyzed the evolution of Alentejo agriculture between 1989 

and 1995. The results presented can be interpreted as consequences of the CAP 

reform". 

The number of &rms and the Used Agricultural Area (UAA) declined in the 

region due to abandonment of Arming activities. 80% of the extinct farms had less than 

5 ha. Many of these small fioms must have been aggregated to other units, as the UAA 

per fiirm increased. Thus, together with abandonment of Arming, CAP fostered land 

concentration in Alentejo. (MODAA, 1998). 

Except for permanent pastures, aU the con^nents of the UAA decreased in area. 

The decrease was higher in arable crops, followed by &llow land, and permanent crops. 

Decrease of arable crops reflected essentially a decrease in the area of cereaL The slight 

decrease of permanent crops resulted from decreases in the area of orchards and olive 

groves. The area of vineyards remained ^)proximately the same. (MODAA, 1998). 

Evolution of agricultural land uses reflect an extensification phenomenon, a main 

objective of the new CAP. Permanent pastures increased enormously during this period. 

" One should note that the MODAA analyses concerns the whole Alentejo region, while this study deals 
with only part of it - the Interior Alentejo. 
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being in 199S the second agncuhuial land use in the region after &llow land. Permanent 

pasture seems to be the main use of land converted from other uses. (MODAA, 1998). 

The evolution of livestock numbers is consistent with the evolution of agricultural 

land uses. The increase of permanent pastures went together with an increase of 

livestock, especially sheep. This shows an abandonment of dry cereal Arming in &vor of 

extensive grazing systems. (MODAA, 1998). 

The present landscape structure for Interior Alentejo, built upon the data of the 

1999 Agricultural Census, is described in Ch£q>ter II. Table 27 shows the landscape 

evolution between 1989 and 1999 for Interior Alentejo. 

Table 26 shows the evolution of the &rm structure between 1989 and 1999. 

Following the regional trend of the 1989-1995 period, the number of &rtns has decreased 

in 29 of the 30 Interior Alentejo counties between 1989 and 1999. Cuba was the sole 

exception with a 16% increase in the number of &rms. In general, the decrease was 

higher in poor counties, reaching its highest in Almodovar, M^ola, and Ourique. 

As opposed to the 1989-199S regional trend, the &rm area and the UAA increased 

in Interior Alentejo and in the majority of its counties between 1989 and 1999. While 

increases of the fiirm area and UAA occurred both in rich and poor counties, most 

counties with &rm area and UAA decreases have a small percentage of soils c^>able for 

agriculture. Thus, abandonment of &rmii  ̂ afifects essentially counties with a high 

percentage of poor soils. 



Farm Area Numlier of fariiui Area/farm Aero-foreiilry Area Used A ericullural Area 
Counly 1989(ha) 1999 (ha) var. 1989 (#) 1999 (») var. 1989 (ha) 1999(ha) var. 1989 (ha) 1999 (ha) var. 1989(ha) 1999 (ha) var. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 
Alandroal 35392 44604 0.26 1102 906 •0.18 32.12 49,23 0.53 34691 43737 0.26 34493 42026 0.22 
Aljiisirel 35716 41788 0.17 638 486 -0.24 55.98 85.98 0.54 34927 41164 0.18 34696 39141 013 
AhiKxIovar 52521 47470 -0.10 1616 719 •0.56 32.50 66,02 1.03 51916 45565 -0.12 48289 37860 -0.22 
Alter do Chan 30610 31954 0.(M 421 344 •0.18 72.71 92.89 0.28 29735 31360 0.05 29237 29712 002 
Alviio 10947 16607 0.52 247 231 -0.06 44.32 71.89 0.62 10529 16283 0.55 10462 15615 0.49 
Arraiolos 63523 60248 -0.05 625 401 -0.36 101.64 150.24 0.48 62432 58376 -006 57170 54821 -0.04 
Arronches 24036 27911 0.16 497 481 -0.03 48.36 58,03 0.20 23493 27583 0.17 23098 26212 0.13 
BarraiKOS 14348 14410 0.00 303 281 -0.07 47.35 51.28 0.08 13865 14370 0.04 11963 13893 0.16 
Beja 80355 97291 0.21 1244 1217 -0.02 64.59 79.94 0.24 78807 94397 0.20 78751 90764 0.15 
Borba 12532 9318 -0.26 700 532 -0.24 17.90 17.52 -0.02 12192 9110 -0.25 II4I5 8277 -0.27 
Cainpo Major 22III 21589 •0.02 701 679 -0.03 31.54 31.80 0.01 21965 21293 -0.03 21731 21087 -0.03 
Casiro Verde 47572 51305 0.08 292 275 -0.06 162.92 186.56 0,15 46985 49681 0.06 46873 47710 0.02 
Cuba 9014 14080 0.56 374 433 0.16 24.10 32.52 0,35 8806 13797 0.57 8786 13428 0,53 
Elvas 53377 60054 0.13 935 829 -0.11 57.09 72.44 0,27 52824 59074 0.12 52085 57486 0,10 
Estreinoz 40927 43315 0.06 1237 1109 -0.10 33.09 39.06 0,18 40698 42799 0.05 39304 41271 0,05 
i:vora 99531 117731 0.18 1309 1165 -0.11 76,04 101.06 0,33 98080 114598 0.17 94966 108762 0.15 
Fronieira 19417 19053 -0.02 256 253 -0.01 75.85 75.31 -0,01 19364 18508 -0.04 19243 17798 -0.08 
Menola 90171 93737 O.M 1203 714 -0.41 74,96 131.28 0,75 89453 92866 0.04 88974 80865 -0.09 
Montbne 36050 38818 0.08 272 252 -0.07 132,54 154.04 0,16 34818 37903 0.09 34749 37739 0.09 
Moiira 63346 76973 0.22 1619 1581 -0.02 39,13 48,69 0.24 62612 76469 0.22 61952 69118 0.12 
Moiirao 24843 28119 0.13 580 369 -0.36 42,83 76,20 0.78 24096 27684 0.15 23949 27484 015 
Oiiriqiie 44648 48675 0.09 1234 670 -0.46 36,18 72,65 I.OI 43069 47579 0.10 41036 43164 0.05 
I'oncl 60512 48087 -0.21 1075 772 -0.28 56,29 62,29 0.11 59493 47180 -0.21 57930 38835 -033 
Redoiulo 32809 30021 -0.08 712 680 -0.04 46,08 44.15 -0.04 32455 2%I0 -0.09 31193 27325 -0,12 
Rcgiiengos 37377 40544 0.08 1375 1008 -0.27 27.18 40,22 0.48 36382 39823 0.09 35758 38165 0,07 
Seq)a 87654 88619 0.01 2801 1876 -0.33 31.29 47.24 0.51 86618 87421 0.01 84760 83990 -0,01 
Sotisel 27828 24979 •0.10 756 537 •0.29 36.81 46.52 0.26 27627 24615 •0.11 27378 24056 -0,12 
Viana 38269 36123 -0,06 514 314 -0.39 74.45 115.04 0.55 37665 35289 -0.06 37161 34182 -0,08 
Vidigueira 21489 31158 045 673 618 -0.08 31.93 50.42 0.58 21325 30596 0.43 20643 28401 0,38 
Vita Vicosa 16791 14780 -0.12 335 321 -0.04 50,12 46.04 -0.08 16346 14405 -0.12 16117 13121 -0,19 
Inierior Aleniejo 1233716 1319361 0.07 25646 20053 -0,22 48.11 65.79 0.37 1213278 1293146 0.07 1184162 1212308 0,02 

Talilt 26; Evniutiun of Ihe farm siruclurr in Inlerior Alenltju (1989 - 1999) 
Source: INE (IV89); INE( 1949) 



Onen Heidi Temporary cropi Fallow land Rotation inteniltv Permanent iiaituret 
County 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var. 89(1.1.) 99 (1.1.) var. 89(ha) 99 (ha) var. 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var. 89 99 var. 89(ha) 99 (ha) var. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 

Alaiidroal 75JI 19203 1.55 0.40 0,33 -0.18 2982 6242 1,09 2839 9744 2,43 0.31 0,39 •0.24 1710 3195 0.87 
Aljuslrel 31280 35899 0.15 0.71 0.64 •0.10 22273 22913 0.03 8072 11294 0,40 0,73 0,67 •009 935 1689 0,81 
Atniodovar 19861 11815 -041 0.28 0.19 •0,32 5478 2212 •0.60 12655 4519 •0.64 0,30 0.33 0.09 1728 5057 1.93 
Alier do Chao 9783 15768 0.61 0.45 0.35 •0.22 4403 5569 0.26 4628 2551 •0.45 0,49 0.69 0,41 752 7638 9,16 
Alvilo 6389 10239 0.60 0.58 048 •0,17 3707 4942 0.33 2553 2137 •0.16 0.59 0.70 0.18 129 3152 23.43 
Arraiolos 3t8S6 26139 -0.18 0.55 0.45 -0,19 17453 il637 •0.33 12363 8136 •0,34 0.59 0.59 0.01 2040 6356 2,12 
Arronches I0S40 18810 0.78 0.42 0.28 •0.33 4412 5249 0,19 5309 10599 1.00 0.45 0.33 •0.27 819 2949 2,60 
Ban'ancus 494 621 0.26 0.53 0.34 -0.36 262 212 •0.19 4 34 7,50 0.98 0.86 •0.13 228 374 064 
Reja 67718 77600 0.15 0.70 0.71 0.02 47157 54990 0.17 18113 9604 •0.47 0.72 0.85 0,18 2448 12982 4.30 
Borba 6970 3972 -0.43 0.55 0.47 -0,15 3837 1858 •0.52 2116 1806 •0.15 0.64 0 51 •0.21 1017 302 •0,70 
Campo Major 13322 15427 0.16 0.69 0.57 •0,18 9188 8730 -0.05 3568 4648 0,30 0.72 0.65 •0.09 566 2035 2,60 
f asiro Veide 39579 34147 •0.14 0.47 0,35 -0,24 18427 12030 •0.35 20957 17762 •0,15 0.47 040 •0,14 195 4348 21,30 
Cuba 7175 9701 0.35 0.74 0,68 •008 5290 6603 0.25 1877 1256 •0,33 0,74 0.84 0,14 8 1833 228,13 
Elvas 30005 42623 0.42 0.59 0.44 -0,26 17757 18557 0.05 9360 14234 0,52 0.65 0.57 •0.14 2888 9803 2,39 
Esiremoz 19386 18566 •0.04 0.64 0.51 •0.20 12423 9518 -0,23 6066 7209 0,19 0.67 0.57 •0.15 897 1817 1,03 
ilvora 64473 66422 0.03 0.57 0.48 •0,16 36591 31824 •0,13 17095 12823 •0,25 0.68 0.71 0.05 10787 21732 1.01 
Fronieira 9769 10195 0.04 0.61 0.53 •0,12 5930 5447 •0,08 3825 1386 •0.64 0.61 0.80 0,31 14 3358 238.86 
Meitola 79705 69051 •0.13 0.23 0.21 •0.08 18405 14623 -0.21 27817 24682 •0,11 0.40 0.37 •0.07 33483 29735 •0.11 
Monlbrte 19270 22002 0.14 0.47 0.34 •0.28 9057 7420 •0.18 8153 8962 0,10 6,53 0.45 •0.14 2060 5619 1.73 
Moura 25431 28210 0.11 0.63 0.56 -0,12 16141 15723 -0.03 4518 6749 0,49 0,78 0,70 •0.10 4772 5730 0.20 
Mouiao 16949 17638 004 0.45 0.33 •0.25 7600 5904 -0,22 7025 5452 -0.22 0.52 0.52 0.00 2324 6280 1.70 
Oui'jque 21088 11786 •0.44 0.38 0.36 •0.07 8053 4191 -0.48 12295 3898 •0,68 0.40 0.52 0.31 740 3678 3.97 
Poilel 12821 16865 0.32 0.64 042 -0,34 8221 7127 -0.13 4539 1651 •0,64 0.64 0.81 0.26 61 8069 131.28 
Kedoiido 9392 9123 •0.03 0.59 0.55 •0,07 5571 5025 -0.10 3395 2132 •0,37 0,62 0.70 0,13 426 1958 3.60 
Regiiengos 27639 19264 •0.30 0,51 0.45 •0.11 14168 8750 •0,38 9521 7258 •0,24 0,60 0.55 •0.09 3950 3243 •0.18 
Serpa 40294 40415 0.00 0.70 0.56 •0,19 28037 22826 •0,19 9215 13019 0,41 0.75 0.64 •0,15 3042 4521 0.49 
Souse! 12144 12041 •0.01 069 0.62 •0,10 8420 7484 •0,11 3512 4201 0,20 0.71 0.64 •0,09 212 351 0.66 
Viana 13767 16791 0 2 2  0.53 0.39 •0.27 7259 6480 -0,11 5991 2513 •0,58 0.55 0.72 0,32 517 7772 14.03 
Vidigueira 12389 14183 0.14 0.76 0,75 •0.01 9422 10627 0.13 2426 1465 •0.40 0.80 0.88 0.11 541 2080 2.84 
Vila Vi(osa 6520 8483 0.30 0.47 0.34 •0.29 3080 2854 •0.07 1883 3858 1.05 0.62 0.43 •0,31 1557 1753 0.13 
Inierior Alentejo 673540 702999 0.04 0.54 0.47 •0,13 361004 327567 •0,09 231690 205582 •0,11 0,61 0.61 0.01 80846 169409 1.10 

Table 27: Rural lanilicape evolution in interior Alentejo (1989 -1999) 
Sauni: INE (l»>9|. INF. (1999) 



County 
Permanent Croni Tree coplanted fleldi Olive Grovei Olive erovei S.I.) Orchards Vineyards 

County 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var 89(ha) 99(ha) var 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var County 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3S 36 

Alandroal 3284 3357 0.02 512 739 0.44 2147 2003 -0.07 0.81 0.73 -0.10 410 323 •0.21 211 291 0.38 
Aljusirel 864 793 •0.08 697 412 -0.41 122 338 1.77 0.15 0.45 2.03 13 5 •0,62 30 37 0.23 
Aliiiodovar 842 674 -0.20 605 481 •0.20 221 112 -0.49 0.27 0.19 •0,29 3 59 18 67 6 17 1.83 
Alter dn Chao 3336 3283 -0,02 3156 2699 •0.14 91 471 4.18 003 0.15 4.30 10 9 -0,10 68 103 0.51 
Alvito 1279 1610 0,26 810 209 -0.74 316 1277 3.04 0.28 0.86 2.06 1)5 83 •0,28 39 36 •0,08 
Anaiolos 2961 1683 •0,43 862 831 •0,04 1461 560 -0.62 0.63 0.40 •0.36 230 122 •0,47 411 170 -0.59 
AiTonches 246S 1979 -0.20 361 585 0.62 2028 1362 •0,33 0.85 0.70 •0.18 33 II •0.67 44 19 -0.57 
Uanaiicos 862 914 0.06 285 442 0.55 562 470 •0,16 0.66 0,52 -0.22 14 1 •0,93 0 0 NA 
Beja 4IU6 4311 0.05 3303 1762 •0,47 326 2110 5,47 0.09 0.54 5.07 269 178 •0.34 207 253 0.22 
Boiba 3148 2750 •0.13 407 519 0.28 1474 759 •0.49 0.78 0.59 -0.24 207 144 •0.30 1060 1326 0.25 
Canipo Maior 4217 4786 0.13 51 23 •0,55 3979 4568 0.15 0.99 0.99 0.01 112 141 0.26 75 54 -0.28 
Casiro Verde 479 792 0.6S 386 488 0.26 37 61 0.65 0,09 0.11 0.27 40 20 •0.50 0 222 NA 
Cuba 962 1559 0,62 323 239 •0,26 423 750 0,77 0.57 0.76 0.34 35 26 •0.26 179 538 2.01 
Elvas S48S 4939 •0.10 170 539 2.17 4818 4111 •0.15 0,97 0.88 -0.08 357 132 •0.63 138 156 0.13 
Gslieinoz 5334 6522 0,22 1662 2661 0.60 3139 2460 •0.22 0.65 0.48 -0.27 100 104 0.04 434 1297 1,99 
Evora 4877 4559 -0.07 1944 2233 0,15 1928 1015 -0.47 0.50 0.31 -0.37 324 94 •0.71 673 1215 081 
Fronieira 2896 3286 0.13 I7«0 1868 0.05 1104 1403 0.27 0.38 0.43 0.12 64 9 •0,86 6 6 000 
Menola IS4S 1677 0.09 1374 796 -0.42 -704 •114 -0.84 -1,05 •0.17 •0,84 872 982 0.13 0 14 NA 
Monlbrte 2S68 1751 -0.32 638 295 -0.54 1899 1391 •0.27 0.75 0.83 0,10 2 4 100 18 60 2.33 
Moura 14707 17469 0.19 637 690 0.08 12061 15234 0.26 0.95 0.96 0.01 919 677 •0.26 1087 869 •0,20 
Mourao 3124 1986 •0.36 10 90 8.00 2752 1680 •0.39 1.00 0.95 -005 78 33 •0,58 283 183 •0,35 
Ourique S77 731 0.27 467 514 0.10 91 165 0,81 0.16 0.24 0.49 9 27 2.00 6 23 2.83 
I'onel S820 4257 -0.27 2094 1598 -0,24 3530 2499 •0,29 0.63 0.61 -0.03 40 54 0.35 155 104 •0.33 
Redondo 4020 4493 0.12 1031 1620 0.57 1522 993 •0,35 0.60 0.38 -0.36 99 35 •0.65 1368 1844 0.35 
Keguengos 5998 5803 -0,03 668 422 -0,37 2958 2245 -0.24 0.82 0.84 0,03 149 139 -0.07 2221 2996 0.35 
SeqM 18614 18194 -0,02 1207 2006 0.66 16944 15624 •0.08 0.93 0.89 •0.05 363 248 •0.32 58 316 4.45 
Sousel 5825 5185 -O.ll 557 3055 4,48 5154 1944 •0.62 0.90 0.39 -0.57 21 24 0.14 92 162 0.76 
Viana 1903 ll*K) -0,37 1159 803 -0,31 550 289 •0.47 0.32 0.26 •0.18 142 86 -0,39 51 II •0,78 
Vidigueira 4443 5461 0.23 1002 861 -0.14 1899 2824 0.49 0.65 0.77 0.17 282 257 -0,09 951 1517 0,60 
Vila Vicosa 1877 1358 -0,28 89 195 1,19 1656 1022 •0.38 0.95 0.84 •0.12 117 70 •0.40 IS 71 3.73 
Inierior Alenlejo I I84 I8  117352 -0.01 28247 29675 0.05 74488 69626 •0.07 0.73 0.70 •0,03 5429 4097 -0.25 9886 13910 0.41 

Table 27: Rural landscape cvalullon In Interior Alenlejo (1989 -1999) (cont.) 
Sanm. INE (1989); INE (1999) 



County 
Forest tree covered area Montado Forest 

County 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var. 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var. 89 (ha) 99 (ha) var. County 
.17 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

Alandroal 23855 21177 -0.11 23657 19466 -0.18 198 1711 7.64 
Aljustrel 2774 4473 0.61 2546 2450 -0.04 228 2023 7.87 
Almodovar 31155 33076 0.06 27523 25371 -0.08 3632 7705 1.12 
Alter do Chao 16591 12309 -0.26 16096 10661 -0.34 495 1648 2.33 
Alvito 2860 4434 0.55 2792 3766 0.35 68 668 8.82 
Arraiolos 27569 31094 0.13 22309 26999 0.21 5260 4095 -0.22 
Anonches 10375 6794 -0.35 9980 5423 -0.46 395 1371 2.47 
Barrancos 12507 12836 0.03 10607 12359 0.17 1900 477 -0.75 
Deja 6969 12486 0.79 6917 8853 0.28 52 3633 68.87 
Borba 2064 2388 0.16 1286 1555 0.21 778 833 0.07 
Campo Major 4420 1080 -0.76 4187 874 -0.79 233 206 -0,12 
Castro Verde 6907 14742 1.13 6795 12771 0.88 112 1971 16.60 
Cuba 653 2537 2.89 635 2168 2.41 18 369 19.50 
Elvas 17269 I I 5 I 3  -0.33 16533 9925 -0.40 736 1588 1.16 
Fstremoz 15949 17710 0.11 14559 16182 0.11 1390 1528 0.10 
Evora 28608 43617 0.52 25496 37781 0.48 3112 5836 0.88 
Fronteira 6677 5027 -0.25 6556 4317 -0.34 121 710 4.87 
Mertola 8099 22138 1.73 7626 10137 0.33 473 12001 24.37 
Monrone 12973 14150 0.09 12903 13986 0.08 70 164 1.34 
Moura 22428 30790 0.37 21768 23439 0.08 660 7351 10.14 
Mourao 4020 8061 1.01 3875 7861 1.03 I4S 200 0.38 
Ourique 21328 35063 0.64 19296 30648 0,59 2032 4415 1.17 
Pone! 40840 26058 -0.36 39277 17713 -0.55 1563 8345 4.34 
Redondo 19014 15995 •0.16 17752 13710 -0.23 1262 2285 0.81 
Reguengos 2702 14756 4.46 2083 13098 5.29 619 1658 1.68 
Serpa 27683 28811 0.04 25823 25380 -0.02 1860 3431 0.84 
Sousel 9652 7389 -0.23 9403 6830 -0.27 249 559 1.24 
Viana 21963 17309 -0.21 21460 16202 -0.25 503 1107 1.20 
Vidigueira 4487 10953 1.44 3806 8758 1.30 681 2195 2.22 
Vila Vicosa 7943 4564 -0.43 7715 3280 -0.57 228 1284 4.63 
Interior Alentejo 420334 473330 0.13 391261 391963 0.00 29073 81367 1.80 

Table 27: Rural landscape evolution interior Alentejo (1989 - 1999) (cont.) 
Suurcr. INE (I989)i INE (1999) 
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The area per £inn increased in Interior Alentejo and in most of its counties, 

confirming the phenomenon of land concentration mentioned MODAA. 

Between 1989 and 1999, the area of open fields increased 4% in the subregion, 

decreas  ̂in 10 counties and increasing in 20. While the dvection of variation shows no 

statistically s^nificant correlation with county soO fertility, decreases occurred mainly in 

counties with a low soil fertility. Curious ,̂ the larger increases also occurred in low soil 

fertility counties. 

The intensity index decreased in Interwr Alentejo and in 29 of its counties, which 

reflects a generalized extensification of the open field landscape. Beja, the most fertile 

county in the subregion, was the single exception with a 2% increase. Extensification of 

open fields arises from the extensification of rotations and/or the increase of permanent 

pastures. Permanent pastures increased substantially in Interior Alentejo and in most of 

its counties. Borba, Mdrtola, and Reguengos were the only exceptions. Here 

extensification of open fields resulted onty from the relative increase of frdlow land. 

While in the past permanent pastures tended to be located in poor soQs, the magnitude of 

1989-1999 vaiiation shows no statistical  ̂ significant correlation with county soil 

fertility. Increase of open permanent pastures resulted from the incentives to 

extensification provided the new CAP, affecting both rich and poor counties. 

Columns 13 and 14 of Table 27 show the inq)ortance of tenqx>rary crops in the 

total area of temporary crops and &llow land in 1989 and 1999. These values are a proxy 
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for of the average rotation intensity (R.1.)'̂ - Column IS shows that the rotation intensity 

decreased in 16 counties, remained approximate  ̂the same in 2 counties, and increased 

m 12 counties. There's no statistically significant correlation between variation of 

rotation intensity and county soil fertility. 

The area of permanent crops in Interior Alentejo remained approximately the 

same between 1989 and 1999, decreasing onfy 1%. This small variation was not true at 

the county level. Only 9 counties showed a variation lower than 10%. In most counties, 

variations of the permanent crop area result mainly fi-om variations of the total olive 

grove area (monoculture + olive tree coplanted fields). 

The total olive grove area decreased 3% in Interior Alentejo. At the county level 

it increased in 14 counties and decreased in 16. Increases were greater than 20% in 7 

counties; while decreases over 20% happened in 9 counties. As in the 1979-1989 period, 

the total olive grove area continued to decrease in many of the most productive counties 

over the 1989-1999 period. Among the 11 coimties with larger areas of olive grove in 

1989, 7 showed decreases. One of the exceptions was Moura, the second most 

productive county, with a 25% increase. 

As opposed to the 1979-1989 period, between 1989 and 1999 there was an 

extensification of the olive grove landscape m the subregion and in most of its counties. 

The percentage of monocultures in the total olive grove area increased only in 13 

counties. While specialization of olive groves shows no correlation with total olive grove 

" As i small percentage of temporary crops are not included in rotations these values can only be 
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areas in 1989, the specialization index decreased in 6 of the 8 counties with larger areas 

of olive grove in 1989. 

As opposed to the 1979-1989 period, orchards decreased in the subregion and in 

most of its counties between 1989 and 1999. The area of orchards increased in onfy 8 

counties over this period. 

Unlike the other permanent crops, vineyards increased 41% in Interior Alentejo 

between 1989 and 1999. Vineyards increased in 20 Interior Alentejo counties, decreased 

in 8, and showed no variation in 2. In general the largest increases occurred in counties 

belonging totally or in p£irt to Denomination of Origin regions 38% m Alandroal, 25% 

in Borba, 201% in Cuba, 13% in Elvas, 199% in Estremoz, 81% in Evora , 233% in 

Monforte, 35% in Redondo, 35% in Reguengos, 445% in Serpa, 60% in Vidigueira, and 

373% in Vila Vi^osa. Only 3 counties belonging to Denomination of Origin regions 

showed vineyard decreases: Alvito (- 8%), Moura (-20%), and Mour3o (- 35%). 

Between 1989 and 1999, forest tree covered landsc^)es increased 13% in Interior 

Alentejo, due to an increase of the forest area. This evolution results certainly from the 

mcentives to afforestation provided by CAP. 

At the county level, forest tree covered landscapes increased in 19 counties and 

decreased in 11. Variation of the forest tree covered area shows no statistical  ̂

significant correlation with county soil fertility. In all but 3 counties, increase of the 

considered a proxy for the rotation intensity. 
^ Alvito, Boita, Cuba, Reguengos, and Vidigueira have all their area included in a Denomination of Origin 
region. Alandroal, Elvas, Estremoz, Evora, Monforte, Moura, MourSo, Serpa, Redondo, and Vila Vifosa 
have only part of their area included in a Denomination of Origin region. (D4E, 1999b). 
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forest tree covered landsc^ies resulted both from montado and forest increases. In 

contrast, decrease of forest tree covered landscapes arose in all the cases from a decrease 

of the montado area^  ̂

The area of montado remained ^proximately the same in Interior Alentejo, but 

there were significant variations of these landscape at the county level Montados 

increased in 16 counties, and decreased in the other 14. Decreases of the montado area 

acconqianied an equivalent (or higher) increase of the forest area only in 3 counties 

(Aljustrel, Almodovar, and Serpa). This means either uprooting of trees or an 

abandonment of &rms with montado areas in the other 11 counties. The first hypothesis 

seems likely in Alandroal, Alter do ChSo, Arronches, Can  ̂Maior, Elvas, Fronteira, 

Portel, Viana, and Vila Vi90sa, where increases of the open fields area are not fiiUy 

explained by increases of the &nn area. The second hypothesis is possible in Fronteira, 

Portel, Redondo, Sousel, Viana, and Vila Vi90sa, where variation of the open field and 

forest areas is not enough to explain montado decreases. The &ct that fiirm area 

decreased in all these 6 counties corroborates the hypothesis of &rm abandonment. 

Increases of montado area can be assigned to two causes; conversion of forest into 

montado due to use of the soil under canopy, and plantation of new montados. 

Conversion of forest into montados can occur in &rms included in the 1989 Census or in 

&rms abandoned at that time. Increase of montado area due to inclusion of &rms 

abandoned in 1989 is possible in Alvito, Beja, Castro Verde, Cuba, Estremoz, Evora, 

Mertola, Monforte, Moura, Mour3o, Ourique, Reguengos, and Vidigueira. Here variation 

" Only in Campo Maior occurred a simultaneous decxcasc of montado and forest, but the decrease of forest 
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of the forest area does not or is not enough to explain montado increases, but increases of 

the &rm area can totalfy or partial  ̂account for montado increases. Conversion of forest 

into montado in &nns inchided in the 1989 Census seems possible only in Arraiolos and 

Barrancos, the only counties showing a decrease of forest area. Plantation of montaths in 

areas formerfy occupied by open fields is necessary to e3q>lain montado increases in 

Arraiolos, Castro Verde, Ourique, and Reguengos. In all these counties there was a 

decrease of the open field area. Neverthless, the "plantation'̂  might just reflect a 

transference of fiirming from open fields to tree covered areas, as agricultural censuses do 

not cover the whole county area. 

The area of forest increased 180% in Interior Alentejo, showing a decrease onfy in 

3 counties - Arraiolos, Barrancos, and Canqx) Maior. In 13 counties, forest increases 

should result, at least partially, from abandonment of morttados. But in 17 counties they 

must result from inclusion of forest areas left outside the 1989 Census or from plantation 

of new forests. Forestation of ferm land is likely, since it is &vored by the CAP agri-

environment measures and set-aside measures. Table 28 shows the set-aside area 

allocated to forest in Interior Alentejo. 

is quite insignificant 
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crnm %rA %UAA (to) (%«rSAA> (tol 1 (%«rSAA) (to) (%«rSAA> crnm 
1 1 J 4 S 6 7 • 1 9 19 11 

AtanM 44604 42036 6621 14.96 15.77 969 14.62 5345 90.64 314 4,74 
A t̂tiUd 4I7U 39141 2195 6;93 7.40 2309 79.76 125 4.32 461 15.92 
AtaMdtw 47470 37960 3335 7,09 t.91 132 3.» 104 3.12 3099 92.92 
AhordoOaD 31954 29712 1152 3.61 3.99 293 25.43 0 0.00 790 67.71 
Alvko 16607 15615 1396 Ml 9.94 614 43.99 540 39.69 342 17>4 
Amidot 6Q24t 54t21 5623 933 10.26 970 17.25 31C9 55.27 1545 27.49 
ArroadM 27911 26212 4743 16  ̂ 19.09 1056 22.26 3114 65.65 573 12.09 
Duacm 14410 Ut93 0 0.00 aoo 0 0.00 0 aoo 0 0.00 
B* 97291 90764 9S5S 9.92 10.53 5756 60.22 1492 15.61 2310 24.17 
n 1 iwfra 931t •277 239 :;56 2.99 103 43.10 0 0.00 0 0.00 
CnpoMiior 21519 21017 2996 13 J9 14.21 995 29.97 1977 65.99 124 4.14 
Cntro Verde 51305 47710 3019 5,n 6.33 1376 4549 399 12.95 1255 41.57 
Cbba i4on 1342S 2159 1543 16.07 101 37.12 1033 47.97 324 15.01 
EKm 60054 S74t6 11777 19.61 20.49 2456 20.15 9430 71.59 t92 7.57 
EMRom 43315 41271 1116 4.19 4.40 592 32.05 717 39.49 516 29.41 
Evon 117731 109762 10666 9.06 9.91 3441 32J3 5696 53.40 1522 14^7 
FfoMon 19053 I779t tl7 <29 4.59 473 57J9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Motok 93737 I0a65 15259 16.29 19.97 524 3.43 5744 37.64 1991 59.92 » f 1 f n MoniDns 3Ult rrn9 7797 20.06 20.63 1471 19.19 6292 90.67 0 0.00 
Mom 76973 6911t 2995 3.99 4.32 1021 34.20 1140 39.19 S25 27.64 
Momo 2tII9 274t4 1660 5.90 6.04 371 22J5S 1165 70.19 0 0.00 
Ouniue 4t67S 43164 3069 6J0 7.11 759 24.74 739 24.05 1570 51.17 
Poitel 4S0I7 3aS35 3995 1.10 10.03 652 16.74 1145 29.40 2099 53.99 
Redoodo 30021 27325 2521 1.40 9.23 714 29J2 1191 47.24 616 24.43 
Rcgigngm 40544 31165 2216 5.47 5.91 676 30.51 1023 46.16 517 23.33 
Scipt n6I9 <3990 6393 7J0 7.60 27S4 43.15 1659 25.99 1970 30.96 
SauMi 24979 24056 919 3.69 3.92 419 45.64 0 0.00 449 49.91 
Vim 36123 341t2 2995 U6 9.73 496 16.29 2116 70.99 393 12.93 
Vkigudra 3U5S 2S40I 1999 6.39 7.00 996 44.57 137 6.99 965 49.54 
VitoVicoM 14710 13121 2710 IU4 20.65 i07 3.95 2416 99.15 197 6.90 
tacrior Akoicio 1319361 1212308 I23193I 9M\ 10.16 330731 26.95 569251 46.13 32529 26.40 

Table 28: Area ia Set Aside in Interior Alentejo in 1999 
SMite: INE (1999) 

Table 29 shows the evolution of livestock numbers in Interior Alentejo between 

1989 and 1999. Despite the large increase of the permanent pasture area, cattle were the 

only grazmg livestock showing an mcrease (+65%) in the subregion. Sheep remained 

approximately the same (-1%), and goats decreased (-7%). Pigs increased 28% but the 

census data make no distinction between grazing pigs and pigs reared indoors. 
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CMr 
GMtS Fiv 

CMr t9mim var. 1999(01 t999m var. I999W var. i9m(m rmr. CMr 
1 2 J 4 s 6 7 8 9 18 11 12 

AlndnMl 5695 9103 0160 26948 297tt 0,10 4968 8354 Q.68 4642 6120 032 
AipiMrcl 2939 5636 0  ̂ 24556 28836 0.17 581 469 •0,19 2880 1226 -037 
Akaoiaw 3t9Z 3009 •0.06 47461 44321 •0,07 5676 5445 •0.04 4583 9096 098 
Alter do Qao 4275 9149 1.14 20652 19858 *0,04 (416 678 -0,52 697 234 A66 
Ahfius 901 3274 2.63 12591 13820 0,10 156 93 •0,40 1233 418 A66 
AamokM 9225 1615t 0175 51654 36427 •0,29 1207 1823 0.51 8993 25331 1.82 
ArraodMS 4125 9394 0,95 19688 18129 •0,08 1341 1033 •0.23 1305 4733 2.63 
Dwiwcni 3443 3390 -0,02 3604 4776 0133 1086 1465 035 1729 3013 0,74 

372S 7116 0^1 54742 52569 •0,04 5575 4973 AH 4909 8274 0.69 
Baffin 1937 1295 -0.33 18959 17168 -0.09 853 721 -0.15 12899 9564 •0,26 
CMpoMaor 2067 3332 0.6t 9627 6119 -036 1124 208 A81 1358 339 A75 
Cotto Vcnie 3905 7094 0,82 31800 40760 0,28 1104 951 -0,14 3244 3158 •0,03 
Cuba €76 12746 17.86 5326 8759 a64 238 577 1.42 1754 10520 5.00 
EKit 13173 17181 (UO 27149 28104 0,04 910 1132 (U4 8967 6910 -0.23 
BMnmar 52S5 7669 a45 55817 51442 •0,08 2954 4562 0,54 6514 15022 U1 
Evoffs 16973 29260 0.72 62996 61908 •0,02 2044 1237 •039 15234 8373 -0.45 
FnaHin 2501 3188 0.27 20183 26335 (UO 881 497 A44 591 4140 6,01 
Mofoto 2334 3593 0.54 101882 94565 -0,07 10202 4265 -038 4144 5083 0123 
Md^brtc 7725 1402! 0.82 23074 26139 0H3 624 358 -0.43 674 1171 0.74 
Maun 7563 11550 0.53 25510 29769 0,17 5751 7204 0,25 8188 7816 •0,05 
Moorao 5305 TJ90 Q,J9 11982 <326 -041 2627 2469 •0.06 1298 1754 035 
Ourique 4S6I 6935 0,43 39779 45070 0.13 3717 3329 AlO 5944 11971 1.01 
Poftd 4S40 5816 0J2O 32087 25386 •0.21 5974 4S28 -0,19 10242 4349 -031 
RfldondD 3639 6038 0,66 31010 33507 0,08 1880 1682 All 6369 5917 -0,07 
Kiiyaigm 4075 5781 0,42 25606 25412 •0.01 3791 3982 0.05 9721 8946 -0.08 
Scfpa 5026 7733 0,54 86265 91949 0,07 4686 4157 All 7016 9680 038 
SaiMi 2474 3084 0,25 32721 34695 aQ6 413 44 AS9 6365 6508 0.02 
ViM 9024 12115 0.34 26866 26946 0,00 2028 754 A63 9071 13456 0.48 
VkSsuora 809 3012 2.72 20888 20022 •0,04 2203 3218 0.46 634 491 -0,23 
yUVkom 2972 4579 0.54 16464 10315 -037 1275 1177 A08 1028 1062 0.03 
iMfffwrAlDMci* 145317 239641 0.65 967887 961150 •0.01 77285 71685 •0.07 152226 194675 0.28 

Table 29: Evolatkm of livestock •ambers in Interior Aleatejo (1989-1999) 
Soarec: IKE (1989); INE (1999) 

At the county level, cattle increased in 27 counties. The increase was above 50% 

in 18 counties, with Cuba showing a 1786% increase. Sheep decreased in 15 counties and 

increased in 15. Magnitude of variation for sheep was in general bwer than that of cattle. 

Decreases were greater than 10% only in 5 counties, the highest decrease being 37%. 

Increases were greater than 10% in 8 counties, the highest increase being 64%. Goats 

decreased in 21 counties and increased in 9. Decreases were superior to 10% in 17 

counties, the highest decrease being 81%. Increases were siq)erior to 10% in 8 counties, 

the highest increase being 142%. 

Variation of sheep shows no statisticalfy significant correlation with variation of 

&lk>w land. However, in 11 of the 15 counties with diminution of sheep occurred a 
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decrease of the &Uow land area. This result is not odd, as sheep is the grazing animal 

traditionally associated with rotation sjrstems (mixed cereal-livestock systems). 

Duninution of &llow land area, either through abandonment or intensification of cereal 

fiinning, is expected to have a negative in:q)act on the number of sheep. Nevertheless, 

decreases of &llow land went together with increases of sheep in 7 counties. 

While cattle, sheep and goats can all graze on permanent pastures, cattle is the 

most common livestock species in specialized grazing systems. This supports the 

increase of cattle numbers occurring together with the large increase of permanent 

pastures in the region. 

In summary, one can say that Interior Alentejo rural landscape went through an 

extensification process between 1989 and 1999. This phenomenon affected both rich and 

poor counties, but in general it was more intense m low fertility counties. Extensificatkin 

of the open fields landscape occurred in 29 Interior Alentejo counties. Beja was the only 

county with a slight intensification of this landsc^ie. Open fields extensification resulted 

mainly from the large increase of the permanent pasture area. But, a decrease of the 

rotation intensity affected also 16 Interior Alentejo counties. Evolution of the open &lds 

landscq)e reflects a shift from dry cereal fiumii  ̂ to extensive grazing systems, as stated 

by MODAA in 1998. 

Extensification affected also permanent crop landscapes, namefy olive groves. In 

17 counties there was a reversion of the specialization trend occurring in the previous 

period, with a diminution of the inqwrtance of monocultures in the total olive grove area. 
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Suiprisingfy, extensification afifected 6 of the 8 counties with larger areas of olive grove 

in 1989. In general, olive grove extensification resulted from the expansion of pastoral 

land uses (permanent pastures and &llow land) into the under canopy of olive trees.̂  ̂

Vineyards esc^ied the extensification phenomena. Not onty their area increased in the 

subregion and in most of its counties, but also the larger increases occurred in counties 

integrating Denomination of Origin regions. 

Forest tree covered landscapes increased in Interior Alentejo and in 19 of its 

counties. This &ct reflects in itself an extensification of the sutvegion rural landscape, as 

forest tree covered landscapes are more extensive than open fields and permanent crop 

landscapes. But adding to this, there was also an extensification of the forest tree covered 

area in Interior Alentejo and in 24 of its counties. Regardless of the expansion of pastoral 

land uses in the sutvegion, montados lost inqwrtance in the total forest tree covered area. 

This &ct results certainly, as already mentioned, from the CAP afforestation policies. 

While there was a generalized extensification of rural landsc£^)es in Interior 

Alentejo, census data do not show a general land abandonment - the other anticipated 

consequence of CAP reform in Mediterranean regions. The &rm area and the UAA 

increased in the subregion and in most of its counties. 

As opposed to fiirest tree covered landscapes (moatado versus forest), one is here considering olive tree 
coplant^ fields less intensive than olive tree monocultures. This results from the feet that a productivity 
increase in olive groves requires the development of monoqiltures. 
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Consistent with the extensification process, a phenomenon of land concentration 

occurred in Interior Alentejo. The area per ferm increased in the subregion and 26 of its 

counties. 

In 1999, the rural landscape of Barrancos remains one of the more characteric of a 

poor county landscape. 76.21% of the total county area was covered by forest trees 

(73.38% by montados, and 2.83% by forests). Of the remaining area, onfy less than 10% 

was occupied by permanent crops (5.43%) and open fields (3.69%). About 14.45% of 

the county area was not covered the 1999 Agricultural Census. 

Between 1989 and 1999 the forest tree covered area increased in Barrancos about 

3%. But this increase was not caused by an increase of the forest area, as Barrancos was 

one of the few Interior Alentejo counties where the forest area decreased. Increase of the 

forest tree covered landscapes resulted from an increase of the montado area. As one can 

see in Table 27, montado increase results mainly from a conversion of forest into 

montado. This reflects an intensification of the forest tree covered landscape in this 

county. 

Permanent crops increased slightly over the 1989-1999 period, due to an increase 

of the total olive grove area. Nevertheless this increase went together with a decrease of 

the specialization index. Increase of the tree coplanted field area is not strange, as 

Barrancos went through an expansion of livestock numbers during this period. In &ct, 

97% of the soil under the canopy of permanent crops was occupied permanent 

pastures. 
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Open fields increased 26% between 1989 and 1999. This increase accompanied a 

decrease of the intensity index. Extensification of the open field landscape results mainly 

fit>m an increase of permanent pasture area. 

Consistent with the increase of montado, tree coplanted fields, and open 

permanent pastures, sheep, goats, and pigs increased in Barrancos over the 1989-1999 

period. As opposed to the sutvegional trend, cattle decreased. This &ct might result 

from the rough relief of the county, more fiivorable to small animals. It might also result 

from a substitution of pigs for cattle in the montados. While census data do not 

distinguish between indoors and grazing pigs, the existence of a Barrancos origin label of 

delkatessen products manu&ctured from the Iberian pig suggests the expansion of these 

animals. 

By conq)aring the Barrancos 1999 land use values with those of the late 1800's, 

one can conclude that the rural landscape of this county has changed very little. The area 

of montado, the predominant landsc^)e, remains approximately the same. Open fields 

decreased from 21S6 ha to 621 ha. This is a consequence of the population decrease, as 

in Barrancos open fields occur predominant  ̂ in small frirms. Part of the open fields 

must have been substituted by permanent crops, as this land use increased from 258 ha to 

914 ha over this period. Curiousty, the county area covered by scrub in the late 1800's is 

approximate  ̂the same as that left outside the 1999 Agricultural Census. 
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M^ola landscape contmued to be in 1999 the other characteristic example of a 

poor county landscape. About 54% of its area was covered by poor open fields. The 

intensity index was the second lowest in the subregion. Forest trees covered about 17% of 

the county area (7.92% of montados and 9.38% of forests). Permanent crops accounted 

for only 1.31% of the county area. About 27% of the county area was not described by 

the 1999 Agricultural Census. 

Between 1989 and 1999, M^ola went through a landscape extensification. The 

area of open fields decreased 13% (10654 ha), and the intensity index decreased fi-om 

0.23 to 0.21. Most of the abandoned open field area was forested. According to Table 

28, 8991 ha of set aside area in M^ola were allocated to forest. 

Extensification affected also the forest tree covered area. This area increased 

from 8099 ha to 22138 ha, between 1989 and 1999. But roost of the increase (11528 ha) 

was forest areas. 

Permanent crops mcreased 9%. This increase resulted essential  ̂fi-om an 

increase of the orchard area. Unlike in Barrancos, the area of tree coplanted fields 

decreased between 1989 and 1999. 

Consistent with the decrease of the open field area, sheep and goats decreased in 

M^ola over the 1989-1999 period. In contrast, and consistent with the e:q>ansion of 

montados, cattle and pigs increased. 

From the late 1800's to 1999 the rural landsc£q)e of M^ola has chained 

considerabty, especially as regards the area covered by open fields. Poor open fields 

covered about 63% of the county area in the 1880's. In the 1950's this value has 
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increased to 90%, mainly at the e7q)ense of scrub. In 1989, the open field area has 

returned to the 1880's value, decreasing to about 54% of the county area in 1999. As 

opposed to the open field variation, the area covered hy forest trees remained stable 

(about 7% of the county area) until 1989. In 1999 it increased to 17.3%. Permanent crop 

landscsqies mcreased all through the period, but their importance in total county area 

remained less than 2% in 1999. As in Bairancos, the M^ola area covered by scrub in 

the late 1800's is approximate  ̂ the same as that left outside the 1999 Agricultural 

Census. 

The recent evolution of the Mertola landscape (substitution of forest by poor open 

fields) might be interpreted as the result of the CAP afforestation policies. Given the 

continuation of these policies, tree covered landsc2q)es might continue to increase in 

Mertola. 

In 1999, Cuba's rural landscape remained a good exan:q>le of a rich county 

landscape. About 57% of the coun  ̂ area was covered by rich open fields, 9% by 

permanent crops (olive groves and vineyards), and 15% fi^rest tree covered areas. 

About 18% of the Cuba area was not covered by the 1999 Agricultural Census. 

Between 1989 and 1999, the fium area increased 56% in Cuba. It was the largest 

increase in Interior Alentejo. This expansion of the &nn area corresponded to an 

increase of open fields, permanent crop landsc^)es, montados  ̂ and forests. Increase of 

the open field area went together with an extensification of this landscape, namety due to 

the increase of the proportion of permanent pastures. The forest tree covered area also 
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went through an extensification. Despite the large montado increase, the in^rtance of 

forest in total forest tree covered area increased. As opposed to open fields and forest 

tree covered areas, permanent crop landsc^)es went through an intensification as there 

was an mcrease of nx>nocultures. In &ct, increase of the permanent crop area reflected 

essential  ̂an increase of vineyards and olive grove monocultures. 

Extensification of the Cuba landscape is certainty a consequence of CAP 

extensification measures. A large percent^e of the permanent pasture and forest 

increases corresponds to areas in set aside. 

The rural landscape of Cuba has changed quite a bit since the late 1800's. Rich 

open fields occupied about 40% of the county area in the 1880's. This value increased to 

60% in the 1950*s, due to the elimination of scrub. In 1979, this value remained 

approximately the same. But in 1989, open fields had decreased to the 1880's values 

(about 42% of the county area), due to &rm abandonment. Resun^tion of &rming 

activities in abandoned areas led this area to increase to about 57% of the county area in 

1999. The area of permanent crops decreased since the 1880's (12.56% of the county 

area) until 1989 (5.62% of the county area). In 1999, this area had increased to 9.10% of 

the county area. The area of montados remained ^proximately the same between the 

1880's and the 1950's (about a quarter of the county area). After the 1950*s it fell 

abruptty, certainty a consequence of Afincan Swine Fever and land abandonment, 

reaching its lowest value (3.71% of the county area) in 1989. In 1999 montados regained 

inqwrtance, occupying about 13% of the county area - a 241% increase over the 1989 

value. 
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Curious ,̂ the rural landscape of Cuba seems to be returning to former stages, 

namely as regards the area of permanent crops and montados. Given the restrictions 

current  ̂in:qx>sed by CAP on cereal production, one might e?q)ect a decrease of the open 

field area, and a concomitant increase of permanent crops, montados  ̂ and forests. 
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nLlS - Evolution of the predominant agricuhural landscape in Interior Alentejo 

between 1979 and 1999 

Table 30 shows the evolution of the ptedominant agricultural landscape in Interwr 

Alentejo between 1979 and 1999. 

Coaaty Pivdomiaaat taadacapc type Coaaty 

1979 1989 1999 

Alandroal POF M MIX 
A^ustrel ROF ROF ROF 
AJmodovar POF MIX M 
Alter do Chao MIX MIX MIX 
Alvito POF ROF POF 
Airaiotos VOX MIX MIX 
Arronches MIX MIX POF 
Barrancos MIX M M 

ROF ROF ROF 
Borba MIX ROF MIX 
Campo Maior ROF ROF ROF 
Castro Verde POF POF POF 
Cuba ROF ROF ROF 
Elvas ROF MIX POF 
Estremoz MIX MIX MIX 
Evora POF ROF POF 
Fronteira MIX MIX MIX 
Meitola POF POF POF 
Monforte POF N«X MIX 
Moura MIX MIX MIX 
Mourao POF POF POF 
Ourique POF MIX M 
Portel POF M MIX 
Redo nek) MIX MIX MIX 
Reguengos POF ROF MIX 
Seipa MIX MIX MIX 
Sousel ROF MIX MIX 
Viana POF MIX MIX 
Vidigueira ROF ROF MIX 
Vila Vicosa POF MIX POF 
Interior Alenteio POF MIX MIX 

Table 30: PrcdooiinBt africaitiiral lamlacape type ia laterior Alcatejo (1979-1989-1999) 
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14 counties maintained the same predommant landsc^se throughout this period: 

Aljustrel, Bqa, Can  ̂Maior, Cuba as rich open field counties; Castro Verde, M^ola, 

and Mour3o as poor open field counties; and Aher do ChSo, Arraiolos, Estremoz, 

Fronteira, Moura, Redondo, and Serpa as mixed landscape counties. 

The other 16 counties show &irly diverse evolution patterns. In Alvito and Evora 

the predominant landscape oscillated between poor and rich open fields; in Barrancos 

between mixed landscape and montado-, in Arronches, Monforte, Viana and Vila Vifosa 

between mixed landscape and poor open fields; and in Borba, Sousel, and Vidigueira 

between mixed landscape and rich open fields. Alandroal, Alnoodovar, Elvas, Ourique, 

Portel, and Reguengos presented the most con^lex evolution patterns, with a different 

predominant landsc^ie in each date. 

The anafysis of the predominant agricultural landscape evolution in Interior 

Alentejo leads to the following conclusions: 

Aljustrel, Eksja, Campo \^or and Cuba are stable rich open field counties. In 

Bcja, Aljustrel and Cuba, counties that partial  ̂occupy the most fertile soils of Alentejo 

- the so-called Beja clays, open fields occupied always more than 70% of UAA over the 

1979-1999 period. In Aljustrel and Beja the value was always higher than 8S%. In 

Canqx) Maior the percentage of open fields in the UAA has oscillated between 61.30% 

(1989) and 73.16% (1999). 

Castro Verde, M^ola, and Mour3o are stable poor open field counties. In Castro 

Verde and M^ola open fields occupied always more than 70% of the UAA over the 
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1979-1999 period. Mour3o has always had a smaller percentage of open fields in the 

UAA, but its lowest value over the 1979-1999 time period was 64.18% in 1999. 

Alter do Ch3o, Arraiolos, Estremoz, Fronteira, Moura, Redondo, and Serpa are 

stable mixed landscape counties. All maintained inqx>rtant areas of open fields, 

permanent crops, and morUados over the 1979-1999 period. 

Barrancos can be considered a stable montado county. Its classification as a 

mixed landscape county in 1979 resulted from the abandonment of fiirming activities 

under the canopy of forest trees, which severety reduced its UAA. Nevertheless, one 

cannot be sure if there was realty an abandonment of the under canopy area or onty an 

extensification. As mentioned before, in the 1979 Agricultural Census poor pastures 

were classified as scrub, and the area of forest trees with poor pastures underneath as a 

forest. 

Alvito and Evora are in the firontier between a poor and a rich open field county. 

In times of &nning extensification (1979 and 1999) poor open fields were their 

predominant landscape, while in times of firming intensification (1989) rich open fields 

became the predominant landscape. 

Borba, Sousel, and Vidigueira, whose classifications have oscillated between 

mixed landscape county and rich open field county, have important areas of open fields, 

permanent crops, and forest tree covered zones. These characteristics make them 

potential mixed landsc^w counties. The classification of Sousel as rich open field county 

in 1979 resulted either fi-om the abandonment of montado after 1974, or from its 

misclassification in the 1979 Agricultural Census. The same applies to Vidigueira. But 
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while in Sousel montado expansion changed the predominant landscape class to mixed 

landscape in 1989, in Vidigueira it happened only in 1999. As for Borba, its 

classification as a rich open field in 1989 resulted fix)m a significant increase of open 

fields over the 1979-1989 period. Nevertheless, in 1989 Borba was in the transitk>n 

between mixed counties and open &ld counties with onfy 61% of its UAA occupied by 

open fields. 

Arronches, Monforte, Viana, and Vila Vi90sa, whose classifications have 

oscillated between mixed landscape county and poor landscape county, are also potential 

mixed landscape counties. All have inqwrtant areas of open fields and montado, with 

pennanent crops being &irfy significant in Arronches, Monforte and Vila Vi^osa.. 

The classification of Monforte, Viana, and Vila Vi^osa as poor open field counties 

in 1979 resulted either firom the abandonment of montado after 1974, or from its 

misclassification in the 1979 Agricultural Census. The classification of Arronches and 

Vila Vi9osa as poor open fields counties in 1999 arose from an increase of poor open 

fields together with a decrease of montados. 

Alandroal, Almodovar, Ourique, and Portel, have in^rtant areas of open fields 

and forest tree covered zones. Portel has also a significant area of permanent crops. 

These characteristics make them potential mixed landscape counties, but small variations 

of the open field and montado areas might result in their classification as a montado or 

open field county. As with other counties, the classification of Alandroal, Almodovar, 

Ourique, and Portel as poor open field counties in 1979 resuhed from abandonment or 

misclassification of montados. In fiict, all these counties showed an extraordinary 
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increase of montado areas between 1979 and 1989. Montado expansion together with 

open fields retraction over the 1979-1989 perkid turned Alandroal and Portel into 

montado counties, and Almodovar and Ourique into mixed landscape counties. 

Surprising ,̂ the agricultural evolution of the 1989-1999 period inverted the 

classification in 1999. Alandroal and Portel became mixed landscape counties due to a 

decrease of the montado area together with an increase of open fields. Almodovar and 

Ourique became montado counties. The first via a decrease of the open field area despite 

a slight decrease of the montado area; the second via a decrease of both open fields and 

montados. 

Elvas and Reguengos are on the border between mixed landsc£q)e and open field 

counties. Both counties have a large area of open fields, and a fiiirly inqwrtant area of 

permanent crops. The area of montado  ̂ which has oscillated a lot over the 1979-1999 

period, was determinant in their classification as a open field or mixed landsc  ̂county. 

In &ct, the classification of Elvas (1989) and Reguengos (1999) as mixed landscape 

counties resulted in both cases from a large increase of the montado area. As open field 

counties, Elvas and Reguengos are on the border between rich and poor open field 

counties. Intensification of fiirming activities puts them in the rich open fields class, 

while extensification does exactly the opposite. Elvas is nevertheless more fertile than 

Reguengos. 

Interior Alentejo can be considered a mixed landscape region. In 1989 and 1999 

about one third of its UAA was occupied by montado, about 10% by permanent crops, 

and little more than half open fields. As in many of its counties, its classification as a 
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poor open field region in 1979 resulted firom the abandonment of misclassification of 

montados — occiqyying at that date onty 18.5% of the UAA. A small expansion of open 

fields might in the near fixture put the region in the poor open fields class. This is not an 

unfeasible prediction given the recent agricultural landscape evolution in the region and 

the incentives provided by the CAP. 
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IV - IDENTIFICATION OF DETERMINANT ANTHROPOGENIC FACTORS IN 

THE EVOLUTION OF INTERIOR ALENTEJO LANDSCAPES 

The evolution of the Interior Alentejo landsc^)e described in cfa^ter in allows 

the identification of major anthropogenic fectors determinant in that evohitioa This 

ch^ter identifies these &ctors and discusses their effect on the Interior Alentejo 

landscape. 

Table 31 precedes and supports the fiu:tor identification and discussioa This 

table summarizes the evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape, presenting a chronology of 

relevant landscape evolution fects and corresponding landscape changes. Landscape 

changes are evaluated according to two parameters: area changes (decrease, no change, 

and increase of area) and changes in use intensity (extensification versus intensification). 

Landsc^)e extensification means a decrease of landscape productivity. Increases of the 

&II0W period, and the partial abandonment of under canopy &rm activities in tree 

covered landscapes are common exanq>Ies of this process. In contrast, landscape 

intensification arises fiom an increase of landsc£^)e productivity. Table 31 also shows the 

emergence and dist^pearance of landscape types throughout history. 
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-500,000 BC Hniiiaa occnpatkMi of Alcatcjo Forest 

Sth millenium BC NeolUiilc RcvolotMNi Mixed farming: kitchen gardens and grain 
fields (•) 
Scrub (•) 
Forest (-) 

3rd to 2nd 
millenium BC 

Metal Age 

Secondary products revolution 

Mixed farming (+/I) 
Scrub (+/I) 
Forest (-) 

700 BC Iron Age 

(700 to 500 BC) ''Orientalizing Period** 

Introduction of the infield-outfield 
system and rotations 
Agriculture focused on Mediterranean 
food trilogy; wheat, wine and olive oil 

Mixed farming: kitchen gardens, grain 
fields (+/I); vineyards (•); olive groves (•) 
Scrub (+/0 
Forest (-) 

~500BC 
Celtic migrations 

Introduced technique of grazing pigs on 
acorns 

Mixed farming (=) 
Montado (•) 
Scrub (=) 
Forest (=) 

138 BC Roman period 

Roman pax 
Demographic increase 
Increase of trade 
Appears area of regular dry &rming 
New irrigation techniques 
Introduction of new crops 
Private property 

Mixed farming (+/I) 
Open fields (•) 
Olive tree coplanted fields (•) 
Vineyards (•) 
Scrub (-/I) 
Montado (+/I) 
Forest (-) 

(+)/(-) - area increase / decrease 
(=) • no significant area dianges 
I/E - intensification / extensificatioa of use 
(•) - emergence or reemergence of landscape 
(o) - disappearance of landscape 

Table 31 - ChroMlosy of rcievaat laadscapc evdotioa fiicts ami corrcspomliag lambcape changes 
Ib iBterior Akatejo 
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411 AD Vbifoth period 

Political instability 
Trade recession 
Less crop diversity 
Substitution of livestock production fix-
crop farming 

Mixed Farming (-/E) 
Open fields (-/E) 
Olive tree coplanted fields (-) 
Vineyards (o) 
[Grain fields (-) / Fallow fields (+)] 
Montado (+) 
Forest /Scnib (+) 

711-718 AD Masiim period 

Demographic increase 
M^et expansion 
Increase of cultivation area 
New irrigation techniques 
Introduction of new crops 
Expansion of transhumant grazing 
practices. 
Limitations to the consumption of pork 
and wine 

Mixed fiuming (+/I) 
Open fields (+/I) 
[Grain fields (+) / Fallow fields (-)] 
Olive tree coplanted fields (+) 
Montado (=) 
Forest /Scrub (-/I) 

(1166- 1238) Christiaa Rccoaqaest 

Political instability 
Regular cultivation confined to the 
vicinity of settlements 
Reduction of crop diversity 

Mixed farming (-/£) 
Open fields (o) 
Olive tree coplanted fields (o) 
Montados (-/E) 
Forest /Scrub (+) 

(13th-14th 
century) 

Post Christiaa Rccoaqaest 

Population increase 
Political stability 
Common lands established 
Common grazing imposed all over the 
country 

Mix. Fanning (+/I) 
Montado (+/0 
Forest /Scrub(-/I) 

Mix. Farming (+/I) 
Open Fields (•) 
Montados (+•/!) 
Forest/Scrub (-/I) 

(+)/(-) - area increase / decrease 
(=) - no significant area changes 
I/E - intensification / extensification of use 
(•) - emergence or reemergence of landscape 
(o) - disappearance of landscape 

Tabk 31 - Chroaology of rdcvaat laadacape evolatioB ftcis aad correspowlfaig bwdscape chaoges 
ia Interior Afcatcjo (coat.) 
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1348 Great pbgae 

Demographic &U 
Rural exodus 
Trade restrictions 
Abandonment of farmland 
Livestock production substitutes fix-
crop farming 

Mix. Farming (-/E) 
Montado (-/E) 
Forest /S«Tib(+/E) 

Mix. Farming (-/I): 
Olive groves(+), 
Vineyards(+) 
Open Fields (-/E) 
Montados(+) 
Forest/Scrub (+) 

(]5th-16th 
century) 

Age of Discoveries 

Population increase 
Slave labor 
Market expansion 
Authorized farm enclosures 
Introduction of new crops 

Mix. Farming (+/I) 
Montado (+/0 
Forest /Scrub(-/0 

Mix. Farming (+/I) 
Vineyards(«) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (•) 
Open Fields (+/I) 
Montados(+/I) 
Forest/Scrub (-/I) 

(1698-1829) Aacieat RegioM 

(1739-1826) 

1760 
1761 

Common grazing abolished in most 
poor counties 
Liberalization of wheat trade 
Abolishment of slavery 

Decline of transhumance 
Market favoring the production of wine, 
olive oil, and livestock 
Inflation in farm land rental market 
(livestock producers substitute fir grain 
producers 

Mix. Fanning (+/I) 
Montado(+/I) 
Forest/Scnib (-/I) 

Mix. Farming (+/I) 
Vinq'ards(+) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (+) 
O^ fields (-/E) 
Montado (+/I) 
Forest/Scmb (-/I) 

(1807-1814) Napoleonic invasions 

C+yC-) - am increase / decrease 
(=) - no significant area changes 
UE - intensification / extensificatian of use 
(•) - emergence or reemergence of landscape 
(o) - disappearance of landscape 

Table 31 - Chroaology of relevaat iaadseape cvotatfoa GmIi aad corrcapoadlag laadicapc ehaages 
ia latcrior Alcatejo(coat) 
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1820 Liberal Rcvolatioa 

1821 Abolishment of several tributes Mix fiuroing (+/I) Mix. Farming (+/I) 
Montados (+/I) Vineyards(+) 

1832 Agrarian Revolution Law: revoked Forest /Scrub (-/I) Olive tree 
donations of Crown lands coplanted fields (=) 
Abolishment of the tithe Open fields (+/I) 

Montado (=) 
1834 Male religious orders ractinguished and Forest/Scrub (-) 

their lands confiscated by the state 

183S Begin the sale in auction of National 
lands 

I8S0's Milling industry 

(1853-1890) Construction of roads and railways 

1857 Liberalization of grain trade (I870's) 
Mix. Farming (+/1) 

1867 Civil code; abolished common grazing. VinqwdsCH-) 
promoted the privatization of common Olive tree 
lands. coplanted fields (=) 

Open fields (-/E) 
Population increase Montado (+/I) 

Forest/Scrub (+) 
1885 Introduction of chemical fertilizers 

(1890*s) 
1889 Wheat protectionism Mix. Farming (+/I) 

Vineyards(-) 
(1890's) Market un&vorable to livestock and Olive tree (1890's) 

wine coplanted fields (+) 
Phyloxera Open fields (+/I) 

Montado (+/I) 
1899 Hunger law Forest/Scrab (-) 

(+y(-) - area increase / decrease 
(=) - no significant area changes 
I/E - intensification / extensification of use 
(•) - emergence or reemergence of landscape 
(o) - disappearance of landscape 

Table 31 - Chroaoloiy of relcvaat lambcape evolitioa bets aad corrcspoadiag taadscape ciwaics 
ia Interior Akatcjo (coat.) 
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(I9I4-19I8) 

1929 

(1939-1945) 

1950's 

(1950's-1960's) 

1957 

1960's 

Tweaticth Ceatniy 

Wheat protectionism 
Market not &vorable to wine 

Hrst World War 
Decline of wheat protectionism 
(figh price of charcoal 

First Wheat Campaign: 
Wheat protectionism 
Technical support 
Low interest public credit 
Subsidy to land clearances 

Sccoad World War 
High price of charcoal 

Substitution of bottled gas for charcoal 

Construction of public irrigation 
structures 

Outburst of African Swine Fever 

Rural exodus 
Mechanization 
New consumer preferences 

Mix fiirming (+/I) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (•) 
Open fields(*) 
Montados (+/I) 
Forest /Scrub (-) 

Mix farming (=) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (=) 
Open fields(-/E) 
Montados (-) 
Forest /Scrub (+) 

Mix fiirming (+/I) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields 
(+/I)) 
Open fields(+/I) 
Montados (+/I) 
Forest /Scrub (-) 

Mix fiirming (+) 
Vineyards(*) 
Olive groves(*) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields 
(+/E) 
Open fields(-/E) 
Montados (-) 
Forest /Scrvto (+) 

Mix. Farming (+/I) 
Vineyards(-) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (+) 
Open fields (+/I) 
Montado (+/i) 
Forest/Scmb (-) 

Mix. Farming (=) 
Vineyards(-) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (=) 
O^ fields (-/E) 
Montado (-) 
Forest/Scrub (+) 

Mix. Farming (+/0 
Vlneyards(-) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields 
(+/D 
Open fields (+/0 
Montado (-) 
Forest/Scrab (-) 

Mix. Farming (+/I) 
Vinq«rds(=) 
Olive groves(-i-) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (-) 
O^ fields (-/I) 
Montado (-) 
Forest/Scrub (+) 

(''~y(-) ~ increase / decrease 
(=) - no significant area changes 
1/E - intensification / extensification of use 
(•) - emergence or reemergence of landscape 
(o) - disappearance of landscape 

Table 31 - Chroadocy of rckvaat laadicape cvoiadoa CKts aad corrapoadiag taadscape chaafcs 
la laterlor Aleatejo (coat.) 
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1974 

1975 

1976 

1978 

1986 

1992 

April Rcvolatioa 

Agrarian Refixm 
Land occupations 

Begins decline of Agrarian Reform 

Begins return of lands to former 
landowners 

Portagal caters Eoropcaa Uaioa 

Common agriculture poli<7 (CAP) 
Transition Period: 
-Gradual approach of national prices to 
EU prices 
-Funds made available for the 
modernization of agriculture 

CAP reform: 
-Incentives to reduce production 
-Agri-environment measures 
-Incentives to afforestation 

Mix fivming (=) 
Vinqords (+-) 
Olive groves (-) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (-) 
O^ fields(+-/IE) 
Montados (-) 
Forest /Scrub (+) 

Mix &rming (-) 
Vineyards (+-) 
Olive groves (-) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields(+-) 
Oj^ fields(-/I) 
Montados (+) 
Forest /Scrub (-) 

Mix fiuining (-) 
Vineyards (+) 
Olive groves (+) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (-) 
O^ fields(+/E) 
Montados (+-) 
Forest /Scrub (+) 

Mix. Farming (=) 
Vineyards(-) 
Olive groves(=) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields (=) 
Open fields (+/E) 
Montado (-) 
Forest/Scrub (+) 

Mix. Farming (-) 
VinQWds(+) 
Olive groves(+) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields(+-) 
Open fields (-/I) 
Montado (+) 
Forest/Scrub (-) 

Mix. Fanning (-) 
VinQ«rds(+) 
Olive groves(-) 
Olive tree 
coplanted fields(+-) 
Open fields (+-/E) 
Montado (+-) 
Forest/Scrub (+) 

(+)/(-) - area increase / decrease 
(=) - no significant area changes 
I/E - intensification / extensification of use 
(•) - emergence or reemergence of landscape 
(o) - disappearance of landscape 

Tabic 31 - Chroaoloiy of rekvaat laadicapc cvotartioB fiKts aad corrcspoadiag iaadacapc chaafcs 
ia lalcrior Akatcjo (coat) 
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IV.l - Cuttund fiicton 

The cultural legacy of the people that have inhabited Interior Alentejo is probably 

the most inqmrtant &ctor in shaping that region's landscape. In general one could say 

that Mediterranean cultural influences brought to the region the open fields of grain, the 

olive tree coplanted fields, the vineyards, and the mixed Arming area surrounding the 

settlements. Pastoral landscapes, namely the montado, were introduced and expanded 

under the cultural influence of Celtic and Germanic peoples. 

The Phoenicians, a Mediterranean people, introduced the Mediterranean food 

trilogy (bread, wine, and olive oil) in Interior Alentejo around the 7th century BC. This 

trilogy led to emergence in the region of three of its more in^rtant landscapes - the 

open fields, the olive tree coplanted fields and the vineyards. Phoenicians were also 

responsible for the introduction of the Mediterranean infield, an area of intensive mixed 

&rming occurring in the vicinity of settlements. The subsequent invasion of other 

Mediterranean peoples — Romans and Muslims - maintained and e?q)anded these 

Mediterranean landsc£q)es. The sole exception to this rule was a certain regression of 

vineyards during the most fundamentalist period of the Muslim occupation. One should 

remember here that Mediterranean civilizations, especial  ̂ the Roman, considered the 

fermer the symbol of civilization, as opposed to the barbarian hunter-gatherer. Classic 

authors claimed that civilization ended where the cultivation of wheat, olive groves and 

vineyards ended. This conception led to the secondary role of pastoral and hunting 

landscapes in areas dominated Mediteranean cultural influences. 
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The consecration of the Mediterranean food trilogy by Christianity led to the 

perpetuation of the associated landscapes in the region during the periods of domination 

by Christianized "barbarian'* cultures, namety during the Visigoth period and all the 

period following the Christian Reconquest. Nevertheless this integration of 

Mediterranean landscapes, barbarian cultures had always promoted in the region the 

expansion of pastoral and hunting-gathering ]andsc^)es. Meat was the food symbol of 

prestige and power. The montado, the most typical ]andsc^)e of Alentejo, was probably 

introduced by the Celts around the 5th century BC. Montados thrived during the Roman 

and Visigoth periods, survived the Islamic period, and boomed after the Christian 

Reconquest in direct relation to the cultural ^petite for pork. Also pastures, namefy  ̂

Mlow fields, increased under "barbarian" domination. An exception to this rule was the 

increase of transhumant grazing during the Muslim period due to the cultural influence of 

Arab and Berber pastoral communities settling in Interior Alentejo. 

Still today, the cultural fiictor is in^rtant in the evolution of Interior Alentejo 

landscape. As mentioned before, present landscape evolution is determined essentially 

by the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP). But, the European Union is dominated by 

northern European countries. Therefore, Mediterranean products and associated 

landscapes don't get as much support as northern European goods. An exception to this 

rule is wheat, nowadays produced essential  ̂in northern Europe. The cultural bias of the 

CAP is considered today a main reason for the decline affecting most of the 

Mediterranean agricultural landsc{q)es. 
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IV  ̂- Political stabiUty 

Political stability is another main &ctor in the evolution of Interior Alentejo 

landscape. In general, one could say that Interior Alentejo landscape went through an 

intensification in periods of political stability, while the opposite occurred in times of 

political and social unrest. Landscsqie intensification arose from an increase of regular 

cuhrvation areas - mixed &rming areas, open fields, olive groves (olive tree coplanted 

fields) and vineyards - and/or an increase of production per unit of area. In contrast, 

extensification resulted from a decrease of regular cultivation areas, and/or a decrease of 

productivity. 

One of the landscape efifects of political and social instability is the substitutran of 

pastoral and forestry landscapes for agricultural landscapes. This was what happened in 

the period foUowing the Christian Reconquest. Essential crops were concentrated in the 

immediate vicinity of settlements imder the protection of military forces, and the area of 

regular and extensive cultivation (the agef) regressed to scrub. The Great Plague and the 

Napoleonic Invasions of the 19th century had a similar effect. Agricultural areas were 

largely abandoned, with livestock production substituting for crop production. 

The substitution of pastoral landscapes for agricultural landscapes in times of 

political unrest is in part explained the theory that livestock, being a mobfle resource, 

is more adapted to war situations. Livestock can be hidden or transferred to another 

place. Crops cannot. 
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The development of agriculture beyond subsistence levels requires a confidence in 

the fijture not possible in times of social and politkal unrest. The great development of 

agriculture during Roman times was made possible by the Roman pax - the enduring 

peacefiil situation kept by the presence of the powerfiil Roman army. An exanq)le of the 

opposite effect is provided by the 1974 Revolution. The abandoimient of fermland, the 

adoption of longer rotations, and the conversion of montados into forests were the main 

effects on the landscape of the political instability following the 1974 Revolution. 
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1V3 - The market 

The market, especially after the emergence of agrarian capitalism, is another main 

&ctor in the evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape. The market stimulates the 

development of the landscapes producing the goods generatii  ̂the higher income at any 

given time. 

Silbert (1966) attributes a major role in the making of the Interior Alentejo 

landscape to the relation between wheat prices and the wool prices. Favorable wool 

prices resulted in extensification of the landscape through an increase of the grazing area. 

In contrast, &vorable wheat prices led to an expansion of the cultivation area, namefy via 

the intensification of rotations. A market &voring livestock production was the main 

cause of the severe reduction of cultivation areas at the end of the Ancient Regime, and 

between the 1870's and the 1890's. 

A relative  ̂more fiivorable market was also behind the increase of vineyards after 

the Great Plague (unlike grain and livestock, vineyards were not subjected to trade 

restrictions), at the end of Ancient Regime (low wheat prices together with an increase ni 

wine consunqjtion), and in the late 19th century (low >^eat prices together with an 

increase of the domestic and external demand for wine). Market &ctors were also 

behind the decline of the holm oak montado in several occasions during the 20th century. 

The boom of charcoal prices during the two world wars led to the uprooting of holm oaks 

and their transformation into charcoaL In contrast, it was the ftill of charcoal prices, due 

to the substitution of bottled gas for charcoal as the main source of fuel, together with the 
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decrease in the demand for the Iberian pig meat that aided the coIl£^)se of this laiidsc^)e 

after the 1960's. 
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IV.4 — Polkics 

The evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape has been several times determined by 

policies. Policies have been used to attenuate or reverse the effect on the landscape of 

other Victors. The Sesmarias Law attenq)ted, without success, to prevent the 

abandonment of cultivated fields and their conversion into pastures in the period 

following the Great Plague. The protectk>nist policies for wheat (Hunger Law and Wheat 

Canqxiigns) were a main determinant &ctor in the evolution of Interior Alentejo 

landscape in the 20th century. If these policies hadn't neutralized the efifects of market 

&ctors, the evolution of the region's landscape would have been quite different. Wheat 

would have lost in^rtance, and fenners would have had to adjust their production to the 

market reality dictated by urban consunqjtion (less cereals, more lean meat, daiiy, eggs, 

fiuits and vegetables). Today, and since 1986, the evolution of Interior Alentejo 

landscape is determined 1  ̂the CAP. Regardless of its positive or negative effects, the 

CAP has prevented Interior Alentejo landscape from reflecting the effects of the world 

maricet. 
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IV.5 - Social structure 

Social structure can woric as a constraint to the fiill expression of market Victors. 

While the market may require a certain economic agent to produce its landsc^)e effect, 

social structure can prevent the emergence of such agents. In the 20th century, the 

response of Interior Alentejo landsc^)e to the new consumer demands required the 

emergence of a class of small and medhmti &rmers. Regardless of the efiforts of many 

governments, the lobby of large fermers was always able to prevent the division and 

distribution of land among the landless population. 

The social structure was also found guilty of the underdevelopment of Interior 

Alentejo agriculture in the Ancient Regime. The tenant &rmer was the roost connnon 

&rmer in the region at the time. The short duration of leasing contracts, and the 

undercapitalization resulting from the high tribute charge imposed by the conq)lex social 

hierarchy worked as disincentives to invest in &rms. These Actors limited the expansion 

of cultivated lands and the adoption of land uses requiring high initial investment and/or 

having a long term return (such as vineyards and olive groves). On the contrary, they 

fostered livestock production, perceived as the easiest and quickest way of obtaining 

income from a land. 

The nature of rents was another social-structure-related &ctor constraining the 

evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape prior to the Liberal Revolution. Ancient rents 

were quite often established in terms of specific goods, in^sing on formers severe 

limitations to axsy change in the crop structure. 
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A change in the social structure, resulting from the acquisition of most Interior 

Alentqo lands by the bourgeoisie, was one of the main reasons for the large landscape 

transformations occurring in the region in the post Liberal Revolution perk>d. 
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1V.6 — Population density  ̂

Populatioa density can affect the landscape evolution in at least two ways: via 

population pressure on natural resources, and via labor costs. 

A higher population density requires a more productive landscape. Population 

increases (via natural balance or migratk>ns) have fostered landscape intensification 

through all the history of Interior Alentejo. Expansion of cultivated lands, introduction of 

irrigation, and intensification of rotations were some of the most common strategies to 

meet an increasing food demand.. This happened with tl^ Roman occupation, the 

Muslim domain, in the period following the Christian Reconquest, and in the late 19th 

century. 

In contrast, a decreasing population density leads to an extensification of the 

landscape. The best example is the abandonment of &rm land and its conversion into 

pastures that occurred in the period following the Great Plague. A low population 

density is also what allowed the endurance of low productivity landscapes in the poor 

counties of Interior Alentejo In other more densely populated poor regions of the 

country several strategies were devised to improve landscape productivity: terraces (to 

sustain the soil and accumulate water), conq)lex irrigation techniques, fertilization, etc. 

Labor cost is a demogn^hy related &ctor with a large inq>act in the evolution of 

Interior Alentejo landscape. As a rule, one could say that low labor costs &vor the 
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development of intensive labor landscapes, >A^iile high labor costs work usuality as a 

constraint to their e7q)ansion. 

Labor costs, in general, vary inversely as population density. A higher population 

density usualfy means a higher labor availability and lower labor costs. High labor costs, 

resulting from a low population density, were considered a main cause for the 

underdevelopment of cereal &rming (a highly labor intensive activity) in the region 

between the Great Plague and the late 19th century. The lack of labor and high labor 

costs fostered the expansion of less labor-intensive landscapes, such as pastures, 

montados, and olive groves. This constraint to cereal &rming was overcome to a certain 

degree with the importation to the region of slave labor between the ISth and the 18th 

century. 

Common resources contributed to the increase of labor costs. Until the second 

half of the 19th century. Interior Alentejo populations possessed areas of common land, 

where they could grow crops, graze livestock, and recollect resources like hoi^ and 

wood. This &ct allow them not to be at the mercy of enq)loyers. Having an alternative 

way of subsistence. Interior Alentejo workers could, and in fiict did, negotiate their 

wages. 

The demographic increase of the late 19th century, together with the abolition of 

common grazing and the privatization of most common lands, reversed this situatioiL 

The first half of the 20th century was characterized 1^ a labor surplus and k>w labor 

costs. The expansion of cereal crops occurring all over the region during that period 

would not have been possible if this labor situation had not existed. That's the reason 
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v^iiy the lobby of large &nners fiercely fought any attenqjt to overcome the labor crisis in 

the region. 

The rural exodus of the 1960's largely reduced the suppty of local and migrant 

labor, with a consequent increase of labor costs. This fiict led to the mechanization and 

some crop conversion of fimns located in fertile soils. Farms located in poor soOs or 

marginal regions were forced to adopt more extensive practices (longer rotations) and 

even to abandon Winning activity. 
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IV.7 — Technology 

In general, the use of technology leads to more intensive landscapes. 

Technological &ctors with a larger impact in the evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape 

are: irrigation techniques, fertilizers, and mechanization. 

Irrigation techniques were one of the causes leading to a landsc^)e intensification 

durii^ Roman and Muslim times. Irrigation, due to the construction of the Alqueva dam, 

is probably going to have a large inq>act in the future of Interior Alentejo landscape. 

Analysts are not sure about the inqiact of the dam on irrigated agriculture, but a large 

number of tourism resorts, golf courses, and hunting parks are already planned to be 

constructed in the region. 

The introduction of chemical fertilizers in the late 19th century led to an 

intensification of the Interior Alentejo landscape. Its impact was especiaify important on 

open fields. Chemical fertilizers not only fostered the expansion of open fields, but also 

led to their intensification allowing a decrease and even the elimination of the &Ilow 

period. Chemical fertilizers were the main fiictor supporting the expansion of open fields 

to poor soils in the first years of the Wheat Caiiq>aigns. Nevertheless, cereal &rming 

soon had to be abandoned in these soils, as productivity didn't pay the necessary fertilizer 

ioputs. 
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Mechanization was another technological &ctor behind the expansion of grain 

fields in the first half of the 20th century. After the I950's, it was the conq)lete 

mechanization of cereal Arming that allowed the survival of grain fields in the faux of 

decreased labor supply and concomitant increase of labor costs. 

The landscape intensification fostered mechanization leads often to landscape 

sinq)Iification, as mechanization invites the elimination of trees, hedgerows, and to 

reallotment^. While reallotment is not an issue in Interior Alentejo due to the 

predominance of a large &nn structure, mechanization surely led to the elimination of 

some trees and hedgerows in the region. In &ct, mechanization is often seen as a 

negative fiictor in tree covered landscapes {montados, olive tree coplanted fields, and 

olive groves), as the roots of trees can suffer damage from the mechanical operations 

performed on the soil under the canopy. Favoring the separation of crops, mechanization 

leads to the expansion of monocultures. 

Techniques of disease control can have a significant inq>act on the landscape. 

Overcoming of a disease that inq)acts negative^ on a landscape usually leads to the 

expansion of that landsc^. A way to control African Swine Fever would certainty 

cause the e}q)ansion of the holm oak montado, given the recent shift in consumer 

preferences towards more traditional food products. Nevertheless, montados have 

already been benefiting from the sanitary measures developed to deal with the Mad Cow 

Disease. Present knowledge points as the cause of this disease the feeding of cattle with 
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supplements containing animal protein. Since this occurs essentially in intensive cattle 

productk>n, consumers started to £ivor the meat of annnals created in extensive grazing 

systems. This &ct has led to an expansion of cattle production in Alentejo, namely 

through the use of pastures under the canopy of holm oaks. 

Rural restructuring operation that aims at rearranging the fields to fit the requirements of modem 
production. 
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V-CONCLUSIONS 

V.l — The study and its main results (findings) 

The principal objective of this study was the identification of the main 

anthropogenic Actors of landscs^ change in Interior Alentejo, and the assessment of 

their effect on the evolution of local rural landscape pattern. The study was done to bring 

some knowledge about the dynamics of local landsc£q)e evolution, as knowledge is 

fundamental to control the process of accelerated change currently affecting most 

European rural landsc^)es. 

First of all, the author has identified the main rural landscsqie types existing in the 

region of study. Four main '̂pes were identified: Forests, montados, permanent crop 

landsc^s, and open fields. Under permanent crop landscapes were included mixed 

fiirming landscapes, tree coplanted fiekis, olive groves, orchards, and vineyards. Open 

fields were subdivided into poor and rich open fields. Poor open fields are dominated by 

permanent pastures and fellow fields, while rich open fields are dominated by temporary 

crops. 

The second step was to describe the evolution of Interior Alentejo's landscape 

types firom prehistory until present days. This process revealed the emergence and 

historical evolution of each landscape type, and allowed the identification of the main 
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&ctors (ecological and anthropogenic) at the basis of their genesis and subsequent 

change. The &ct that many Mediterranean ]andsc^)es began to be shq)ed very earty in 

human history led the author to initiate the investigation in prehistory. 

From prehistory to the integration of Interior Alentejo into the Portuguese nation, 

the ^tial unit of study was the territory around a settlement, despite an extension of the 

investigation to the sub-regional political unit of the Roman and Muslim periods. During 

all the Portuguese phase (from Christian Reconquest to present days) the spatial unit of 

study was the county — the nation's smallest administrative unit until 1878. To evaluate 

the effect of the interaction between anthropogenic fitctors and the main ecological &ctor 

varying in the subregion (sofl) on landscape evolution, the author has studied separately 

the landscape evolution in counties with high and low soil fertility (rich and poor 

counties). While the last phase of the ana^^ included all Interior Alentejo counties, 

Barrancos, M^ola, and Cuba were object of special anafysis. Barrancos and Mertola as 

examples of poor counties, and Cuba as an example of a rich county. 

From prehistory to the 19th century, assessment of landscape evolution was based 

solely on literature review. Since the 1880's until nowadays, the author has used land use 

statistics also. This last period of the study would have led to more conclusive results if 

based on cartographic data. But, the lack of land use m^ (with uniform scale, land use 

classes, and georeferencing system) distributed along the 1880*s — 2000 period, together 
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with the costs, in time and money, of digitizing the available paper maps or biQdng the 

available digital information made such a task in^ssible in the context of this worlc'̂ . 

Poor counties, given their low soil fertility and low population density, maintained 

until the 18th and 19th centuries the dual landscape structure introduced in Interior 

Alentejo during the First Iron Age. Regular crops were concentrated in a small mixed 

fiirming area surrounding the settlements - the infield. Forests, scrub, and montados 

covered the vast outer territories — the outfield — used only for animal grazing, shifting 

cultivation and gathering. 

In rich counties, an area of regular dry crop Arming - the ager - emerged in 

between the two primitive areas during Roman domain. This area was mainfy composed 

of open fields, olive tree coplanted fields, olive groves and vineyards. The dimension 

and crop intensity of the ager varied throughout history in response to political stability, 

population density, and economic situation. 

The 19th century brought significant transformations to the landscape of Interior 

Alentejo. The political, economic, and social changes introduced by the 1820 Liberal 

Revolution, together with important technological innovations, led to a generalized 

e}q)ansion of cultivated lands and intensification of ancient landscapes. Changes affected 

both rich and poor counties, but soil fertility determined a different landscape evolution 

for each group. In the first decades of the 20th century, the wheat protectionism policies 

^ 1880's land use maps, at the scale 1:50,000, exist fix* most Interior Alentejo counties in paper fiirmat 
{Cartas Agricolas). 1950's land use maps, at the scale 1 :S0,000, exist fix* ail Interior Alentejo counties in 
paper {Cartas Agricolas e Florestais).. A 1985-1986 land cover map, at the scale 1:100,000, exists 
fiir the whole country in digital fixinat {Carta Corine Land Cover). Currently, a digital land use map 
covering the whole country at the scale 1:25,000 is being built from 1990 aerial photography {Carta de 
Octqpafdo do solo). 
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initiated in 1889 fostered an e}q)ansion of open fields all over the region. But soon, the 

low soil fertility of poor counties resulted in the adoption of more extensive landscapes, 

namely montados. 

Current^, the Interior Alentejo landscape is going through an extensification 

process, promoted by the CAP. While affecting all the region's counties, the 

phenomenon is more acute in poor counties. Here, it has often resulted in land 

abandonment. 

The maip anthropogenic &ctors of landscape change in Interior Alentejo, 

identified in Ch^er IV, can be grouped in five classes: cultural &ctors, social fectors, 

political Actors, economic fectors, and technological fiu:tors. 

The cultural heritage of the peoples that inhabited Interior Alentejo throughout 

history is probabty the most important fiictor in shaping this region's landscape. 

Mediterranean populations introduced and developed in the region open fields and 

permanent crop landscapes. Celtic and Germanic populations were responsible for the 

introduction and expansion of the montado, and for the expansion of pastoral landscapes 

in general Despite the "barbarian" origin of the first Portuguese kings, open fields and 

permanent crop landsc^)es continued their expansion after the Christian Reconquest. 

This resulted from the consecration Christianity of the Mediterranean food trilogy -

bread, wine, and olive oil 
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Cultural Actors continue to be determinant nowadays, regardless of the 

multicultural character of the present world. The evolution of Interior Alentgo rural 

landscape is currently largety determined the CAP, a policy often blamed for its bias 

towards Northern European products. According to many authors, CAP's lesser support 

to southern European countries is one of the main reasons for the degradation process 

affecting Interior Alentejo rural landsc^)es, as well as many other Mediterranean rural 

landsc£q)es. 

Population density and social structure were the main social &ctors that affected 

the evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape. Population density influenced landscape 

intensity both through the need of feeding a higher or smaller population and by its 

influence on labor supply and labor costs. In general, one can say that a higher 

population density resulted in a landscape intensification, while a low population density 

resuhed in landscape extensification. In £ict, until the 19"* century, the low population 

density of Interior Alentejo and the high labor costs it fostered were often blamed for the 

underdevelopment of the region's agriculture. More recentfy, in the second half of the 

ZO"* century, the decrease of population density caused by the rural exodus resulted both 

in intensification and extensification of the region's agricultural landscapes. On areas of 

poor soils, the population decline fostered, as in the past, the extensification and 

abandonment of agricultural landscapes. But on the most fertile areas it led to landscape 

intensification via mechanization of fiirming activities. 
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Social structure was another &ctor determiiiant in the evolution of Interior 

Alentejo landscape. Prior to the 19"* century, the conq[>lex and rigid social structure of 

the region might be considered a &ctor of landscape stability, as it offered enormous 

obstacles to the emergence of economic agents necessary to undertake landscape 

changes. It was the deep changes in the region's social structure caused by the Liberal 

Revolution of 1820, namely the transference of most Interior Alentejo lands from the 

aristocracy and the Church to the bourgeoisie, that made possible the great landscape 

transformations of the 19"' centuiy. With a new dominant class installed, the social 

structure became again a &ctor of landscape stability in the region. 

Political stability was the Tnam political &ctor affecting the Interior Alentejo 

kindscape. The landscape evolution of the region shows that extensification occurs in 

times of political instability, while political stability fosters intensification. 

Market and economic policies have been the main economic &ctors responsible 

for landscape changes in Interior Alentejo. In general, one could say that the market 

stimulates the development of the landscapes producing the goods generating the higher 

income at the time. In Interior Alentejo, the relation between wheat price and the price of 

livestock products has been determinant in the dynamics of the region's landscape. 

Favorable wheat prices led to landscape intensification, usualty via the substitution of 

grain fields for pastures. In contrast, a market situation fiivorable to livestock products 
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led general^ to landscape extensification via the substitution of pastoral landscapes for 

grain fields. 

Economic policies are usualfy designed to reverse or attenuate the effects of other 

&ctors, usually the market. Policies have determined several times in the past the 

evolution of Interior Alentejo landscapes. Current^, and since 1986, CAP is the main 

£u;tor of landscape evolution in the region. Among other effects, it prevents the region's 

landscape fix>m evolving according to the world market. 

Identified technological &ctors affecting the evolution of Interior Alentejo 

landscape can be divided into technological in^)rovements and disease control 

techniques. In general, one can say that the direct effect of technical in^rovements like 

irrigation, chemical fertilization and mechanization on the region's landscape was 

intensification. But, history shows us that technological in^rovements have also resulted 

in landscape extensification. In the recent past, the increase of landscape productivity 

allowed mechanization and irrigation has led farmers to concentrate agricultural 

production on the most fertile soils, and to adopt more extensive land uses in the less 

fertile ones. Also, the use of technical in^rovements in poor soils has often led to their 

degradation, with the subsequent extensification and/or abandonment of their landscapes. 

Diseases^ and techniques to control them have often affected the dynamics of 

Interior Alentejo landsc^)es. Probab^ the disease with the highest impact in the 

landsc^ of the region was Afiican Swine Fever. Although working together with other 
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fectors, Afirican Swine Fever was the main cause for the decline of the hohn oak montado 

after the 1950's, as it put an end to its main production — the Iberian pig. Despite the 

substitution of pigs by other grazing animals, the lack of definitive measures to control 

the disease is still a constraint to the expansion of montados. 

More recentfy, it was Mad Cow Disease that indirect^ af^ted the landscape of 

the region. Control of Mad Cow Disease fiivors extensive cattle production. This &ct 

was one of the causes for the recent expansion of cattle and associated pastures, namely 

montados, in the region. 

Apart firom revealing anthropogenic &ctors of landscape change, the assessment 

of Interior Alentejo landscape evolution showed that the same &ctor has had, in general, 

similar landscape effects throughout history. These general rules of action of 

anthropogenic &ctors were described in ch^ter IV and summarized above in this 

chapter. More than the identification of anthropogenic fiictors, knowledge about these 

general rules is fundamental to predicting landscape changes and to controlling the 

process of landsc£^ evolution. 

The study of Interior Alentejo landscape history shows that present agricultural 

landsc{q)es have, in general, evolved from less intensive forms. This leads to a very 

inqmrtant conclusion. Interior Alentejo landscapes can return to former extensive stages 

without necessarily incurring an irreversible degradation and consequent extinction. The 

^ Diseases in themselves are ecological factors. Measures to deal with the diseases can be considered 
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impacts of extensificatioa should, nevertheless, be evaluated. While not irreversible, a 

return to more extensive forms might reduce the biodiversity and aesthetic quality of 

Interior Alentejo landscapes. The maintenance of a certain number and diversity of 

agricultural patches is fimdamental to preserving the rich &una of Interior Alentejo. For 

instance, abandonment of cereal &rming in certain areas will result in the reduction of 

animal species, which, among other costs, has a negative intact on the hunting potential 

of the region (Martinho da Silva, 1996). As for aesthetics, a loss of visual landscape 

quality will reduce the tourist potential of the region. 

The return to more extensive landscape forms should not include total 

abandonment. Total abandonment of Interior Alentejo agricultural landscs^s will result 

in the development of a dense and poor sclerophyll shrubland - the maquis. This will 

reduce biodiversity, and exponentially increase wild fires, erosion, and soil loss, 

definite^ jeopardizing the landsc^)e heritage of the region. 

anthropogoiic. 
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— Sa^cstions for applicatjon of findings and fiuther research 

Knowledge on anthropogenic &ctors of landscape change and corresponding rules 

of action can be used to design policies to control landscape change, and to predict the 

effect on the landscape of current policies. 

As often mentioned in this work, CAP is currently the main policy determining 

the evolution of Interior Alentejo landscape. In 1999, CAP went through another reform 

- the so-called Agenda 2000 CAP Reform. This reform didn't innovate much relative to 

the 1992 reform. The trend towards trade liberalization, with internal price decline, 

continued. Quantitative restrictions were maintained, and direct payments were increased 

and extended. (Costa, 2001). 

The greater innovation introduced by the Agenda 2000 CAP Reform was the 

subdivision of CAP into two pillars: tte market support policies first pillar, and the rural 

development policies second pillar. The second pillar, designed "to accompany and 

conqplement the proposed reforms in the CMOs" (EC, 1997), is composed of two groups 

of measures. The first group includes the 1992 acconq)anymg measures (agri-

environment, afforestation, and earfy-retirement), and measures providing support for 

ferming in less &vored areas (the Less Favored Areas Scheme). The second group 

includes measures promoting the modernization and diversification of the rural work!, 

namefy support for investment in {^ricultural holdings, establishment of young £irmers, 

professional training, and investment in processing and market &cilities. (Costa, 2001). 
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Other innovations of the Agenda 2000 CAP Refonn are cross compliance, 

modulation, and ceilings. Cross conq>liance invites Member States (MS) to integrate 

environmental con^iliance within the market support schemes, namety to penalize 

environmental damages with reductions of direct payments. Modulation enables MS to 

modulate direct payments per &rm, within certain limits, according to the number of jobs 

created. Ceilings are meant to avoid an excessive transfer of public fluids to individual 

fimners. (Costa, 2001). 

Anthropogenic Actors of landscape change and corresponding rules of action 

klentified in this work can be used to evaluate the impact of the Agenda 2000 CAP 

Reform on Interior Alentejo landscapes, especially, the impact of those measures 

designed to deal directly with landscape conservation. Among the current agri-

environment measures there are several designed to pronx>te agricultural landsc^s 

existing in Interior Alentejo: measures supporting extensive grazing systems (Sistemas 

forrageiros extensivos); measures supporting the holm oak montado {Montado de 

Azinho); measures promoting traditional olive groves (Olival Tradicional), measures 

promoting mixed &rming systems in settlements' agricultural belts (Qualificagcio da 

envolvente das aldeiasX measures promoting traditional mixed &rming ^stems in Castro 

Verde, Almodovar, M^ola and Ourique (Recuperagdo e manutengdo de sistemas 

tradicioanais - Hortas do Sut), measures protecting tree covered areas with high 

ecological or landscape value (JPreservagao de bosquetes ou maciqos arbustivos/arboreos 

com interesse ecoldgico e paisagistico). (DGDR, 1999). To be efficient the monetary 
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incentives provided by these measures must overcome the negative effect of other 

anthropogenic &ctors. 

Findings of this work can be used to suggest improvements to current landscape 

conservation measures, and to design alternative or additional measures. 

Anthropogenic fiictors of landscape change and corresponding rules of action can 

also be used to assess the impact on Interior Alentejo landscape of the Alqueva dam. 

Along with CAP, the Alqueva dam, which will be finished in 2002, will be a principal 

detemiinant of the future evolution of Interior Alentejo rural landscape. 

One can subdivide the expect landscape inq)acts of the dam into two groups: the 

impacts resulting fi-om the construction of the dam itself and inq>acts resulting from land 

use changes induced by the dam. The dam itself will flood an area of 24,160 hectares 

distributed among several Interior Alentejo counties. It creates the largest artificial lake 

in Europe. (Verges, 2001). Its construction inq}lies the relocation of a wiiole village 

(AMeia da Luz); the iq)rooting of several thousands of trees, mostly holm oaks; the loss 

of several wildlife habitats, including habitat for the endangered Iberian lynx; the 

flooding of several archeological sites; and inqmrtant climatic changes. (Fialho, 1999; 

Verg^, 2001). According to climate specialists, this huge water surfiice will cause a 

30% increase in the relative humidity of the region, a decrease of 5 degrees Celsius on 

the mflximum ten[q)erature, and an increase of 2 degrees Celsius on the minimum 

temperature (Fialho, 1999). 
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The Alqueva dam is e^qiected to cause significant land use changes. The 

associated irrigation infrastructure, with about 5000 Km of irrigation channels aims at 

increasing the region's irrigated area 110,000 ba. And major land use impacts are 

expected from tourism development, with several resorts, hunting enclosures and golf 

courses planned for the dam surroundings. According to anafysts, the largest land use 

impact should result from tourism, as other anthropogenic frictors are expected to reduce 

the irrigation area. 

i^)art from the above suggested ^plications, this study has opened other 

opportunities for fiirther research. While the general goals of the dissertation have been 

attained, - the identification of anthropogenic landscape evolution &ctors and the 

assessment of their effect on Interior Alentejo landscape evolution - limits imposed by 

time and by data availability and cost prevented the determination of some landscape 

evolution parameters. Namefy, the degree of substitution of one landscape by another, 

and some correlations between landscape changes and soil fertility. 

Determination of the degree of substitution of one landscape another requires 

cartogrs^hic land use data at several points in time. Or, alternative^, total county land 

use areas at several points in time'̂ . Cartographic data, in p^)er format, exists for most 

Interior Alentejo counties in the 1880's, and for all Interior Alentejo counties in the 

1950's. Curiously, cartographic land use data at an adequate scale are scarce for the most 
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recent decades. To overcome this constraint requires the construction of land use 

from aerial photogr^hy, if the latter is available. Digitalization of paper maps is also 

necessary to determine the degree of substitution of one landscape by another using 

con^uter analysis techniques. The in^ssibility to perform these tasks within the scope 

of this woiic prevented me from using cartographic land use data, and, thus, to determine 

the degree of substitution of one landscape by another. This determination is, 

nevertheless, an option for fiirther research, even if for a smaller area. 

In the landscape evolution anatyrsis done in chapter HI, correlations were often not 

found between landscape variations in area and intensity and county average soil fertility. 

While correlations might not exist in a few cases, in most cases the difficulty of finding 

them results certainly from most Interior Alentejo counties being conqposed of areas of 

very different soil fertility. To overcome this constraint requires either the use of 

cartographic data, or the adoption of the freguesia as the unit of study. According to the 

literature, freguesias tend to be more homogeneous in terms of soil fertility. Several 

restrictions, though, prevented the freguesia from being adopted as the study unit. First, 

published land use nimibers do not exist by freguesia for the 1950's. They can onty be 

obtained by measuring the l9S0's land use maps. Second, the 1968 Agricultural Census 

did not go down to the freguesia level And third, the cost of buying 1979, 1989, and 

1999 agricultural census data by freguesia for such a large study area is prohibitive in the 

As mentioned in chapter D, infi)rmation is not available to determine the total landscape composition of 
Interior Alentejo counties at several points in time. As with cartographic data, this infixmation is available 
fir many counties in the 1880's, fiir all the counties in the 1950's, bM not for the most recent decades. 
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context of this work. Nevertheless, the study of Interior Alentejo landscape evolution at 

the freguesia level is an optk>n for fiirther research. 
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